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(ABSTRACT)
A series of short stiffened panel designs which may be applied to a preliminary design as-
sessment of an aircraft wing rib is presented. The computer program PASCO is used as the
primary design and analysis tool to assess the structural efficiency and geometry of a tailored
corrugated panel, a corrugated panel with a continuous laminate, a hat stiffened panel, a
blade stiffened panel, and an unstiffened flat plate. To correct some of the shortcomings in
the PASCO analysis when shear is present, a two step iterative process using the computer
program VICON is used. The Ioadings considered include combinations of axial compression,
shear, and lateral pressure. The loading ranges considered are broad enough such that the
designs presented may be applied to other stiffened panel applications. An assessment is
made of laminate variations, increased spacing, and non-optimum geometric variations, in-
cluding a beaded panel, on the design of the panels.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Composite Materials for Aircraft Appfications
Advanced design concepts are currently being studied to exploit the potential benefits of
composite materials for primary aircraft structures applications. The use of composite mate-
rials challenges the designer to exploit the additional design _exibility of tailoring structural
stiffnesses by changing fiber orientations or laminate stacking sequences, a design feature
that is not available with metals. This addition._l design flexibility, along with the increased
stiffness-to-weight and strength-to-weight ratio of composite materials, often allows a com-
posite structure to be lighter in weight than a c(._mparable metallic structure. If the structural
weight is reduced, either the payload or the fuel weight of the aircraft can be increased which
would add to the aircraft's performance. For example, if the structural weight saved is re-
placed by additional fuel, longer flying ranges ace achieved. NASA initiated a program in late
1975, called the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program I'1], to accelerate the technologies
that show potential for increased fuel efficiency. One of the areas studied was composite
materials applications to aircraft structures, supporting the concept that structural weight
saved can be transformed into better performar_ce 1'21.
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Thehistoryof compositematerialsusagein aircraftstructures[3] indicatesthat com-
positematerials applications have long been considered for aircraft structures. In the past,
lack of adequate knowledge on the efficient use of these novel materials, along with the lim-
ited available material properties, often constrained the design such that it was significantly
overweight. With the development of new stiffer fibers and an increased awareness of proper
applications, composite materials will be an important part of future primary aircraft struc-
tures. Current applications of composite materials to aircraft structures are, however, limited
by high acquisition costs and by more complex design and analysis requirements compared
to similar structures made from metallic materials. These restrictions have limited the appli-
cation of composite materials in transport aircraft to secondary structures such as fairings and
control surfaces. While these composite secondary structures have saved weight compared
to their metallic counterparts, they account for only a small fraction of the total structural
weight. Primary aircraft structures such as the wing, fuselage, and empennage must be
considered for composite material applications _n order to obtain weight savings that will
significantly increase aircraft performance. Fighter aircraft such as the AV-SB [4] make ex-
tensive use of composite materials in the primary structure. Since fighter type aircraft are
extremely weight critical, the significantly higher cost of developing these composite struc-
tures is usually justified. However, due to the size and cost of a transport type aircraft, the
transition from a metallic structure to a composite structure is a very big step. The physical
size of the structure present in a transport aircraft requires additional care in the design
process because of manufacturing constraints. The cost of fabricating primary aircraft struc-
tural components will have to be low enough that the increased material and design costs can
be justified. Therefore, a dedicated effort to determine the best design and fabrication tech-
niques for the large structures associated with transport aircraft primary structures is impor-
tant. Changing the conventional metallic designs to innovative, cost and weight saving
composite designs will assure the advancing performance characteristics of future aircraft
systems.
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1.2 Primary Aircraft Structures
Past studies on the application of composite structures to primary aircraft structures
summarize the state of the art for particular areas of technology. Fuselage technology studies
by Jackson et al. [5] and Davis et al. [6], summarize the general concepts that must be ad-
dressed when designing a large aircraft fuselage with composite materials. A fuselage design
study by Dickson and Biggers [7] presents typical fuselage structure designs (based on
available loads and criteria) which could be built with composite materials. Many of the ideas
expressed in these reports can be used in the application of composite materials to other
primary structures.
Studies on the design of aircraft wings using composite materials were conducted under
the ACEE program by Watts [8] and Harvey eta;. [91. Criteria for design, manufacturing and
available fabrication procedures, and conceptu;_l designs were discussed and evaluated in
References 8 and 9, a necessary first step for ,_pplying composite materials to this type of
structure. This preliminary work identifies the technology deficiencies which may limit the
current application of composite materials to transport type primary aircraft structures. Since
composite materials applications to primary aircraft structures are not common, further re-
search is needed in this area.
1.3 Aircraft Wing and Rib Structures
The present study concentrates specifically on the application of composite materials to a
primary aircraft structural subcomponent, namely a wing rib. Typically, a wing rib is a short,
stiffened panel, that separates the upper and Icwer wing skin panels, as shown in Figure 1.
Many configurations are possible to satisfy the ,,_,tructural requirements of a wing rib. For ex-
Introduction 3
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Figure 1. General Wing Structure Diagram,
Introduction
ample, in Figure 2, several wing rib conflguratior=s are presented that illustrate some of the
many ways that a wing rib can be constructed. ]'he solid rib concept shown in Figure 2 is
typical of the current proposed applications of composite materials to transport aircraft wing
rib structures.
In service, a wing is subjected to air loads which bend and twist the entire wing structure.
This twisting becomes more severe as the wing is swept further aft, a configuration common
in most transport aircraft. The bending load is resisted primarily by compression and tension
in the upper and lower wing skins and spat caps. Wing bending also creates axial
compressive loading in the wing ribs that resists the tendency for the wing skins to collapse.
The twisting load is resisted by a torque box, whi_:h consists of the wing skins, spars, and ribs.
Wing attachments such as flaps, ailerons, and ertgines are usually attached to the ribs, intro-
ducing significant shearing loads in the ribs. "transport aircraft also typically carry fuel in
portions of the wing structure. Thus, the rib whic:h closes out the fuel cell will have significant
lateral pressure loads applied to it, along with a>:ial compressive and shearing loads.
1.4 Stiffened Panel Design Review
The analysis and design of stiffened compc, site panels is often based on a computerized
analysis procedure. Many of the currently avai!able procedures have been used to evaluate
different configurations and are discussed in the following section. Past studies discussing
different configurations which exhibit potential c_st savings due to manufacturability are also
discussed.
Analysis Codes: Past studies using compt_terized design procedures to obtain stiffened
panel designs and analyses have economicall_ provided accurate results. Early stiffened
panel design and optimization studies using ,;omposite materials were carried out using
computer programs like AESOP (Automated En_;_ineering and Scientific Optimization Program)
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[10,11], and the results were compared with alunlinum panels. These early studies in com-
posite materials applications stimulated further research to find ways to exploit the potential
of designing lighter weight structures with composite materials. Other approaches included
using a stiffened panel analysis program for bia:<ial loading called BUCLASP2 (A Computer
Program for the Instability Analysis of Biaxially Loaded Composite Panels) to design stiffened
panels [12]. Studies of panels designed using BUCLASP2 were compared with results from
other analysis procedures and with experimentaF data [13-15], and showed an even greater
potential for the use of composite materials. Another computer program, PANDA2 [16], has
been developed and is also being used to desigr_ stiffened panels for multiple loading condi-
tions. The analysis procedures mentioned have been used to design stiffened panels, fulfilling
the need for economical, accurate analyses during the design process. Other analysis pro-
cedures currently being used include an analysis code developed by Williams and Anderson
called VlPASA (Vibration and Instability of Plate ,Assemblies including Shear and Anisotropy)
[17,18]. VlPASA is capable of modeling anisotrc, pic plate properties and includes their effect
on the natural frequencies and buckling loads of prismatic assemblies of thin, flat rectangular
plates which are connected along their edges. _nderson et al. incorporated VIPASA into the
computer program PASCO (Panel Analysis and S_zing Code) [19-21], currently one of the most
widely used programs for the study of stiffened panels using composite materials. PASCO
was written to economically design optimum stiffened panels made up of linked plate ele-
ments. Studies leading up to the developmen_ of PASCO included the design of stiffened
panels by Stroud and Agranoff [22] using a simplified buckling analysis to obtain the optimum
design. For comparison, Stroud et al. [23] used the more rigorous buckling analysis of
VlPASA to provide an evaluation of the analysis method. Later studies by Stroud et al. [24]
have revealed some shortcomings of the PASCO analysis by comparing the results of a
PASCO generated design with the nnite element codes EAL [25] and STAGS [26]. The results
of these studies indicated that PASCO may generate questionable designs when shear or
anisotropy is present. Other recent work involving PASCO includes the design and analysis
of different corrugated panel configurations by Davis et al. [27], with curved caps and beaded
Introduction
webs,anda studyof the sensitivityof thebuckling loads to bow type imperfections of an op-
timized panel design by Stroud et al. [28].
As a possible solution to the shortcomings in VIPASA, Williams et al. recently developed
the computer program VICON [29] based on earlier work of Williams and Anderson l30,31].
VICON (VIPASA with constraints) adds the user-defined option of specifying constraints at any
arbitrary point on the panel. Later work was done by the same authors using VICON to show
how the computation time can be reduced by considering laterally repetitive cross sections
in a stiffened panel [32]. Anderson and Williams also used VICON to evaluate another ap-
proach to a finite length plate [33]. VICON was shown to provide an improved analysis over
VIPASA due to a more accurate definition of the boundary conditions at the loaded ends when
shear is present.
Configurations: Many studies have been performed on configurations and materials
systems that may potentially reduce the fabrication costs of composite materials applications
to primary aircraft structures. The corrugated panel, long recognized for its structurally effi-
cient shape, has been studied for many years because of its buckling and shear resistant
properties [34-41]. The application of composite materials to this particular configuration is
potentially very important 1-22,23,42] since economical manufacturing techniques which take
advantage of the corrugated panel geometry can reduce the production cost.
A corrugated panel is a primary candidate for thermoplastic materials application to pri-
mary aircraft structures. The use of thermoplastic materials for primary composite aircraft
structures is of interest because of potential low cost manufacturing techniques, high
toughness (damage tolerance), and higher operating temperatures. Work on the advance-
ment of thermoplastic materials by Johnston et al. [43,44] and Christensen et al. [45] em-
phasize the benefits of using this type of material. The application of thermoplastics to aircraft
structures has been studied, for example, by Goad i-46] and Hoggatt et al. [471 but the appli-
cation has yet to be realized in production.
Other structural concepts which have been considered in past studies simultaneously
combine the efficiency of a stiffened structure with the superior properties of an advanced
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compositematerialssystemin a mannerconsistentwithautomatedmanufacturingtechnol-
ogy. Theseconceptsincludetheorthogridr48] =_nd the isogrid [_49-521 panel configurations.
Because of their overall properties, these conc_;pts are suited for use in primary aircral_
structures.
1.5 Present Study
The present study focuses on the optimum design of wing rib panels made of composite
materials. The baseline model considered for a typical wing rib panel in the present study is
that of a center wing box rib of the Lockheed C-130 transport aircraft. In the past, stiffened
panel structural efficiency studies have concentrated on long or semi-infinite panels. How-
ever, because of the short length (measured in the wing thickness direction) of the wing rib
compared to its width (measured in the chordwise direction), it is expected that boundary
conditions will play a much more important rolc_ in the design process for ribs. Much of the
stiffened panel design work mentioned earlier used the analysis tools available to either show
the accuracy of the analysis code or the relative efficiency of a stiffened panel concept. None
of the studies mentioned have included an stiff_ned panel optimization study specifically for
wing rib panels loaded with combinations of axial compression, shear, and especially lateral
pressure. This study concentrates on the appli¢_:ation of specific configurations to an aircraft
wing rib panel, with the additional consideration of economical manufacturing techniques. To
accomplish this, minimum weight rib panel de.,_igns which have the potential for being eco-
nomically manufactured have been optimized tc, satisfy buckling and strength constraints for
a wide range of loading conditions. Due to the wide loading range considered, the study is
expected to provide information for buckling resistant stiffened panel designs for many differ-
ent applications.
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2.0 Design Study Approach
2.1 Design Approach
When considering a preliminary wing rib design, many constraints that are related to the
panel fabrication, and interaction of the rib with the global wing structure should be consid-
ered without over constraining the design. The designer must carefully consider what limits
to put on specific design constraints to develop the best possible design. The constraints
considered in the present study of an aircraft wing rib sub-component include those associ-
ated with buckling, material, and geometric limits. The material limits for the present study
include a material failure criterion and a minimum ply thickness. The material failure criterion
chosen is the maximum strain failure criterion [53] commonly used for composite materials.
The other material constraint used in the present study, minimum ply thickness, is based on
the fact that a design would not be realistic if the ply design thicknesses are less than the
minimum material ply thickness available. This practical limit is expected to have a significant
effect on the design efficiency for lightly loaded stiffened panels. The effect of having a dis-
crete thickness due to an integer number of plies in the laminate is also evaluated. The
buckling criterion used in the present study is based on the common design practice used for
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wingstructuresthatdoesnotallowthe components to buckle at limit loads. This philosophy
is based on the aerodynamically critical shape of the wing structure and the effects that a
buckled skin or a stiffness loss caused by a buckled rib may have on its performance. Thus,
the design of the wing rib does not consider any postbuckling capability of the panel. The
buckling constraints imposed in this study include both global and local buckling modes. The
only geometric constraint included in the present study is a minimum width restriction placed
on the individual plate elements which make up the panel model. This constraint represents
a practical manufacturing limit for stiffened panels.
The objective of the design study is to achieve a minimum-weight rib panel for the spec-
ified Ioadings and design constraints. Thicknesses of plies with different ply orientations in
the different sections of the panel are used as design variables. Also, individual plate element
widths are used as sizing variables to determine the best cross sectional geometry. The op-
timization code used in PASCO (CONMIN [54]) _rovides the optimization capability required
to achieve a minimum-weight design.
Since carbon fibers in an epoxy matrix will most likely dominate the aircraft primary
structure applications in the near future, a typical graphite-epoxy composite material is cho-
sen for the material system in this study. One o_ the goals of this study is to determine trends
for preliminary rib design. Different material properties may affect the efficiency results and
alter the geometry of the optimized designs, bu_ the design trends as a function of individual
design variables are assumed to be repr(_sentative. Therefore, Hercules AS4/3502
preimpregnated graphite-epoxy tape was chosen as a typical graphite-epoxy material, and is
the only material considered for this study. Typical properties of the Hercules AS4 graphite
fiber pre-impregnated with Hercules 3502 350°F cure thermosetting epoxy resin are presented
in Table 1. Since thermoplastic composite n_aterial properties have many characteristics
similar to thermoset composite material properties, the results of this study can also be used
for preliminary design trends for thermoplasti_:_" applications. Applications of thermoplastic
materials are considered in this study because of their potential manulacturing cost reduction
benefits.
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Table1. AS413502Graphite-EpoxyMaterialPropertiesUsed
LongitudinalModulus,E,= 18.5x 106I._b_b
in2
Transverse Modulus, E2= 1.64 x 106 Ib
in2
Shear Modulus, G,2= 0.87 x 106 Ib
in 2
Major Poisson's Ratio, vt2= 0.30
Longitudinal Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, _1=
Transverse Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, _2=
Longitudinal Tensile Strain Allowable, _: 0.0085
Longitudinal Compressive Strain Allowable, _ = 0.0085
Transverse Tensile Strain Allowable, _y= 0.0085
Transverse Compressive Strain Allowable, _ = 0.0085
Shearing Strain Allowable, _= 0.0140
Density, p= 0.057 Ib
in3
0.25 x 10 -6 in
InOF
16.2 x 10 -4 in
in°F
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2.2 Panel Configurations
As was discussed in Chapter 1, for a global wing configuration that uses the rib-spar de-
sign concept, the rib is an integral part of the Ic,ad carrying capability of the wing, Lack of
current rib design trends may result in over-designed ribs that add unnecessary weight to the
structure. Therefore, a better understanding of ti;e rib design trends will be useful to the de-
signer and will contribute to the efficient design of composite wing rib structures. The wing
rib panel concepts considered in this study are based on some guidelines drawn from eco-
nomical manufacturing techniques. Since manufacturability and cost are of great concern in
the aerospace industry, the present study concentrates only on designs that are practical and
applicable to cost effective manufacturing techniques. As a result of these considerations, a
corrugated panel is chosen for further study an.t compared to other, more common config-
urations. A corrugated panel is relatively easy lo manufacture since it has continuous plies
which run throughout the configuration that form integral stiffeners without requiring fasteners.
It is also suitable for the thermoforming proces,; which is a potentially economical manufac-
turing technique for thermoplastic materials. Di!ferent configurations using various combina-
tions of corrugated panels and flat face sheets were initially considered and are illustrated in
Figure 3. Included are a simple corrugation (3;_), corrugated panels with one and two face
sheets (3b-3c), two similar corrugated panels att,:_ched at the caps (3d), two similar corrugated
panels separated by a face sheet (3e), and finally, two corrugated panels shifted with respect
to one another by half of the corrugation repezlting element width and separated by a face
sheet (30. The number of panels actually evalLated in the present design study, however, is
reduced to include fewer configurations. This is; necessary in order to carry out a fairly com-
plete preliminary design study with the limited resources available. The configurations cho-
sen are based on the ability of the configuratiorfs to be modeled by the design program, their
manufacturability, the lack of obvious inherent weight penalties associated with some config-
urations, and practical considerations such as r_laintainability and inspectability.
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Figure 3. Configurations Considered for Study,
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Of all the original configurations presented in Figure 3, only three are considered for
further study. The configurations omitted from the 3resent study are not practical in that they
either have inherent weight penalties (3d-3e) or their ability to be manufactured and inspected
is not reliable. Specifically, some of the configur;]tions (3c,3f) that have blind connections
(accessible from one side only) are not considered due to potential quality control, assembly
costs, and inspectability problems. The configur_tions chosen for the study are shown in
Figure 4. Included are a corrugated panel with t;_ilored laminates in the cap and webs, a
corrugated panel with a continuous laminate throughout its length and width (suitable for
thermoplastic thermoforming applications) and a tz_ilored corrugated panel with a face sheet,
often referred to as a hat stiffened panel. Also included in the study is a blade stiffened panel,
the most commonly used composite stiffened pane considered for a wing rib application, and
a flat unstiffened plate, for comparison. The latter configurations are used as baseline designs
for evaluating the corrugated panel concepts.
The general approach to the current study in:'ludes a comparison of how each config-
uration relates to the others for various loading conditions and other non-optimum geometric
variations. The various loading conditions conside_-ed are combinations of axial compression,
shear, and out-of-plane or normal pressure. Non.optimum geometric variations considered
in the present study include the effect of variations in blade stiffener spacing, corrugation web
angle, and laminate ply layup on the structural efficiency.
2.3 Design and Analysis Tools
The PASCO program is chosen as the primz_ry sizing and analysis tool for this study.
PASCO has the generality to include the loading conditions considered, to model the chosen
configurations, and to apply the design constraint,:, of interest. PASCO is computationally el-
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a) Tailored Corrugated Panel
b) Corrugated Panel with a Continuous Laminate
c) Hat Stiffened Panel
d)
I I1
Blade Stiffened Panel
' I I I
e) Unstiffened Flat Plate
I
Figure 4. Configurations Studied.
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ficient which allows the large number of design cases required for a study of this nature to
be performed at a reasonable computational cos!.
2.3.1 PASCO
2.3.1.1 Theory and Shortcomings
PASCO is a computer program developed fo _ use in the design and analysis of stiffened
panel structures which can be modeled by a series of linked plate elements. The panel being
designed by PASCO may be loaded by any combination of in-plane axial and shear loads,
out-of-plane pressure, and applied moments as shown in Figure 5. PASCO can also account
for a bow type imperfection. PASCO consists c_f a buckling analysis program (VIPASA), a
non-linear mathematical programming optimizer (CONMIN [54]), and analyses for material
failure and other constraints. VlPASA uses linked plate elements to model the panel and
maintains continuity of the buckling pattern between adjoining plate elements. Each individual
plate element can be loaded with any combination of N x , N_, and N_ as illustrated in
Figure 6. The buckling displacement, w, assumed in the VIPASA analysis is of the general
form:
w=fl(y) cos-_-- f2(Y) sin--_- (3.1)
where _ is the buckling half-wavelength and the fL,nctions f_(y) and f2(Y) are such that equilib-
rium of the governing differential equations [20] ,:_re satisfied, while allowing boundary con-
ditions to be defined on the lateral edges of the panel. In-plane displacements u and v are
specified in a similar fashion. Boundary conditions on the panel ends perpendicular to the
stiffeners are assumed to be simply supported an_J cannot be changed. This simple support
boundary condition is inherent in the analysis for an orthotropic plate with no applied shear.
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Figure S. Bow-type
PASCO [2/]mperfecti°n' Applied Loading, and Coordinate System used in
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X,U
/
Z,w
Y,v
Ny, \ \ N_ji,,
, _\ \/./_\ /
/\ 7"
Figure 6. Plate Element Coordinate System and Loading [21]
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The assumed buckling displacement of equation (3.1) corresponds to a series of straight nodal
lines that are perpendicular to the longitudinal panel axis, as shown in Figure 7, and satisfy
the simple support boundary conditions. The VIPASA analysis is considered accurate for this
condition in the sense that it is the exact solution of the plate equations satisfying the
Kirchoff-Love hypothesis. However, when shear is applied to the panels, the buckling pattern
consists of a series of skewed nodal lines, each spaced by a distance )., as shown in
Figure 8. When skewed nodal lines are present, the simple support boundary conditions as-
sumed for the panel ends may no longer be applicable. When only a single buckling half wave
of length _. forms along the panel length, L, the difference in the assumed skewed deformation
shape and the actual straight edge condition is much more pronounced than if many waves
form along the panel length. Thus, the VIPASA solution when shear is present is still consid-
ered accurate for the case when many buckling waves form along the panel length. For the
case of the buckling wave length equal to the panel length, however, the VIPASA buckling
analysis can severely underestimate the buckling load when shear is applied.
2.3.1.2 Smeared Stiffness Solution
A procedure based on a smeared stiffness representation of the stiffened panels can be
used to obtain a more accurate solution for the global buckling mode ().= L) when shearing
loads are present. By rotating the panel properties 90° , one can form an infinitely wide panel
with simple supports on the ends with finite length. However, since VIPASA can only analyze
a panel with a uniform cross section in the infinite direction (no transverse discrete stiffeners
are allowed), it cannot solve the problem in this form. The properties of the discrete stiffeners
must be smeared to form an equivalent orthotropic plate. The smeared stiffness approach
was shown in Reference 24 to be an improved solution but not always a conservative one.
The smeared stiffener solution also ignores any local buckling in the stiffeners which may
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Figure 8. PASCO Skewed Buckling Nodes Due to Applied Shear [24].
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occur, thus, this method should only be used with caution, and an alternative solution should
be sought.
2.3.1.3 Applied Pressure
As an additional feature, PASCO accounts k_r the application of out-of-plane pressure to
the stiffened panel. PASCO uses a beam column approach to account for the interaction of
the in-plane loads with the out-of-plane pressur_ load [55]. The effect of the interaction is
included during the analysis as an applied moment with a magnification factor/_:
M = P x L__...._z8 x_
_ ] Nxwhere /Y= =zSxy sec_-_-I , y= N---_-c,ard P is the lateral pressure. When shear is
present, N,c , is assumed to be the buckling load corresponding to the buckling half wavelength
). equat to L. Since this vatue of N_c, corresponds to the overall buckling mode that PASCO
determines incorrectly when shear is present, the moment applied due to a given value of
pressure is also in error. Calculation of the m+_gnification factor, /Y, is automatic in PASCO
and cannot be modified. In order to apply the corrected value of the bending moment, there-
fore, one can modify the input value of the design pressure, P. The applied moment due to
the pressure, including the effect of the magnification factor #, forces the sizing code to in-
crease the overall buckling load correspondin_ to 2= L to be a non-critical value which, in
turn, causes a local buckling mode to become critical. The structural efficiency and geometric
effects of increasing pressure for various com0inations of Nx and N_ on the configurations
studied will be described in the following chapt,_._rs.
The shortcomings of PASCO present a problem with respect to its applicability to the
current study of short, longitudinally stiffened panel configurations. The boundary conditions
on a short panel may play a more important role in the buckling response than a longer panel,
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requiring the boundary conditions to be accounted for more accurately. To correct the short-
comings in PASCO, the panel must retain the full cross sectional detail to account for local
stiffener buckling, while at the same time, maintain the simple support boundary conditions
at the loaded edges. The smeared stiffener solution in PASCO does not account for this detail
and an improved analysis (VICON) is used to account for these important effects.
2.3.2 VICON
A recently developed computer program, VICON (VIPASA with constraints), modifies the
VlPASA buckling analysis program to include supports at arbitrary locations along the panel
length. This is accomplished by coupling the desired end constraints with the VlPASA
stiffness matrix for different buckling wavelength responses through the method of Lagrangian
multipliers. By specifying the supports at intervals corresponding to the ends of the desired
panel length, the simple support boundary conditions will be approximated at the panel ends
when shear is applied.
In order to include the modifications of the VICON analysis in the PASCO design, a two
step iterative design process is used. PASCO is first run to generate a design based on the
smeared orthotropic stiffness solution which is then analyzed using VICON. The PASCO de-
sign load for the overall buckling mode (_ = L) is then reduced by the ratio of the original
PASCO design load to the VICON buckling load for the same overall mode shape. The re-
duction is introduced to PASCO by means of a safety factor, CLAM(A), described in the User's
Manual [19]. CLAM(l) corresponds to the overall buckling load and adjusts the _=L load
used in the design. The panel is redesigned using PASCO with this correction for the overall
buckling load and the resulting design is again checked using VlCON. This iterative process
is continued until the analyses converge.
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2.4 Panel Modeling
The modeling of the panels shown in Figure 4 for input into the PASCO program includes
specifying the laminate layup, the overall repeating element geometry, and the applied con-
straints. The panel size and typical loads chosen for this study are based on an inboard wing
rib for a transport aircraft. The rib dimensions of 28 inches high by 80 inches wide were
chosen based on dimensions obtained for a typical fuel closeout rib for the C-130 aircraft. The
laminate ply layup specification is the first consideration for the modeling. For PASCO, both
the lamina ply orientation angles and ply thicknesses can be used as design variables. For
the current study, only thicknesses are used as design variables and the ply angle orientations
are chosen as conventional values and not varied For the models chosen, the laminates
which define the plate elements consist of lami_lates made up of layers with orientations of
:1:45°, 0 °, and 90 °, where the +45 ° and -45 ° plies are assumed to be of equal thickness. Only
balanced symmetric laminates are used since PASCO can only model plate elements made
up of this type of laminate. Hence, only one half the laminate must be defined in the input file.
Practical layup constraints are applied, such as L_sing :545 ° plies as the outermost lamina to
improve damage tolerance, and using continuous fibers throughout the cross section where
possible to minimize the stress concentrations v,_hich occur at the ply termination points.
The geometry of the repeating elements, and thus the overall cross-sectional panel ge-
ometry, is left to vary by using the individual plate element widths as design variables. Since
the total panel width is restrained to 80 inchE_s, the panel model is adjusted in width by
changing the number of repeating elements. Tc determine the number of repeating elements
for the optimum design, the number of repeatin_;l elements is first fixed at a value that is as-
sumed to result in a panel width near 80 inches. As the panel dimensions are changed by
optimizing the repeating element widths, the total panel width changes accordingly. Repeat-
ing elements are then added or removed as necP.ssary to provide the total panel width closest
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to 80 inches. Within the PASCO model, symmetry is used wherever possible to reduce the
number of unknowns in the problem.
2.4.1 PASCO Models
The first panel chosen for modeling is the corrugated panel with different laminates in the
caps and webs, providing the opportunity for the optimizer to tailor the stiffnesses of different
sections of the panel. The panel will be referred to as a tailored corrugated panel and the
details of the model are shown in Figure 9. This particular model is similar to the models
used in past studies [22-24]. The geometry of the repeating element is defined by the plate
widths b,, b=, and b3, where both the upper and lower corrugation caps are assumed to be of
equal width due to symmetry. The corrugated panel web angle (8) is a dependent variable
and is defined using the plate element widths, b= and bs, to define the cosine of the angle
between them, as shown in Figure 9. Two different laminates, both with common +450 plies
are used to define this configuration. The panel webs are made of only +45 ° plies. These
+45 ° plies run continuously across the width of the entire panel cross section to reduce both
manufacturing costs and any stress concentrations that occur at the ±45 ° ply termination
points. In the plate elements which make up the caps, 0 ° plies are included between the
layers of ±45 ° fibers continuing from the webs. Thus, both laminates can be defined by two
thicknesses, Tt and T2, relating to the 45 ° and 0° plies, respectively. The plies of similar ori-
entation are all collected together in the analysis to reduce the number of design variables.
A sample PASCO input file for this model is shown in Figure 10. In PASCO, for cases when
only axial compression load is applied (N_=0.0), the anisotropic terms are omitted by default
from the analysis, even though the laminates may contain some off axis plies which are
grouped together making the anisotropic terms D46 and D26 of an appreciable magnitude. This
grouping effect may cause unconservative buckling calculations due to the anisotropic bend-
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4Tt (45°)
[ 4- 45°, O°]s
2Tt (45 °)
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I
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0° plies
45 ° plies
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......... L,.
Figure 9. Tailored Corrugated Panel Model.
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***** PASCO MODEL 5A CASE 002 ***'*
$CONDAT
$
$PANEL
GRANGE= 10,
M AXJJJ -- 10,
LINK = 0,
EL = 28,
B = -0.2296,-2.175, 3"1 .E30,-0.710,
BL = .10, .10, .10, .10, .10, .10,
T = -.005, -.005, -.0050,
TL= .005, .005,
THF,T= 45, 0, 0,
KWALL(1,1)- 1,-1, 2,
KWALL(1,2) = 1,-1,3,
IWALL = 1,2,1,2,1,
HCARD = 4,-7,2,-6,2,
4,-8,7,90,0,
4,-9,4,6,2,
4,-10,9,-90,0,
6,11,1,8,3,10,5,
NOBAY = 16,
AB(1,1) = 0, 1, 0,-1,
AB(1,2)= 1, 0, 0, 0,-1,
AB(1,3)= 2, 0,-1,
MINLAM= 28,
NLAM = 1,2,4,7,14,28,
IBC = 1,
IP= 2,
NX= 100.,
$
$MATER
El= 18.51=6, E2=1.64E 6, E12=.87F,6, ANUI-.30,
ALFA1 = 0.25E-6, ALFA2 = 16.2E-6,
ALLOW= 2, .00850,-.00850, .00850,-.00850, .0140,
$
RHO = .0570,
Figure 10. Tailored Corrugated Panel PASCO Input Data File.
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ing stiffnessesthatarepresent.Theeffectoftheseneglectedtermswill bediscussedInmore
detaillater in theanalysisandresultssection.
The corrugatedpanelwitha continuouslaminateismodeledin a similarwayto thetai-
loredcorrugatedpanel,exceptthe laminateis definedto bethe samefor all the plate ele-
ments. The model used is shown in Figure 1t and a sample PASCO input file for this
configuration is presented in Figure 12. In this case, a [ -t- 450 , 0°, 90°], laminate is chosen
to define the properties of the laminate. Thus, thr,_e thicknesses T,, T=, and T_, referring to the
45 °, 0 °, and 90 ° plies, respectively, are used to de-ine the optimized laminate. The plate width
variables b4, b2, and b3, used to define the cross s,_._ctional geometry for the tailored corrugated
panel, are also used to define the geometry of the corrugated panel with a continuous lami-
nate.
The hat stiffened panel model is similar to the corrugated panels discussed earlier, since
it is essentially a tailored corrugated panel attaci!led to a flat face sheet. The model detail is
shown in Figure 13 and a sample PASCO input file is shown in Figure 14. The geometry is
defined by four plate element width variables, b_, b=, b3, and b,. The symmetry argument used
to define equal cap widths in the corrugated panels is no longer valid since the geometry of
the hat stiffened panel is not symmetric about the neutral axis. Therefore the upper cap is
defined by b_ and the lower cap by 2b_. The lami,'_ates are defined in a manner similar to that
of the corrugated panel except that the thickness of the 0° plies in the lower and upper caps
can be different. Thus, T_, T2, and T_ define the thickness of the 45 ° plies, the 0° plies in the
lower cap, and the 0° plies in the upper cap us_;d in the corrugated panel laminates. The
thicknesses T,, Ts, and Te define the 45 °, 0 °, and !it0° lamina thicknesses in the skin elements.
The skin elements are offset from the corrugatc_d panel lower caps, a feature available in
PASCO and discussed in the User's Manual [19-]= The offset simulates the actual attachment
of the skin and corrugated panel to each other to form the hat stiffened panel.
The blade stiffened panel geometry is defined by bt, b=, and b3 as shown in Figure 15,
and a sample PASCO input file for this conflguralion is shown in Figure 16. Three laminates
are used to define the blade stiffened panel. The first is the skin panel, defined by a
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2T, (45°)
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Tl (0 °)
2T_(90 °)
2Tt (45 °)
Legend:
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45* plies
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Figure 11. Corrugated Panel with a Continuous Laminate Modei
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***** PASCO MODEL 9A 200 ****"
$CONDAT
$
$PANEL
GRANGE = 10,
MAXJJJ = 10,
LINK = 0,
EL = 28,
B = -2.4740,-1.798, 4"1.E30,-0.042,
BL = .10, .10, .10, .10, .10, .10,
T= .005, .005, .005,
TL= .005, .005, .005,
THET= 45, 0, 90,
KWALL(1,1) = 1,-1,2, 3,
IWALL = 1,1,1,1,1,
HCARD = 4,-7,2,6,2,
4 ,-9,4 ,-6,2,
6,11,1,7,3,9,5,
NOBAY = 6,
AB(1,1) = 0, 1,0,-1,
AB(1,2)= 1, 0, 0, 0,-1,
AB(1,3)= 2, 0,-1,
AB(1,4)= 0, 1,0,0,0,-1,-1,
MINLAM = 28,
NLAM = 1,2,4,7,14,28,
IBC = 1,
IP = 2,
NX= 100.,
$
$MATER
El= 18.5E6, E2=l.64E6, E12=,87E6, ANUI=.30,
ALFA1 = 0.25E-6, ALFA2 = 16.2E-_,
ALLOW = 2, .00850,-.00850, .00{i150,-.00850, .0140,
$
11
RHO = 0570,
Figure 12. Corrugated Panel with a Continuous Laminate PASCO Input Data File.
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[ ± 45°]s
2T, (45 °)
2T= (0°)
2T, (45 °)
Figure 13. Hat Stiffened Panel Model.
[ + 45°, 0°],
21"=(0 °)
2T, (45 °)
4T, (45 °)
[ + 45% 0°, 90°15
21, (45 ° )
T, (0°)
27", (900)
1"- (00)
21", (45 °)
Legend:
0° plies t I
450 plies ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
900 plies [I I ! i I I I 11
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..... PASCO MODEL 6A CASE 002 ......
$CONDAT
$
$PANEL
MAXJJJ =10,
GRANGE= 10,
LINK = 0,
EL= 28,
B = 0.1000,-2.654,-0.1832, 7"1.E30,-0.045,
BL(I) = .10, .10, .10, .10, .10, .10, .10, . 10, .10, .10, .005,
T =-.005, .005, .005, .005, .005, .005, 1.E30, -.005,
TL = .005, .005, .005, .005, .005, .005, .005,
THET = 45, 0, 0, 45, 0, 90, 0, 0,
KWALL(1,1) = 1,-1, 2,
KWALL(1,2) = 1,-1, 8,
KWALL(1,3) = 1,-1, 3,
KWALL(1,4) = 4,-4, 5, 6,
IWALL= 1,2,3,2,1,4,4,4,4,4,
HCARD = 4,-11,2,7,2,
4,-12,4,-7,2,
6,-13,-1,0,7,0,7,
6,-14,-11,0,7,0,0,
6,-15,-12,0,0,0,7,
6,-16,-5,0,7,0,7,
4,17,14,3,15,
4,18,7,8,9,
7,19,6,-13,18,-17,10,-16,
NOBAY = 14,
AT(l,1)= 2, 1,0,2, 1, 1,-1,
AB(1,2)= 0, 1, 0,-1,
AB(1,3)= 1, 0, 0, 0,-1,
AB(1,4)= 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1,
AB(1,5)= 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0, 0, 0,-1,
AB(1,6)= 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1,
AB(1,7)= 0,0,0,0,0,0, 1,0,-1,
AB(1,8)= 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1,
MINLAM= 28,
NLAM = 1,2,4,7,14,28,
IBC = 1,
IP= 2,
NX = 100.,
$
$MATER
El= 18.5E6, E2=l.64E6, E12=.87E6, ANUI=.30, RHO=.0570,
ALFA1 = 0.25E-6, ALFA2=16.2E-6,
ALLOW= 2, .00850,-.00850, .00850,-.30850, .0140,
$
Figure 14. Hat Stiffened Panel PASCO Input Data File.
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[ • 45 o, 0o, 90°J=
Symm.
[ :i: 45 °, 0°, 90 ° 4- 45 °, 0°]_
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T, (90°)HH ,. <oo,
2T4 145 °)
Legend:
0° plies •
45 ° plies
90 ° plies
Figure 15. Blade Stiffened Panel Model.
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..... PASCO MODEL 7A CASE 0(}2 *****
$CONDAT
$
$PANEL
MAXJJJ = 10,
GRANGE = 10,
LINK = 0,
EL = 28,
B = -2.858, 0.750, 4"1.E30, -0.630,
BL(1)= .01, .75, .01, .01, .01, .01, .01,
T = .00500, .00500, .00500, .005CI0, .00500, .00500,-.00600,-.00629,
2"1 .E30,
TL = .005, .005, .005, .005, .005, .005, .005, .005,
THET = 45, 0, 90, 45, 0, 90, 45, £_,
KWALL(1,1)- 1,-1, 2, 3,
KWALL(1,2) = 4,-4, 5, 6,
KWALL(1,3) = 4,-4, 5, 6, 7,-7, 8,
IWALL = 1,1,1,1,2,2,3,
HCARD = 6, -8,-5, 0,-9, 0,-9,
6,-9,-6, 0,-9, 0,-9,
6,-10,-7, 0, 0,10, 0,
4,-11,10,90, 0,
2,121,11,
8, 12, 1, 2,-8, 3,-9,-121, 4,.
NOBAY= 11,
AB(1,1) = 0, 1,-1,
AB(1,2)-- 1, 0, 0,-1,
AB(1,3)= 0, 1, 0, 0,-1,
AB(1,4)= 0, 1,0,0,0,-1,
AT(l,5)= 2, 1, 1,2, 1, 1,0,0,-1
AT(I,6)-- 2, 1, 1, 4, 2, 2,0,0,0.-1,
MINLAM = 28,
NLAM = 1,2,4,7,14,28,
IBC = 1,
IP = 2,
NX = 100.,
CLAM(l) = 1.0,
SHEAR = 0.,
$
$MATER
El= 18.5E6, E2=1.64E6, E12==.87E6, ANUI=.30, RHO=.0570,
ALFA1 = 0.25E-6, ALFA2 = 16.2E-6,
ALLOW= 2, .00850,-.00850, .00850,-.00850, .01400,
$
Figure 16. Blade Stiffened Panel PASCO Input D_ts File.
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I" Jr 45 °, 0°, 90°], laminate where Tt, T_, and T3 define the 45 °, 0°, and 90° lamina thicknesses,
respectively. The flange of the blade stiffener is also defined as a [ + 45 °, 0°, 90°], laminate
with independent ply thicknesses T4, Ts, and T8 defining the 45 °, 0 °, and 90° lamina thick-
nesses, respectively. The blade itself is defined such that the lower half of the flange laminate
is continuous into the blade. This feature is shown schematically in Figure 17. Therefore, the
laminate defining the blade is a [ + 45 °, 0°, 90 °, Jr 45 °, 0°], laminate where the first +45 °, 0 °,
and 90° plies are continuous from the flange and are again defined by T4, Ts, and T6, respec-
tively. The added 45 ° and 0° plies are defined by T7 and Ts, respectively, and allow the blade
properties to be independent of the flange properties.
The unstiffened flat plate is defined by a laminate of [ Jr 45°, 0°, 90°], where T,, T2, and
T3 define the 45 °, 0 °, and 90° lamina thicknesses, respectively, and is shown in Figure 18. A
sample PASCO input is presented in Figure 19.
For the case where increased stiffener spacing is desired, plate widths are required to
be specified either in absolute dimensions or as a function of other plate widths. PASCO
provides an option that allows the plate widths to be linked relative to one another. The
corrugated panel can be modeled such that the space between the corrugations, essentially
the lower cap, is a function or multiple of the width of the span formed by the upper cap and
webs. By increasing the ratio of the spacing of the corrugations to the corrugation width, a
configuration is defined which is referred to as a beaded panel. This beaded panel concept
is shown in Figure 20 and a sample PASCO input file is presented in Figure 21. This panel
is potentially easy to manufacture using thermoplastic materials since it can be thermoformed
or stamped into its final form.
As previously discussed, PASCO accounts for applied lateral pressure by applying a
bending moment to the panel cross section. Since PASCO can only apply constant Nx, Ny, and
Nxv to any single plate element, the model must be modified in such a way to account for the
variation of the in-plane loads across the plate depth resulting from the applied moment. For
the case of a stiffened panel with applied pressure, each model is altered by replacing the
single plate element representing the corrugation web or the blade with a series of three
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[ + 45 °, 0°]_
[ 90 °, 0°-45 °, + 45°]
Legend:
0° plies
45 ° plies
900 plies
L I
t|lr=t ==il
Figure 17. Blade Stiffened Panel Laminate Schen_atic Diagram.
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2%(45°)
_10"1
[_. 45 o, 0o, 90o], Tz T=(90 °)
1
' Symm.
Legend:
0° plies [ I
45 ° plies ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
90" plies _l"fJ'l= J=!!
Figure 18. Unstlffened Fiat Plate Model.
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**'** PASCO MODEL BA 001 FLAT SHEET **'*"
$CONDAT
$
$PANEL
GRANGE = 10,
LINK = 0,
EL = 28,
B = 5.00, 5.00,
T = -.0075, -0.0090, -0.005,
THET = 45, 0, 90,
KWALL(1,1) = 1,-1,2,3,
IWALL = 1,1,
HCARD = 4,-3,1,400,-2,
4,-4,2,-400,-2,
3,5,3,4,
NOBAY = 8,
MINLAM= 28,
NLAM = 1,2,4,7,14,28,
IBC = 1,
IP = 2,
NX = 10.,
CLAM(l) = 1.0,
$
$MATER
El= 18.5E6, E2=1.64E6, E12=.{_?E6, A NUI=.30,
ALFA1 = 0.25E-6, ALFA2 = 16.2E-{i,
ALLOW = 1, -204.E3,211 .E3, -21.4E3, 6.1E3, 13.8E3,
$
tll
RHO = .0570,
Figure 19. Unstiflened Flat Plate PASCO Input Dat=_ File.
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OS- ) b--=-
: Bead Ratio
2T, (45 °)
______ T= 10°)
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I Symm.
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2T, (45o)
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Symm. I
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! !
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Figure 20. Beaded Panel Model.
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..... PASCO MODEL 5A 701 (BEADED RATIO = 1.0) .....
$CONDAT
$
$PANEL
GRANGE = 10,
MAX J J J= 10,
LINK = 0,
EL = 28,
B = 1 .E30,-2.04766,-1.22414, 2"1.E30,-0.75320,
BL = .10, .10, .10, .'_0, .10, .10,
T- -.011, -.125,
TL= .005, .005,
THET = 45, 0,
KWALL(1,1)= 1,-1,2,
KWALL(1,2) = 1,-1,
IWALL = 1,2,1,2,1,
HCARD = 4,-7,2,6,2,
4,-9,4,-6,2,
6,11,1,7,3,9,5,
NOBAY = 15,
AB(1,1) = -1, 0,.5, 0, 0, 1,
AB(1,2)= 0, 1, 0,-1,
AB(1,3)= 1, 0, 0, 0,-1,
MINLAM= 28,
NLAM = 1,2,4,7,14,28,
IBC = 1,
IP = 2,
NX = 28000.,
CLAM(l) = 1.0000,
SHEAR = 0,
$
$MATER
El= 18.5E6, E2=l.64E6, E12=.t!$7E6, ANU1 =.30, RHO=.0570,
ALFA1 = 0.25E-6, ALFA2 = 16.2E-6,
ALLOW = 2, .00850,-.00850, .00850,-.00850, .01400,
$
Figure 21. Beaded Panel PASCO Input Data File,
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linked plate elements as shown in Figure 22. The N x applied to each of these elements can
then be varied to simulate the moment due to the applied pressure.
2.4.2 Applied Loads
The Ioadings applied to the PASCO models include the in-plane loads Nx, and N_, applied
to each individual plate element making up the panel model. The axial loading, Nx is by defi-
nition a compressive load. The buckling response of the panel to a shearing load, however,
is dependent on the sign of the applied load. Since the positive 45 ° lamina is on the outermost
layer, the laminate can resist buckling in shear better when the outermost 45 ° layer is in
compression in the fiber direction, which occurs when positive shear is applied. The differ-
ence in buckling loads is due to the change in sign of the anisotropic bending stiffnesses D16
and D26. To be conservative, a negative shear is applied to the laminates for all the loading
cases considered in this study since the +45 ° lamina is the outermost lamina and this results
in the lowest buckling load. The response of a positive shear applied to a r +45 ° , -45ol,
laminate is the same as applying a negative shear to a r -45 °, .+45o_], laminate.
The magnitude of the loading range selected for study is based on a typical loading of a
inboard wing rib fuel closeout cell for a large transport aircraft. Typical Ioadings for a fuel
closeout rib of this type are axial compressive loads of N,= 200 to 300 Ib/in, shear loads of
Nx_ up to 500 Ib/in, and pressure loads of up to 15 Ib/in 2. Worst case Ioadings of N, and Nxy
of 1000 Ib/in are considered to be the maximum attainable. These loads are estimated for a
panel with a height of 28 inches even though ribs located near the wing tip can be loaded
differently and be considerably shorter in length. To include all of these Ioadings, a load index
of N_/L is used to define the loads. A range of NJL from about 0.3 to 1000 Ib/in = is chosen to
represent the entire loading range expected and to include additional loading above and be-
low these typical Ioadings to help describe the trends. When other subcomponents, such as
a wing skin, are considered, this loading range is also within reason. The range of N_ studied
Design Study Approach 42
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is chosen to be a ratio of the applied axial load. Shear load ratios of N_N,= 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, and
1.0 are investigated. Even though a pressure of 15 Ib/in = is considered typical, peak pressures
due to fuel sloshing or impact can be considerably higher. Thus, values of applied pressure
up to 45 Ib/in 2 are included to investigate the effects of higher pressure on the design trends.
In summary, NJL is applied between 0.3 and 1000 Ib/in 2. For each value of NJL, shear is ap-
plied by keeping the ratios of N,JN,, equal to 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, and 1.0. Finally, pressure effects are
investigated by applying lateral pressures of 0., 15., 30., and 45. Ib/in 2 to each combination of
N_ and Nx_. The results for these loading conditions are presented in the following chapter.
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3.0 Design Study Results
Minimum weight, buckling resistant wing rib, panel configurations are designed for vari-
ous loading conditions using the computer pro_jram PASCO, including considerations for
maximum allowable material strain, and minimurl ply thicknesses. Results are presented for
the selected configurations discussed in Chapter 2, which include a corrugated panel with
tailored laminates, a corrugated panel with a single continuous laminate, a corrugated panel
with a face sheet, and a blade stiffened panel. A fiat, unstiffened plate is also included for
comparison. For each of these configurations, re.,;ults are presented for various combinations
of loading which include an axial compressive Io_d, combined axial compression and out-of-
plane pressure, combined axial compression and shear, and finally, combined axial com-
pression, shear, and out-of-plane pressure. Effects of these loading conditions on the
geometry and individual lamina thicknesses of the panels are determined. The results are
presented in two forms including standard struct,ral efficiency diagrams and charts showing
the detailed cross sectional geometries of the repeating elements that make up the panel
cross section. The structural efficiency diagrams show the weight index, W/LA, as a function
of the applied axial load index, N_/L, where W is the panel weight, A is the panel area, L is the
length, and Nx is the axial compressive stress resultant. The curves presented represent a
series of designs which form a lower bound of weight for a given panel configuration designed
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to carry the indicatedload. Thecurvesaregeneratedby determiningthe minimummass
designfor several loading conditions and fitting a curve to these data points using a cubic
spline.
3.1 Axial Compression Loading
The first loading condition considered is an axial compressive load acting alone. Since
PASCO is an adequate analytical tool for simply supported panels loaded only in axial com-
pression, the panel designs presented in this section are considered accurate. The effect of
an axial compression load on the structural efficiency and geometry of all the panel config-
urations considered in the present study is shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24. For compar-
ison, similar configurations which were designed using simplified buckling equations 122] are
also presented. Since slightly different material properties, geometric constraints, and panel
lengths are used in Reference 22, some differences exist between the present results and
those published in Reference 22, especially at the lower loading levels where minimum gage
ply thicknesses are active in the present study. However, in general, the trends observed in
both studies are similar.
3.1.1 Lightly Loaded Panels
For lightly loaded panels, in the loading range less than Nx/L=100 Ib/in 2, the tailored corru-
gated panel is noticeably more efficient than the other configurations (see Figure 23). For
example, at Nx/L=I.0 Ib/in =, the tailored corrugated panel is nearly half the weight of the
corrugated panel with a continuous laminate, slightly less than half the weight of the blade
stiffened panel, and almost a third of the weight of the hat stiffened panel. All of these con-
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figurations, excluding the unstiffened fiat plate, are constrained by the same minimum gage
ply thickness of 0.005 inches on all of the plies whh'h make up each individual laminate. The
unstiffened flat plate increases its ply thicknesses above the minimum gage constraint even
at the lightest load to achieve enough bending stiffness to resist buckling, with the O° fibers
dominating the design. The large weight differences in the stiffened panels are due largely
to the modeling of the laminates that define the p;_mel geometry. Since all of the individual
plies are at a minimum gage thickness of 0.005 inc_les for this light loading, the weight of the
panel is almost directly proportional to the numbe_ of layers in the cross section and is inde-
pendent of the intensity of the loading. For an axi;]l compression load of NJL=I.0 Ib/in 2, for
example, the tailored corrugated panel consists of 4 plies, the corrugated panel with a con-
tinuous laminate consists of 8 plies, the blade stiff_ned panel consists of 8 plies, and the hat
stiffened panel consists of 10 plies, each proportional to the respective panel weights ob-
served at the same applied load.
For loads approaching NJL=IO.O Ib/in =, the tailored corrugated panel and the blade
stiffened panel both show some increase in struc:ural weight, even though the laminates all
remain constrained by minimum gage ply thicknesses. The weight increase in this loading
range, NJL between 1.0 and 10.0 Ib/in =, for the tailored corrugated panel is attributed to
changes in the optimum corrugation angle. The ir_crease in the blade stiffener weight can be
attributed to the decreased spacing of the stiffeners and the slight increase in the stiffener
depth, since all of the laminates remain constr_.ined by minimum gage ply thickness con-
straints. These geometry changes in the blade st ffened panel essentially add material to the
entire panel cross section as opposed to the other configurations which basically change their
geometric configuration.
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3.1.2 Bent Plate
The optimum design of the tailored corrugated panel for very light loads consists of a
minimum thickness [-t-45°], laminate with small regular bends along its width (see
Figure 24). This configuration will henceforth be referred to as a bent plate design. Further
analysis of a fiat [ -I- 45°], laminate with slight bends (i.e. bent plate) addresses the effect of
these bends on the panel buckling load and is shown in Figure 25. The optimum design of the
bent plate is such that the local buckling (buckling of the individual bend sections) and the
global buckling modes occur simultaneously. The local buckling mode is critical for panel
designs with plate elements wider than the plate element widths of the optimum configuration,
and the global mode is critical for panels with plate element widths shorter than that of the
optimum design. The bent plate design idealizes the optimized tailored corrugated panel (for
very light loads) by disregarding the corrugation caps which are constrained by a minimum
width limit of 0.10 inches and a minimum ply thickness limit of 0.005 inches on all of the plies.
The effect of these minimized cap widths on the structural efficiency is negligible as can be
seen by comparing the optimized tailored panel for N x= 10 Ib/in (indicated by a solid circular
symbol) to the idealized bent plate solution shown in Figure 25. Thus, the geometry of the
bent plate is shown to provide the largest contribution to the increased buckling capability
over that of the flat plate. For example, a bend angle (_) of 1° for a plate with 10 inch wide
plate elements increases the buckling load by more than 200% compared to the unstiffened
flat plate. The optimized bent plate designs, however, disregard any modal interaction be-
tween the global and local buckling modes which will reduce the buckling load. Therefore, the
optimum bent plate design should be used with caution. The bent plate configuration is of
particular interest because of the possibility of adopting a simple manufacturing method for
production. This same bent plate configuration, with an flat face sheet attached, essentially
describes the geometry of the lightly loaded (N_/L= 1.0 Ib/in 2) hat stiffened panel.
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Figure 25, Geometry Effect on Buckling Load of a 13ent Plate.
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3.1.3 Heavily Loaded Panels
In the loading range between NJL= 10 and 100 Ib/in 2, each of the configurations undergo cross
sectional geometry changes to carry the applied load with minimum added weight. The re-
peating element geometries change, as shown in Figure 24, such that the repeating element
widths decrease, increasing the number of stiffeners present in the panel, and the stiffener
depths increase, adding to the amount of material present in the panel, while the optimum
individual ply thicknesses remain at the minimum ply thickness. These changes in the cross
sectional geometry cause different amounts of weight increase for different configurations for
this moderate increase in loading from N_/L = 10 to 100 Ib/in =. In this loading range, the tai-
lored corrugated panel, the corrugated panel with a continuous laminate, the hat stiffened
panel, and the blade stiffened panel increase their weights by 141%, 83%, 38%, and 85%,
respectively. At Ioadings ofNJL above 200 Ib/in 2, the minimum gage ply thickness constraints
are no longer active and the structural weight indices (W/LA) of the panel configurations be-
come larger with increased loading. For Ioadings near N_/L=1000 Ib/in 2, both the material
failure constraint and the buckling constraint are active for the optimum design. The cross
sectional geometries, Figure 24, show an increased thickness of 0° fibers in the caps of the
tailored corrugated panel and the hat stiffened panel, an increased stiffener thickness in the
blade stiffened panel, and an increased laminate thickness in the corrugated panel with a
continuous laminate. For loads above N_/L=200 Ib/in 2, the structural efficiencies of the panels
are similar, with the tailored corrugated panel and the corrugated panel with a continuous
laminate approaching the same weight near N_/L = 1000 Ib/in 2 (Figure 23).
The flat plate, as expected, increases its ply thicknesses with increasing load from the
lowest loading level considered to achieve enough bending stiffness to resist buckling, with
0° fibers dominating the design.
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3.2 Axial Compression and Pressure Loads
The same panel configurations considered n the previous section are also subjected to
combined axial compression and out-of-plane pr_ssure. This very important loading condition
was often neglected in previous studies. The PASCO analysis used in the present study
converts pressure loading to a moment applied ;_t the loaded ends of the panel. The applied
moment is equal to the maximum moment that occurs at the mid-span of a uniformly loaded
beam, To account for the interaction of the in-plane axial compression loads and the out-of-
plane pressure, PASCO uses a magnification factor, /Y, obtained using a beam column ap-
proach. This factor was discussed in Chapter 2. The application of pressure using PASCO
should, however, be used with caution [20,55] si_'_ce the approach used does not consider any
nonlinear effects.
As discussed briefly in Chapter 2, to incorporate the pressure moment into the design,
the PASCO models are slightly modified to allow varying axial loads along the depth of the
panels to simulate a moment applied to the eMltire cross section. The corrugation web is
changed from a single plate element to three (:onnected plate elements. Similar modeling
changes are made to the hat and blade stiffenect panels.
3.2.1 Tailored Corrugated Panel
The effect of lateral pressure is most pronounced at the low end of the loading range as
shown in the structural efficiency diagram pres_nted in Figure 26. For loading intensities of
up to N,JL= 10 Ib/in 2, the effect of introducing a lateral pressure causes the structural weight
index to increase substantially. Specifically, fo_" N_/L= 1.0 Ib/in 2, an applied pressure of 45
Ib/in 2 increased the structural weight 190% ove_" a panel designed without the applied pres-
sure. Since there is little bending stiffness in the panel designed without the applied pressure,
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the moment due to even a small amount of applied pressure can cause a significant change
in the geometry to create the bending stiffness needed to resist the additional load. Additional
weight is also added by increased ply thicknesses _ecessary to resist material failure. As the
magnitude of the applied pressure increases, the i_lcrease in weight for each unit of pressure
increase becomes smaller. For NJL near 1000 I_/in =, any increase in pressure has only a
small effect on the weight parameter. Specifically, for NiL= 1000. Ib/in 2, an applied pressure
of 45 Ib/in 2 increased the structural weight only 20"Yoover a panel designed without pressure.
The reduced sensitivity of the highly loaded panels to pressure changes indicates the exist-
ence of sumcient bending stiffness in those high a)_ial compression loaded panels so that only
relatively small changes in the cross sectional g_ometry and ply thicknesses are needed to
resist the additional moment due to the applied pressure.
The effect of lateral pressure on the geometry of the tailored corrugated panel is shown
in Figure 27. For all loading combinations with a non-zero applied pressure, material failure
is critical for the 0 ° plies in the cap. The most dr_matic geometry changes occur at the lower
pressure levels (P less than 15 Ib/in=), explaining the weight increase noted earlier. Without
the pressure, the optimized panels assume the bent plate configuration with just enough
bending stiffness to resist buckling under the sr_all axial compression load. For the lower
axial compression loads near N_/L=I.0 Ib/in 2, tl_.e additional bending stiffness necessary to
resist the moment resulting from the applied pressure is large compared to the bending
stiffness present in the panel designed without r_ressure. At the higher loading levels near
NJL= 1000. Ib/in 2, the bending stiffness necessa_'y to resist the additional moment due to the
pressure is relatively small when compared to _lhe bending stiffness capability of the panel
designed for axial loads alone. For increasing ._ressure at the low axial compression load
levels near NX/L=10 Ib/in 2, the web angle and cap width increases, while the repeating ele-
ment width decreases. As the applied pressure is further increased, less change in the ge-
ometry is needed to provide the required ben_Jing stiffness and, hence, a smaller weight
increase for a unit pressure increase is obserw_d. The geometry for NJL=IO00 Ib/in = has
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smaller repeating element widths for applied pres_ure of up to 15 Ib/in 2 but changes little for
pressures above that.
3.2.2 Corrugated Panel with a Continuous Laminate
The corrugated panel with a continuous laminate through its length and width is sub-
jected to the increasing pressure along with the applied axial compression load. The effects
of the applied pressure on the structural efficiency and geometry are shown in Figure 28 and
Figure 29, respectively. At low loading levels, near" Nx]L = 10 Ib/in =, the structural weight of the
panel is greater than that of the tailored corrugated panel. The increased weight at this load
level is a result of the minimum gage limitations active on both configurations, with more plies
required to define the continuous laminate corrugated panel than required for the tailored
corrugated panel. Although the continuous laminate corrugated panel is heavier than the
tailored corrugated panel at the lower loading levels, the geometry of the both configurations
respond similarly to increasing amounts of applied pressure. For higher axial compression
Ioadings near NJL=1000 Ib/in _, the structural efficiency of the corrugated panel with a con-
tinuous laminate is very close to the structural el'ficiency of the tailored corrugated panel. As
the intensity of the pressure is increased at thi_ higher loading level, similar to the trends
observed for the corrugated panel with tailored I_._minates, only small changes in the structural
efficiency is observed. The small weight changes resulting from increased pressure with high
axial compression loading leads to the observat on that the corrugated panel configuration is
insensitive to changes in the laminate properties. That is, changes in the laminates may
change the stress distribution within the cross section, but the panel weight is not severely
effected. The effect of different laminates in corr._gated panel configurations will be addressed
with more detail in Chapter 4.
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3.2.3 Hat Stiffened Panel
The changes in the hat stiffened panel geometry are similar to the changes in the corru-
gated panel configurations mentioned previously when subjected to a compressive load and
to an increasing level of applied pressure. The effect of'applied pressure on structural effi-
ciency is shown in Figure 30. For a lightly loaded panel (N_/L less than 10 Ib/in=), even a small
amount of applied pressure (5 Ib/in 2) causes the weight to increase. This increase, however,
is less than the increase observed at the same load level for the corrugated panels discussed
previously. The weight of the panel increases 75% for N_/L= 1.0 Ib/in 2 as the applied pres-
sure is increased from 0 to 45 Ib/in 2. At the high load levels near N_/L=1000 Ib/in 2, only an
18% weight increase is observed for pressure increases between 0 and 45 Ib/in 2. This re-
duction in the sensitivity to pressure for the higher loads is attributed to the high stiffness of
the panels designed for Nx /L = 1000 Ib/in =. The hat stiffened panel geometry, shown in
Figure 31, has similar trends to the corrugated panel geometries shown previously. For the
lightly loaded panels, an applied pressure load of up to 15 Ib/in 2 results in significant changes
in the geometry such as reduced repeating element widths and deeper hats. The resulting
geometries are quite different from the nearly flat bent plate design for the panel without the
pressure. The cross sectional geometry, however, is less affected as the pressure increased
from 15 to 45 Ib/in _. At the very high loading levels near NJL = 1000 Ib/in 2, very little difference
in the geometry is observed other than a ply thickness increase in the caps and skin to ac-
count for the active material failure constraint. The spacing between hats, where the skin and
stiffeners are attached, is not constrained in the present study (only a minimum plate element
width is imposed to keep a zero plate width from occurring) and for many cases in this study,
this dimension appears unreasonably small. Further study to assure the integrity of the at-
tachment of the components is necessary.
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3.2.4 Blade Stiffened Panel
The blade stiffened panel, in general, follow_!; the trends set by the previously described
configurations, both in structural weight and geometry, as shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33,
respectively. The structural efficiencies of these panels are similar to the others in that a
noticeable weight increase accompanies the appiication of pressure of up to 15 Ib/in 2 at the
low end of the axial loading range near N_/L=I0 0 Ib/in _, and the amount of weight increase
becomes smaller as the applied pressure inten._ity increases to 45 Ib/in 2. increasing the
pressure from 0 to 45 Ib/in 2 for Nx= 1.0 Ib/in 2 re,suits in nearly a 200% increase in weight.
At the lightly loaded levels (N_/L under 10 Ib/in=), when no pressure is applied, the panel is
designed with small, widely spaced stiffeners. When pressure is applied to this lightly loaded
design, the stiffener spacing decreases significantly and each stiffener increases its depth,
adding much material to the total cross section, hence, increasing the weight. As the applied
loads increase to N_/L= 1000 Ib/in 2, design changes in the configuration due to applied pres-
sure are less noticeable, again noting that the d;;sign for the highly loaded panels possess
enough bending stiffness to carry the applied pressure without drastic geometric changes.
Increasing the applied pressure from 0 to 45 Ib/in 2 at this load level (NJL= 1000. Ib/in =) results
in only a 14% structural weight increase.
3.2.5 Comments
To aid in the evaluation of the effectiveness of the panel configurations to resist the ap-
plied pressure, the configurations being studied axe compared in the structural efficiency di-
agrams shown in Figure 34, for four different pr(:ssure levels, 0, 15, 30, and 45 Ib/in =. The
relalive eltici(}ncies for the configurations considered for no applied pressure was discussed
previously and show that the tailored corrugated _)anel is ti_e most efficient, tollowed by the
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corrugated panel with a continuous laminate. For N_/L less than 10 Ib/in =, the blade stiffened
panel is lighter than the hat stiffened panel, and both are heavier than the corrugated panels.
For applied pressure of up to 45 Ib/in 2, three of the panel configurations, the tailored corru-
gated panel, the corrugated panel with a continuous laminate, and the hat stiffened panel,
approach a similar weight for increasing N/L wh_le the blade stiffened panel weight is always
heavier than the others. The blade stiffened panel, a common configuration in many metal
designs and the least efficient of the configurations considered presently for composite ma-
terials applications, is the most widely used panel configuration for the wing sub-component.
Factors such as the attachment of sub-components to each other, maintainability, and manu-
facturing considerations, may constrain the designer such that composite materials are not
be used to their fullest potential. However, if weight is of primary importance, the present
design study shows that some weight savings cat1 be obtained by considering different panel
configurations. Also, as a result of the recent advances in manufacturing technology, these
configurations currently being studied may be cheaper to manufacture than the commonly
used blade stiffened panel and may contain fewe_ free edges, giving further incentive to con-
sider the alternatives.
The axially loaded panels presented with and without applied pressure can be used for
other sub-components, such as a wing skin, sirce the loading range considered includes
typical loads for these sub-components. The trer, ds provided by PASCO add insight into the
sensitivity of the configuration geometry to this type of loading. However, the design process
is not final until the effects of the interaction of the boundary conditions on a finite length panel
and the effect of nonlinearity due to applied pressure are addressed.
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3.3 Axial Compression and Shear Loadings
For the design cases considered so far (panels loaded in axial compression and com-
bined compression and out-of-plane pressure), the only limitation in the PASCO analysis is the
omission of nonlinear effects on the buckling response due to interaction of the in-plane axial
compression and the out-of-plane pressure loads. As is discussed earlier, PASCO has other
shortcomings in its analysis. When a shear load is applied, the skewing of the nodal lines in
a semi-infinite panel violates the simply supported boundary condition assumed at the loaded
ends and results in an underestimation of the overall buckling load. A typical wing rib is
loaded heavily with shear, therefore, the shortcoming in PASCO when shear is present must
be accounted for. Since wing ribs are typically short in height (constrained by the thickness
of the wing), the effects of the boundary conditions on the global buckling mode is an impor-
tant consideration.
As is discussed in Chapter 2, the overall buckling load incorrectly calculated by PASCO
in the presence of shear is corrected for in the present study using the program VICON [29].
PASCO and VICON are used together iteratively to account for the shortcomings in the PASCO
analysis when shear is applied. However, the analysis procedure common to both PASCO
and VICON (VIPASA) assumes a simply supported boundary condition and the results must
be used carefully since the boundary conditions in a real structure may be different. The
VICON correction to the PASCO panel design is of interest because it provides a better sol-
ution when shear is applied than the PASCO solution obtained with the optional smeared
orthotropic stiffness method used to evaluate the overall buckling load. The iterative addition
of the VICON solution to the PASCO design capabilities provides an economical solution to the
shortcomings which currently exist in PASCO when shear loads are applied. The design and
analysis of composite structures must be both accurate and economical for composite mate-
rial applications to be competitive with metallic structures.
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3.3.1 Tailored Corrugated Panel
Shear is applied, along with an axial compression load, to the corrugated panel with op-
timally tailored laminates and the results are [:resented in Figure 35 and Figure 36. Shear
loading is represented as a fraction of the applied axial compression load levels, Ratios of
the shear load to the axial compression load studied include N_/Nx=0.0, 0.3, 0.6, and 1.0, al-
though only N,x/Nx=0.0 and 1.0 are included in Figure 35. Panels designed with PASCO alone
show little change in structural efficiency due to shear at the lower applied Ioadings of Nx/L
less than 5 Ib/in 2 where minimum gage constrz_ints are active. At increased Ioadings above
N_/L=20 Ib/in 2, the structural efficiency penalt_ due to the VICON correction for N_y/N_ = 1.0
increases to a consistent amount of 15%. _t the high end of the loading range near
N_/L= 1000 Ib/in =, the material failure constraints are critical and the effect of the VICON cor-
rections on the structural efficiency becomes irsignificant. However, in the load range where
only the buckling criteria are affecting the design, between N,./L=20 and 200 Ib/in 2, changes
in the structural efficiency due to the VlCON corrections are observed. The error in the
PASCO analysis for a corrugated panel as corr, pared to a general finite element solution was
shown in Reference 24 to be conservative for the non-optimum designs. These errors are
shown in the present study to be less critical f_)r the tailored corrugated panel when multiple
constraints affect the optimum design. As a further comparison, the present results are
compared to the results of the simplified bucklillg analysis design study i-22]. The comparison
is included in Figure 35 and shows fairly good correlation considering slightly different mate-
rial properties and geometric constraints for the corrugated panel with an applied axial com-
pression load only. However, lower weight dc!,signs are obtained for those cases in which a
shear load of N_JN.=l.0is applied. Changes in the geometry of the repeating elements as
a result of applied shear on the panel are pre_;ented in Figure 36 for the tailored corrugated
panels (designed both with and without the _,ICON correction) under combined axial com-
pression load and increasing percentages of _pplied shear. For lightly loaded panels (N_/L
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lessthan 10 Ib/in2), the effect on the designs of increasing shear is minor, regardless of the
VICON correction. For increasing shear with light axial compression Ioadings, the minimum
gage constraint is active and the geometry shows a shortening of the repeating element width
and a slight increase of the corrugation angle in the bent plate type design described earlier.
The material necessary to satisfy the minimum gage constraints is sufficient to carry the in-
creased shearing loads without significant geometrical changes. For the higher axial com-
pression Ioadings (NJL greater than 100 Ib/in2), the minimum gage constraints are inactive,
and the application of shear widens the repeating element width of the configuration, reduce
the web angles, increase the cap widths, and increase the ply thicknesses for both the 0 ° and
45 o plies. The wider cap widths may be attributed to the tendency of an individual plate ele-
ment with a larger aspect ratio to carry larger shearing loads. For the higher loads (N_/L
above 100 Ib/in2), the effect of the VICON correction on the geometry can be significant when
compared to the PASCO design. At these higher load levels, the VlCON correction to the
PASCO design (smeared orthotropic stiffness solution) results in panel designs with relatively
shorter repeating element widths and corrugation depths.
3.3.2 Corrugated Panel with a Continuous Laminate
For the corrugated panel with a single, continuous laminate throughout its length and
width, the VlCON corrections are not carried out. Since this configuration is similar to the
corrugated panel with tailored laminates, the effects of the ViCON corrections are assumed
to be similar. The effect of shear on the structural efficiency of the corrugated panel with a
continuous laminate is very similar to the effect on the tailored corrugated panels designed
by using PASCO without the VICON correction, and is shown in Figure 37 and Figure 38, re-
spectively. At low load levels (N,/L less than 50 Ib/in=), the weight in all cases is heavier than
the tailored corrugated panel due to an increased number of minimum gage plies necessary
to define the laminate. As the load increases to NJL=1000 Ib/in 2, the structural efficiency of
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the panel approaches the structural efficiency of the tailored corrugated panel for each level
of applied shear. The 90 ° plies in the laminate remain at minimum gage for all levels of
loading and is discussed in Chapter 4. The effect_ of shear on the panel geometry are similar
to the tailored corrugated panel for all the Ioadin!t levels.
3.3.3 Hat Stiffened Panel
For the hat stiffened panel, the effect of the s_earing load on the the structural efficiency
and geometry is, in general, similar to that des(:ribed earlier for the two corrugated panel
geometries and is shown in Figure 39 and Figute 40, respectively. The results of the hat
stiffened panel design using the simplified analysis C22], are included for reference. For ap-
plied shear loads, the results from the simplified _malysis are unconservative for much of the
loading range, yet still follow trends similar to thc.,_e formed in the present study. The effect
of the VICON correction on the hat stiffened panel design over the entire loading range, indi-
cates a negligible difference when compared to tl_e design using PASCO alone. The effect
of the VICON correction on the geometry as com_:,ared to PASCO designs is also negligible.
The ineffectiveness of the VICON correction is of interest because the PASCO shortcomings
may not be critical for certain panel design configurations if the critical buckling mode for that
design is not affected severely by the overall buckling mode.
3.3.4 Blade Stiffened Panel
The blade stiffened panel response to applie,.l shear is similar to the response of the
previous configurations discussed. The effect of api',)lied shear on the structural efficiency and
geometry of the blade stiffened panel is shown in F gure 41 and Figure 42, respectively. The
VICON corrections to the analysis have little effect ;)n the structural efficiency of the designs
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over the entire loading range. The addition of shear to the blade stiffened panel design in the
lightly loaded range has little effect on the structural efficiency and can be attributed to the
minimum gage constraint active at this loading level. At the higher end of the loading range
(above Nx/L=100 Ib/in2), the additional shear has a noticeaUle effect on the structural effi-
ciency. At this higher loading level, both the buckling and the material strength constraints
are active in the design. The addition of the shear loading is accounted for by minor adjust-
ments in the geometry and by the addition of extra material which results in heavier weight.
The geometric effects of the additional shear loading on the blade stiffened panel are again
similar to the other configurations. For the light loading level (Nx/L less than 50 Ib/in2), the
minimum gage thicknesses and wide repeating element widths dominate the panel design for
no shear applied. For a light axial compression load with a N,JN,, ratio increasing to 1.0, the
repeating element widths decrease, the blade depth increases, and the plies remain at mini-
mum gage ply thickness. These geometric trends hold until an increased axial compression
loading near Nx/L= 100 Ib/in 2 causes the minimum gage constraints to become inactive. At
load levels where the minimum gage constraints are active, the repeating element widths
become smaller as the shear increases and the blade depths increase. Again, the effect of
the VlCON correction on the cross sectional geometry is negligible for the entire loading
range.
J
3.3.5 Unstiffened Flat Plate Results and Comments
For comparison, an unstiffened flat plate is subjected to similar axial compression and
shear loads. For all loading conditions, material failure is not critical. The shear loads have
little effect on the structural efficiency except at the highest load levels near N_/L= 1000 Ib/in 2
where a small increase in the structural efficiency due to shear is noticeable. The VlCON
corrections to the design are negligible for all load levels considered.
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TheVICON correction described in Chapter 2 t,as its biggest effect on the structural effi-
ciency when a buckling constraint alone is critical and is significant only for specific config-
urations. If other constraints, such as material st_ength or minimum gage, are critical, the
effect of the improved analysis on structural efficiency is negligible. It is shown that the VICON
correction has a noticeable effect on the tailore¢l corrugated panel and creates geometry
changes which are significant for the higher IoadJn!:_ levels and tend to reduce the corrugation
size. The VICON correction is not significant for tt_e hat stiffened panel, the blade stiffened
panel, and the unstiffened flat plate. To further illustrate the effect of the VlCON correction
on the panel weight, the structural efficiencies of the panel configurations are plotted in
Figure 43 as a function of N_,/Nx. for N, = 1000 Ib/it,. The effect of the shear load on the VICON
correction to the overall buckling mode is largest for the corrugated panel. When PASCO is
used without the VlCON correction (smeared orthotropic stiffness solution) the local buckling
of the stiffeners for the overall buckling mode is neglected. Although the design does not
change significantly as a result of the VlCON correction, the local stiffener buckling mode
should not be ignored. In summary, the effect of shear for all lightly loaded panel configura-
tions (NJL less than 10 Ib/in 2) is negligible since _he material needed to satisfy the minimum
gage constraint active at this loading level is suffi:'ient to carry the applied shear without sig-
nificant geometric changes. For higher axial compression loads approaching NJL= 1000
Ib/in 2, the structural efficiencies of the configurati,:)ns for each level of applied shear (N_,_N,,=
0.0, 0.3, 0.6, and 1.0) approach similar values. 1 hus, other considerations and criteria such
as cost, maintainability, manufacturability, and irr_perfection sensitivity, among others, may
influence the selection of a configuration for a de_ign.
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3.4 Axial Compression, Shear, and Pressure Loading
The importance of considering lateral pressure., loads on a wing rib design has been dis-
cussed. The effect of the pressure, along with axial compression and shear is determined for
the configurations studied and is presented in the following section. PASCO uses a beam
column approach to account for the interaction of the in-plane loads with the out-of-plane
pressure load. The effect of the interaction is inclucJed during the analysis as a magnification
factor,/_, on an applied moment discussed earlier m Section 2.3.1. Since the overall buckling
mode in the PASCO analysis is not critical for designs in which pressure is applied, and the
VICON correction on the moment resulting from the applied pressure has little effect on the
design trends, the VlCON corrections to the PASCC analysis are not carried out for this load-
ing condition.
The results of applying a combination of axal compression, shear, and out-of-plane
pressure loads to the panel configurations using the. smeared orthotropic stiffness solution in
PASCO, are presented in the following sections. The data presented shows the effect of axial
compression (N,) and shear (N,_,/Nx) for pressure loads including 0, 15, 30, and 45 Ib/in 2. Each
figure has two parts, a) and b). Part a) is the struct_._ral efficiency diagram which presents the
effect of axial compression and shear on the struct:Jral efficiency of the optimized panel for a
specific pressure level. Part b) presents the geom_tric changes in the repeating element of
the cross section resulting from the applied loading conditions.
3.4.1 Tailored Corrugated Panel
The results for the combined loading of axial compression, shear, and lateral pressure
for the tailored corrugated panel are shown in Figure 44 through Figure 47 for four levels of
pressure, P= 0, 15, 30, and 45 Ib/in 2, respectively, and for increasing levels of shear (N_ytNx).
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Some of the data presented are repeated for completeness. The trends for the structural
weight for various levels of N,, , N,,_/N_,, and P behave similarly to those mentioned earlier. In
essence, the behavior of the applied pressure in the presence of axial compression and shear
is simitar, at art revels of applied shear, to the trends that were discussed for the effect of
pressure on the panel loaded in axial compression alone. Likewise, the effect of shear in the
presence of axial compression and pressure, is similar at all pressure levels to the trends
discussed for the effect of shear on the panel loaded in axial compression without pressure.
For each level of pressure, however, the stiffeners did become deeper and more closely
spaced.
3.4.2 Other Configurations
The trends for the other configurations considered in the present study (the corrugated
panet with a continuous taminate, the hat stiffened panel, and the btade stiffened panet) are
also presented. The discussion of the effect of the loading is the same as that for the tailored
corrugated panel in that similar trends hold for each panel configuration. The data for the
corrugated panel with a continuous laminate are presented in Figure 48 through Figure 51.
The data for the hat stiffened panel are presented in Figure 52 through Figure 55, and the data
for the blade stiffened panel are presented in Figure 56 through Figure 59. The sensitivity of
the panel configurations studied to applied pressure at a loading level of Nx = 1000. Ib/in is
compared in Figure 60 by normalizing the panel weight of a configuration by its weight for no
applied pressure. For axial compression load only, the sensitivity of the hat stiffened panel
weight is much less for an applied pressure of 45 Ib/in 2 (42% heavier compared to the design
for P= 0 Ib/in _) than the sensitivity of the other configurations considered in the present study
(between 90% and 110% heavier compared to panels designed for P= 0 Ib/inZ). When shear
is applied (N_JN,, = 1.0), all of the configurations show similar weight sensitivities compared
to the panel designed for P= 0 Ib/in 2 (40% to 60% weight increase). The corrugated panel
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withacontinuouslaminateis the most sensitive c()nfiguration to applied pressure for all levels
of applied shear considered in the present study.
The present study presents trends and desi(.in sensitivities of common configurations to
loading conditions common for a wing rib application, including combinations of axial com-
pression, shear, and out-of-plane pressure. Constraints such as minimum attachment widths,
maximum stiffener depths, minimum laminate thi_::knesses, minimum corrugation web angles,
maximum and minimum number of stiffeners, an(_ many other detailed design parameters are
not applied to the present designs in order to pr._vide as much generality as possible to the
study. The data presented so far can be used to: provide information on a best choice for a
preliminary design which can then be studied in _Jetail to reach the final design.
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Refer to Table 3 in Appendix A for actual dimensions.
Figure 44. Tailored Corrugated Panel Loaded in Shear (P=O Ib/in_): a) Structural Efficiency and
b) Geometry.
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Figure 45. Tailored Corrugated Panel Loaded in Shear (P= 15 Iblln2):
b) Geometry.
a) Structural Efficiency and
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Figure 46. Tailored Corrugated Panel Loaded in Shear (P= 30 Ib/In=):
b) Geometry.
a) Structural Efficiency and
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Figure 47. Tailored Corrugated Panel Loaded In Shear (P=45 Iblln_):
b) Geometry.
a) Structural Efficiency and
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Figure 48. Corrugated Panel with a Continuous Laminate Loaded tn Shear (P=0 Ib/in=):
Structural Efficiency and b) Geometry.
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Figure 49. Corrugated Panel with 8 Continuous Laminate Loaded in Shear (P=15 Ib/inZ):
Structural Efficiency and b) Geometry.
a)
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Figure 50. Corrugated Panel with a Continuous Laminate Loaded in Shear (P=30 Iblin=):
Structural Efficiency and b) Geometry.
a)
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Figure 51. Corrugated Panel with a Continuous Laminate Loaded in Shear (P=45 Ib/In=):
Structural Efficiency and b) Geometry,
a)
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Figure 52. Hat Stiffened Panel Loaded in Shear (P=0 Iblin'):
ometry, a) Structural Efficiency and b) Ge-
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Hat Stiffened Panel Loaded In Shear (P=15 Ib/inZ):
Geometry.
a) Structural Efficiency and b)
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Hat Stiffened Panel Loaded In Shear (P=30 Iblin=):
Geometry.
a) Structural Efficiency and b)
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Figure 55. Hat Stiffened Panel Loaded In Sheer (P =45 Ib/inZ):
Geometry.
a) Structural Efficiency and b)
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Figure 56. Blade Stiffened Panel Loaded in Shear (P=0 Ib/InZ):
Geometry.
a) Structural Efficiency and b)
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Blade Stiffened Panel Loaded in Shear (P=IS Ib/in'):
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Figure 59, Blade Stiffened Panel Loaded in Shet_r (P=45 IblinZ):
Geometry.
a} Structural Efficiency and b)
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4.0 Design Sensitivities and Comments
Many factors present in the design and manuf;_cturing of a stiffened panel can affect the
expected performance level. To befter understand what factors are most critical, the sensi-
tivity of the structural efficiency to changes in optimum geometric design parameters is con-
sidered. Stiffened panel weight and cross sectional geometry trends are discussed in Chapter
3 for optimum panels designed for various in-plane loading combinations of axial compression
(N_) and shear (N,y). Many of the panel configuratior_s studied earlier in Reference 22 by using
a simplified analysis are similar in many ways to those discussed in the current design study.
Since these similar panels were shown in Referen(e 22 to be insensitive to small changes in
geometry, the effect on the optimum panel weight of a small variation in any individual di-
mension in the current study is assumed to be sr_lall. However, practical limitations in the
manufacturing and design process may cause pm_el dimensions to be significantly different
from the optimum dimensions, making the effect ol large, non-optimum dimensional changes
on structural efficiency trends of interest. Thus, the effect of increasing the blade stiffener
spacing and of forming a beaded corrugated panel on both the panel geometry and the
structural efficiency is discussed in the following sections.
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4.1 Blade Stiffener Spacing
The blade stiffened panel (the most common configuration currently being used) is
studied for stiffener spacing larger than the optimum spacing. To understand better the effects
of large spacing on the design, the optimum spacing trends are first considered.
4.1.1 Optimum Stiffener Spacing Trends
The trends of the optimum stiffener spacing of blade stiffened panels under combined axial
compression (N,) and shear (N,_/N,) are shown in Figure 61. The optimum blade spacing for
very light axial compression loads in the range near NJL=I.0 Ib/in 2 is about 18 inches, a
relatively large value compared to the panel width of 80 inches. The minimum gage laminate
which makes up the skin portion of the panel configuration can carry the light load without the
need for closely spaced stiffeners. As the ratio of the shear load to axial compression load,
for constant axial compression loading, is increased, the spacing reduces slightly to account
for the extra load. For example, for a ratio of N_/N,,= 1.0, with NJL near 1.0 Ib/in 2, the stiffener
spacing is reduced to 13 inches. As the axial compression loads increase to a moderate value
(near 100 Ib/in2), the blade spacing decreases to a minimum value near 3 inches. For in-
creasing shear loads of up to N,_ /N,=I.0, the stiffener spacing reduces further to about 2
inches. The cross section is defined by the minimum gage constraint with relatively small,
closely spaced, stiffeners to provide the necessary panel bending stiffness. For large values
of axial compression, greater than N x/L=200 Ib/in _, the minimum gage constraint becomes
inactive and both the spacing and stiflener size increase steadily with the axial loading,
reaching a spacing of about 5 inches for NJL= 1000 Ib/in 2. The response of the optimum blade
stiffener spacing to the added shearing load is again relatively small at N,/L= 1000 Ib/in 2. The
spacing first reduces for increasing values of N,_,/N_ and approaches 4 inches for N_y/Nx=0.6.
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Further increases inN,_JN, greater than 0.6 result in a slightly increased spacing. In general,
the optimum blade spacing is a function of both load level and minimum ply thickness con-
straints on the panel section. As long as the minimum gage constraint is active, the blade
stiffeners remain small and decrease in spacing to resist increased axial load. Once the
minimum gage constraint becomes inactive, near N, /L=200 Ib/in _, larger stiffeners are
needed to carry the load, and they are spaced farther apart.
4.1.2 Non-opUmum Stiffener Spacing
To assess the effect of increasing the stiffener spacing to a value much larger than the
optimum spacing determined by PASCO, the dimension for the stiffener spacing is increased
in multiples of the optimum spacing until the spacing between two adjacent blades ap-
proaches the panel width of 80 inches, essentially emulating an unstiffened flat plate. Loading
cases of axial compression (Nx= 100, 1000, 10000, and 28000 Ib/in) and shear (N_/N,= 0.0, 0.3,
0.6, and 1.0) are investigated. Stiffener spacings considered are 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0 times the
optimum spacing for all load cases, with other stiffener spacings considered as needed to
define the trends, shown in Figure 62. The structural efficiency curves tend to flatten out near
the optimum spacing suggesting that the optimum spacing is a minimum. That is, a small
change in the stiffener spacing, either a smaller or a larger spacing, increases the structural
weight only slightly. Large changes in the stiffener spacing (less than the panel width) cause
a significant increase in the structural weight. When the stilfener spacing approaches the
panel width (80 inches), the efficiency of the panels approaches the efficiency of an unstiffened
flat plate indicated by symbols in Figure 62. The blade stiffener geometry changes signif-
icantly for the non-optimum spacing and is shown in Figure 63 for various loading levels. The
stiffener appears to approach a Tee-stiffener configuration for spacings on lhe order of 8 times
the optimum spacing, implying that the Tee-stiffener is providing the configuration with a more
efficient cross section. Since the initial PASCO model is inten.ded to be used for blade stiff-
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Figure 62. Effect of Stiffener Spacing on Blade Stiffened Panel Weight
(Nx) and Shear (Nxy) Loadings.
For Axial Compression
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Figure 63. Effect of Non-Optimum Stiffener Spacing on Blade Stiffened Panel Geometry: For
Axial Compression Loadings (Nx).
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enedpanels (the flange width of the blade stiffer_er is constrained to be 1.5 inches wide, and
the laminate in the blade itself is oriented perpendicular to the skin), the use of the same
model for Tee-stiffened panels may be inappro[:riate. As modeled, the Tee-stiffener web is
constrained to be 1.5 inches in thickness. The h_gh load level and large spacing which cause
this drastic configuration change, even with trrese unrealistic constraints, suggest that a
stiffener configuration other than the blade may :)e more suited for these extreme cases.
4.1.3 Anisotropic Effects
For the case of axial compression load only, PASCO ignores, by default, the anisotropic
terms which may be present in the analysis. !he anisotropic terms include terms from the
[A] and [D] matrices that couple normal forces and shearing strains and normal moments
and twisting. These terms are often referred to in the literature as A_8, A26, D_6, and D26. By
ignoring these terms, the buckling load which is used to size the panel may have been cal-
culated unconservatively. The effect of the ani_otropic terms on the buckling load is investi-
gated by taking the optimum blade stiffened pa,lel configuration, designed by PASCO without
the anisotropic terms, and analyzing it with the anisotropic terms included. This analysis, an
option within PASCO, is repeated for blade stif_'ener spacings greater than the optimum. The
loading cases considered are limited to only ar axial compression load level of Nx= 1000 Ib/in,
and a longitudinal panel length of 28 inches, the results shown in Table 2 indicate that for
the optimum design, the anisotropic terms ha_e little if any effect on the buckling analysis.
However, for stiffener spacings greater than optimum, the anisotropic terms have a larger ef-
fect on the _ocal buckling loads, while the effect on the overall buckling load remains small.
The optimum design has many closely spaced stiffeners, which dominate the response. As
the spacing increases to 2, 4, and 8 times the _:)ptimum spacing, a larger unstiffened flat plate
area is exposed between the stiffeners, makinfl the stiffener less effective in the local buckling
of the skin between the stiffeners, and thus r(:.sults in the increased effect of the antsotroplc
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Table2. AnisotropicEffectsonBladeStiffenedPanel.
/_= 1000. Ib/in
y = 0.0 Ib/in
P = O. Ib/in 2
L =28 in
Spacing
Factor limes optimum
(aclual dimension in inches)
opt. (3.5)
2x (7.0)
4x (14.0)
8x (28.0)
Global Buckling Load
without anisotropy
(design)
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
wilh anisotropy
(analysis)
1.04
1.00
1.00
0.95
Local Buckling Load
without anisotropy
(design)
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
with anisotropy
(analysis)
1.00
0.93
0.89
0.85
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termson the buckling response. When the anisotropic terms are included in the analysis of
panels designed without the anisotropic terms, a reduction in the local buckling load of about
15% is obtained for a stiffener spacing of 8 times the optimum spacing. It is known that the
effect of anisotropy on the buckling response of laminates can be minimized by increasing the
number of thin ply groups rather than having them in thick ply groups. However, lumping the
plies with the same orientation increases the effici_ncy of the PASCO optimization by reducing
the number of design variables. Thicker sectiom, of the actual panel will likely contain re-
peating sub-laminates [_56"l, effectively making the anisotropic terms negligible. The reorder-
ing of the laminate does not have any effect on the rest of the extensional stiffness matrix,
[A], other than reducing the values of A16 and A=6. The bending stiffness matrix, [D], will also
have reduced anisotropic bending terms, Dt8 and _)26.
4.2 Length Effects in PASCO
PASCO treats the panel length, L, as a finite segment of an infinitely long panel. The
buckling load for the global mode is essentially the., load at which the buckling half wavelength,
_., equals the panel length, L. Local buckling loads are determined by loads corresponding to
less than L. Optimum PASCO designs are ol:)tained for loading conditions of axial com-
pression (N_/L between 0.3 and 1000 Ib/in =) and s,hear (N_JNx = 0.0 and 1.0). The effect on the
panel weight of shorter panel lengths is shown ir_ Figure 64, Figure 65, and Figure 66 for the
tailored corrugated panel, the hat stiffened pane, and the blade stiffened panel, respectively.
Panel lengths of 5, 15, and 28 inches are considered. For load levels below N_/L= 100 Ib/in 2,
the structural efficiency of the panels with decre._sed length appears to degrade as the length
is shortened. However, the minimum gage ply thickness constraint is active at this loading
level for the configurations presented in Figure !-;4through Figure 66. Thus, at this low load-
ing level (NJL below 100 Ib/in2), the tailored corr_Jgated panel, for all three lengths considered,
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is made up of essentially the same thickness lamir ates, based on the number of plies needed
to define the laminate in the model. The same holds true for the hat stiffened panel. For the
lightly loaded panels (N_/L less than 10 Ib/in2), this observation leads to the conclusion that the
weight per unit area of the panel is the same, recjardless of the length. Since the structural
efficiency is defined in this study as the weight I:_er unit area over the length, a 1/L factor
causes the discrepancy at this low loading level (,'VJL less than 10 Ib/in2). As NJL increases
above 10 Ib/in 2, the structural efficiency of the _:_anels with different lengths approaches a
common value. As it was discussed earlier, for hghly loaded panels the material failure cri-
terion is active. Figure 67 shows the effect of lenjth on the panel weight for a constant load-
ing index of NJL= 35.7 Ib/in 2. For longer lengtts (L greater than 15 inches), the minimum
gage constraint is no longer active and the effec! of the length on the panel weight appears
to be small for both N,_, INx = 0.0 and 1.0. For th_ loading level considered in Figure 67, the
adjustment to the PASCO analysis using VICON (_ior N_/Nx = 1.0) approximates a simple sup-
port for the longer lengths (L greater than 20 inc'}es). The boundary conditions modeled for
shorter lengths at this load level are not clear because VICON inherently includes a moment
at the panel ends to satisfy the imposed constraints. This suggests that the effect of the
boundary conditions and the panel length shoul(_ be handled with a more accurate analysis
for very short panels, since PASCO designs are not affected by a change in length and the
VICON correction is limited.
4.3 Effect of Flange Width on Design
When designing the blade stiffened panel, the parameter in the PASCO model repres-
enting the flange width is not constrained and, th( refore, is reduced to a very small, unrealistic
value by the optimizer. This flange width reduc!ion occurs because a perfect bond between
the flange and skin is assumed in the analysis. Jn a real structure, the flange is necessary to
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attach the blade stiffener to the panel and must be able to transfer the loads without failure.
Designs using PASCO are obtained for different fl_:_nge widths, including 0.75 and 1.50 inches.
The structural efficiency of these designs show little change due to the different flange widths.
Since there is little effect due to the flange width, a value of 0.75 inches is arbitrarily chosen
for the width of a single flange for all of the desig_ cases. The flange width should be inves-
tigated using a more detailed analysis that can ta1-_einto account the interlaminar normal and
shear stresses in the flange-skin interaction area Io assure a properly designed structure.
4.4 Evaluation of the Beaded Panel Concept
Optimum panel designs are not always applic;]ble to actual wing rib applications because
of practical geometric constraints imposed on th_ design, making the sensitivity of the opti-
mum panel weight to geometric changes of consi_:lerable interest. As was discussed in Sec-
tion 4.1, the spacing of stiffeners is often require:J by a design constraint to be larger than
optimum. When considering an optimum corrug_ted panel, the upper and lower cap widths
of the corrugation are assumed to be equal, cre;_ting symmetry about the mid-plane of the
cross section. In design practice, it is sometimes desirable for the spacing between the
corrugations to be increased such that the cap widths are no longer equal. This spacing in-
crease is achieved in the present study by using the concept of a beaded panel. A beaded
panel refers to a panel with a corrugated type g_ometry that is designed such that the dis-
tance between corrugations is a multiple of the corrugation width itself, henceforth called a
bead ratio. The modeling of this concept was dis_:ussed briefly in Chapter 2 (Figure 20) and
is further illustrated in Figure 68. By studying the effect of this type of geometrical constraint
on the panel design, a better understanding of the sensitivities of the corrugated panel weight
to changes in cross sectional geometry can be gained. The concept of a beaded panel is also
of interest because of its potential for using economical manufacturing techniques, specifically
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!I
!
!
ONE-PIECE FORMED RIB
= Bead Ratio
X _X
- i
Section A-A
Figure 68. Beaded Panel Illustration
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thermoplastic thermoforming, to create integrally stiffened panels with potential cost savings
that may prove to be significant.
To assess the effect of beading, bead ratio_-; of 1.0, 3.0, and 10.0, are considered for the
tailored corrugated panel and the hat stiffened panel. The hat stiffened panel is considered
to be a tailored corrugated panel attached to a face sheet. For all loading conditions consid-
ered so far, both the corrugated panel with a taik_red laminate and the panel with a continuous
laminate, have similar structural efficiency and !leometric trends. Based on this observation,
the trends for the beading of the tailored corrutlated panel are assumed to be the same as
those for the beaded corrugated panel with a c:ontinuous laminate. A number of cases are
investigated to confirm this assumption.
The beaded panel is only studied for combir_ations of in-plane axial compression (Nx) and
shear (N_y) loads. The designs that include axial compression loads only ignore all anisotropic
effects, an assumption discussed earlier in this chapter. Nevertheless, a few cases are in-
vestigated using the beaded corrugated panels to assess the effect of the anisotropic terms
on the buckling load. The results indicate similar trends to those obtained for a blade stiffened
panel. That is, the corrugated panel configurations show little sensitivity of the buckling loads
to the anisotropic terms for the optimum design However, as the bead ratio increases, the
effect of these anisotropic terms on the buckling1 load increase. Thus, the results imply that,
in general, the anisotropic terms have little effec: on designs which are optimized without any
geometric spacing constraints. It is assumed theft for the cases in which these terms do affect
the buckling analysis, this effect can be account,_d for in the panel manufacturing by the use
of repeating sub-laminates that are dispersed thloughout the laminate thickness as discussed
previously.
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4.4.1 Beaded Panels under Axial Compression Load
The tailored corrugated panel and the hat stiffened panel configurations with different
bead ratios are investigated for various levels of applied axial compression load. Bead ratios
of 1.0, 3.0, and 10.0 times the corrugation width are considered along with axial compression
loads of N_ = 10, 100, 1000, and 28000 Ib/in =.
The cross sectional geometries of the tailored corrugated beaded panel configurations
under axial compression are presented in Figure 69 along with the blade stiffened panel for
comparison. As the bead ratio increases to a value of 10.0, the highest value considered in
the present study, the geometry of the beaded panel configuration approaches a configuration
that resembles the blade stiffened panel, yet slightly more efficient. The structural efficiency
of the tailored corrugated beaded panel for various bead ratios is shown in Figure 70 as a
function of the axial loading, with the structural efficiency curve for the optimum blade stiff-
ened panel included for reference. The cross sectional geometries and the structural effi-
ciencies, respectively, of the beaded hat stiffened panel, are shown in Figure 71 and
Figure 72 as a function of the axial compression loading. Again, the beaded panel geometry
resembles the geometry of the optimum blade stiffened panel, yet is slightly more efficient.
For NJL of less than 30. Ib/in 2, the beaded hat stiffened panel is heavier than the blade stiff-
ened panel. The increased weight can be attributed to the minimum gage constraint effect
as discussed in Chapter 3.
The approach of using a beaded panel to evaluate the sensitivity of different geometric
parameters serves many purposes. It shows the sensitivity of the panel weight to non-
optimum changes of various geometric spacing parameters which may occur in actual com-
posite material applications. In the case of the hat stiffened panel, for example, the space
between the hat stiffeners is the bonding surface between the corrugated panel and the un-
stiffened flat plate sheet used to construct the panel. The width of this connection will most
likely be based on the peel strength of the joint between the two sections, and should be de-
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termined by a more detailed analysis than PASC::) provides. Manufacturing constraints may
also provide a realistic value for the attachment _,idth constraint. In general, the panels which
are subjected to the beading process in this study resemble the optimum blade stiffened panel
geometry yet appear to be more efficient for beat1 ratios of up to 10.0. Since the stiffeners are
formed from thin sheets, the material is more e"ficiently used to resist the loads since it is
located away from the reference surface, acc, ncept often used to justify the usage of a
honeycomb core for the stiffeners. For bead raticJs which are greater than 10.0, the combina-
tion of the local minimum width constraints imp¢:sed on the design and the large bead ratio
may force the resulting design to a configuration defined by those constraints.
The results of the study suggest that wher_ a corrugated type panel is formed into a
beaded panel, it can perform similarly to (if not better than) a blade type stiffened panel, with
potential reductions in the manufacturing and fa:)rication costs of the panel. These are im-
portant factors when dealing with an aircraft con ponent such as a wing rib.
4.4.2 Beaded Panels with Axial Compression and Shear Loads
The effects of the shear load on the cross se,::tional geometry and efficiency of the beaded
panel configurations with the bead ratios of 1.0, :l.0, and 10.0 are shown in Figure 73 through
Figure 76 for a fixed ratio of shear load to axial (ompression load, N,_/N,(= 1.0. Figure 73 and
Figure 74 are for the tailored corrugated panel and Figure 75 and Figure 76 are for the hat
stiffened panel. In all cases, the design trends ar_.• similar to the ones observed for the beaded
panels loaded in axial compression only. Eact, configuration resembles the design of the
optimum blade stiffened panel geometry for th,!; given loading combination. Many similar
characteristics exist between the beaded panel zlnd the blade stiffened panel. However, the
beaded panel has fewer constraints applied to the fabrication pro.cedure and should be con-
sidered as a potential candidate for aircraft strL_ctures applications. The beaded panel con-
tains fewer parts to manufacture and assembl,!., and the stiffeners are formed in a single
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manufacturing process, reducing handling and increasing the potential for automation. Fur-
ther analytical study and experimental evaluation is necessary, however, to fully assure the
applicability and cost effectiveness of this type of configuration.
4.5
4.5.1
Design Sensitivities
Laminates used in PASCO Model
The PASCO models used in the design and analysis of the stiffened panels are based on
many practical constraints such as using continuous -t-45 ° plies for the corrugated panel to
reduce any stress concentrations that would occur at the ply termination points. As previously
discussed, in the tailored corrugated panel and hat stiffened panel models, the +45 ° plies run
continuously throughout the corrugated panel with 0 ° plies added to the caps, leaving only a
[ -I- 45°], laminate in the webs. To assess the completeness and accuracy of the models used
in the PASCO study, variations to the original laminates are made. The effects on the struc-
tural efficiency of including =t=45°, 0°, and 90° plies in each of the tailored corrugated panel
laminates is studied. More specifically, the effects on the structural efficiency of adding 0 °
plies to the tailored corrugated panel web laminate and 90° plies to both the web and cap
laminates are assessed in the following sections for various loading conditions.
4.5.1.1 0 ° Plies Added to the Corrugated Panel Web
Tailored corrugated and hat stiffened panels are redesigned for various loadings after
altering the PASCO models to allow an independent 0° ply thickness in the web laminate. For
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loading levels less than NJL=200 Ib/in 2, the minirr_um gage ply thickness constraint is active
for all of the plies originally considered, thus sizing the 0 ° fibers added to the web (without
any constraints applied) such that they are essentiz_lly omitted. For axial compression loading
levels above 200 Ib/in 2, the minimum gage constraint is no longer active and the effect of the
added 0 ° fibers in the web on the panel geometE,, becomes significant, resulting in a more
even load distribution between the caps and web,,_, rather than being concentrated predomi-
nantly in the caps. The geometry and structural el liciency of the panels, with and without this
layup change, are shown in Figure 77 and Figure 78, respectively. The results indicate that,
for all load levels above Nx/L= 200 Ib/in 2, adding_ the 0 ° plies in the web changes the cross
sectional geometry but does not affect the panel w,_ight of either the tailored corrugated panel
or the hat stiffened panel. Since PASCO deternlines the load distribution by assuming a
constant strain throughout the panel width, the ad_:lition of a 0 ° lamina to the web significantly
increases the local load carried by the web due to increased stiffness. Much of the load in the
web is carried by the 0 ° fibers in the web lamir_ate, noticeably reducing the thickness re-
quirement of the ±45 ° fibers in the web laminate i elative to the thickness of 45 ° fibers without
the0 °layer. Because the ±45 ° plies run contin_ously throughout the panel, the part of the
panel requiring the largest ±45 ° ply thicknesses ,refines these thicknesses for ale other panel
elements, creating possible weight penalties in scme elements. Since the 45 ° ply thicknesses
defined in the web are reduced when 0° plies ar(_ included in the web laminate, the 45° plies
in the cap are also reduced, increasing the structJral efficiency of the corrugation and offset-
ting much of the weight due to the added 0 ° fiber_; in the web. Thus, this change in modeling
of the panel configuration laminates shifts the Io;_d distribution from the cap to the web, and
alters the optimum cross sectional configuration _lightly but does not significantly change the
structural efficiency.
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4.5.1.2 90 ° Plies in the Corrugated Panel
The effect of adding 90 ° plies to a corrugated panel structure is considered next. In a
global sense, a corrugated panel has very little extensional or bending stiffness in the trans-
verse direction due to the accordion-like nature of the panel geometry. The 900 plies follow
the corrugation geometry, adding little transverse bending or extensional stiffness. Thus, it
is unnecessary to include the 90 ° plies in the laminates which make up the corrugated panel
unless they are included to control local thermal effects or damage tolerance, neither of which
are considered in the present study. The assessment of the effect of this particular ply angle
on the panel efficiency can be seen in the results of the corrugated panel with a continuous
laminate (for example, Figure 23). For all load levels, the 90° ply in the continuous
r + 45 °, 0°, 90°], laminate is sized by the optimizer to remain at a minimum gage thickness of
0.005 inches. The ineffectiveness of the 90 ° plies on the corrugated panel design suggests that
the omission of the 90 ° plies from the tailored corrugated panel laminates is justified.
4.5.2 Corrugation Angles
Another geometric parameter whose sensitivity to change is assessed is the corrugation
angle, 8, shown Jn Figure 79. Since manufacturing tolerances may effect the accuracy to
which the optimum cross section can be fabricated, the sensitivity of the structural response
to changes in the corrugation angle is of interest. Variations in the corrugation angles from
the optimum are imposed and panels are redesigned with a fixed corrugation angle. The
structural efficiencies of the panel for various corrugation angles are presented in Figure 80,
and show that moderate changes in the angle have only a small effect on the panel weight.
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Figure 79. Definition of the Corrugatl0n Angle.
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4.5.3 Discrete Ply Thicknesses
Another important realistic consideration that must be addressed is the availability of
material in discrete ply thicknesses. PASCO sizes the individual ply thicknesses by allowing
them to assume any value within the specified bc,unds. The optimum value of the ply thick-
ness almost never corresponds to a multiple of the._ available discrete ply thickness which is
typically about 0.005 inches. Since a panel can or ly be manufactured with these discrete ply
thicknesses, the effect on the panel design of rounding the optimum ply thickness up to the
nearest discrete ply thickness on structural efficie__cy and geometry is considered. The panel
configurations currently being studied are alterect to force the optimum ply thickness to the
next highest discrete ply thickness and then are c;esigned again by PASCO to obtain the op-
timum geometry for the new, discrete thicknesses. The results for the tailored corrugated
panel are presented in Figure 81 and Figure 82. The conclusion reached is that the effects
of these discrete ply thicknesses on the structural efficiency are negligible. Small changes in
the panel geometry are observed in the design Frocedure to account for the slight changes
in ply thicknesses necessary to reach the next die,crete thickness. This same observation is
made for all of the other panel configurations currently being considered, including the
corrugated panel with a continuous laminate, the hat stiffened panel, and the blade stiffened
panel. Loading conditions including axial comprc_ssion (N_), shear (N_), and pressure (P) are
considered along with both optimum and non-optimum geometries and the results indicate
that the small geometric changes in the panel c_oss sectional geometry are sufficient to ac-
count for the minor changes in ply thicknesses created as a result of rounding up to the
nearest discrete ply thickness.
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5.0 Summary and Conclusions
In the present study, a series of stiffened panel designs is presented which may be used
for a preliminary design assessment of an aircraft primary structure, namely a wing rib. In
order to efficiently use composites in aircraft primary structures, the acquisition costs of the
components must be reduced by incorporating economical manufacturing methods into the
design process. The present study considers the structural efficiency and geometric trends
of several configurations which lend themselves to existing economical manufacturing tech-
niques under various combinations of axial compression, shear, and out-of-plane pressure.
Understanding the effects of these combined loads on the structural efficiency and geometry
of the stiffened panel configurations considered will enable the designer to utilize composite
materials more efficiently for the design of a wing rib. The configurations considered in the
present study which show potential for use in economical manufacturing processes include a
tailored corrugated panel, a corrugated panel with a continuous laminate, a hat stiffened
panel, a blade stiffened panel, and an unstiffened flat plate, the latter two being included for
reference. Axial compression loading Is applied to the panels for a range of the loading index
(N_/L) from 0.3 to 1000 ib/in 2. Shear is applied as a fraction of the applied axial compression
load (N_Nx) from 0.0 to 1.0. Pressure is applied from 0 to 45 Ib/in 2.
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The computer program PASCO is used as th_ primary design tool for the study. As the
loading combinations are varied, minimum weight designs of the configurations are obtained.
Variables including the spacing and cross section_l dimensions of the stiffeners and individual
ply thicknesses are optimized to achieve the most efficient buckling resistant design for the
applied loads. Design constraints on the minimu n allowable ply thickness and the material
failure properties are applied. Limitations in the FASCO analysis when shear is applied make
it necessary to correct the buckling load corresponding to the buckling half wavelength equal
to the panel length. The correction to the overall buckling load is accomplished by using the
computer program VICON in a two step iterative I)rocess. The results of the study show that
the effect of the PASCO analysis shortcoming is most pronounced on the corrugated panel
configuration at a load level greater than the load at which a minimum gage constraint is ac-
tive and at a load level less than that required t,:_ cause the material failure constraint to be
active. The effect of the VICON correction on th_ design of the hat stiffened panel, the blade
stiffened panel, and the unstiffened flat plate are small. The design trends generated in this
study for combinations of axial compression, shear, and out-of-plane pressure Ioadings, can
be used to better understand the sensitivities of the optimized designs to variations in applied
loads for stiffened panels used in a wing rib app ication.
The lightly loaded (N_/L less than 10 Ib/in =) corrugated panel with no applied pressure is
most efficient when a minimum gage material thickness constraint is active and the panel
cross section is defined by a series of slight ben,is along the width of the panel. The optimum
panel design must be used with caution becau.,_,e the global and local buckling modes occur
simultaneously, a very dangerous design practice resulting in a lower buckling load than
predicted due to modal interaction. Variations ir_ the optimum local plate element width result
in a dominant global buckling mode for shorter plate element widths and a dominant local
buckling mode for increased plate element widths. When pressure is applied, the caps of the
corrugation become wider and the cross sectioll becomes deeper to account for the bending
load and satisfy the material failure constraints that result from the additional pressure load.
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When pressure is applied to the panel, PASCO uses a beam column approach to account
for the interaction of the in-plane loads with the out-of-plane pressure load. The interaction
between the in-plane and out-of-plane loads is included as an additional moment with a
magnification factor. The effect of the magnification factor is such that the overall buckling
load is increased to a point where it is no longer critical, causing the local buckling mode to
become critical. Thus, the PASCO shortcoming in the analysis of the overall buckling mode
when shear is applied is not significant when pressure is applied, making the correction to the
overall buckling load unnecessary for this case. Panels designed using PASCO reflect the
presence of the applied pressure, and generally have deeper, more closely spaced stiffeners
that are required to resist the additional pressure loads. This approach, however, does not
consider any geometrically nonlinear attributes that will likely accompany the lateral pressure.
The effect of changes in the layup used in the PASCO models on the panel weight and
geometry is considered. The effect of 0° plies in the corrugation web, both with and without
a face sheet, on the structural efficiency is negligible. When no 0 ° plies are present in the
web, a higher percentage of the load is carried in the caps. When 0 ° plies are included in the
web, the +45 ° ply thicknesses decrease and the load is distributed such that the web carries
more load, without changing the panel weight, The effect of including a 90° ply in a corrugated
panel is shown not to have any significant effect on the structural efficiency. The sensitivity
of the corrugated panel structural efficiency to small variations in the corrugation web angle
which may occur in the manufacturing process is shown to have only a small effect on the
panel weight.
For PASCO design studies, the effect of length on the structural efficiency of heavily
loaded panels is shown to be negligible. However, as a result of the active minimum gage
constraint for the lightly loaded panels, structural weight increases proportional to the panel
weight. For heavily loaded panels (NJL for which the material failure constraint is active), no
difference due to panel length is observed in the weight index (W/LA) plotted against the
loading index (N_/L) in the structural efficiency diagrams.
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The effect of stiffener spacing on the blade stiffened panel suggests that small variations
from the optimum spacing has little effect on the weight. Large increases in spacing increase
the panel weight until it approaches the weight of an unstiffened flat plate without stiffeners.
These data can be used to better understan(_ the weight penalties associated with non-
optimum stiffener spacing which may be required by specific design requirements.
The effect of the anisotropic bending term% D46 and D26, on the design of the panels is
considered because of assumptions made in the modeling of the stiffened panels which in-
cluded grouping plies with similar orientations _ogether to reduce the number of design vari-
ables. For optimum stiffener spacing of a blade stiffened panel, the effect of these terms on
the buckling analysis is negligible. However, as the stiffener spacing is increased above the
optimum stiffener spacing, the anisotropic t_rms become more important, reducing the
buckling load of the panel by up to 15%. The e_fect of these terms on an unstiffened flat plate
can be reduced by using many repeating sub-I;_minates in the laminate, a procedure that will
likely be done in the actual manufacturing of the panels.
Increasing the spacing between the stiffer ers in a corrugated panel is accomplished by
using a beaded panel concept, modeled by req_]iring the spacing between the corrugations to
be a multiple ofthe size of the corrugation. The corrugated and hat stiffened panel geometries
approach a configuration similar to an optimized blade stiffened panel configuration, sug-
gesting that the beaded panel is similar to (if not better than) a blade stiffened panel, most
likely with a lower manufacturing cost.
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Conclusions
• The design trends generated in this study for combinations of axial compression, shear,
and out-of-plane pressure Ioadings, can be used to better understand the design sensi-
tivities of various stiffened panel configurations used in a wing rib application to changes
in the loading and geometry.
• For panel configurations designed to resist applied pressure, deeper, more closely
I
spaced stiffeners are required to resist the additional bending moments due to the pres-
sure loads.
• The effect of 0° plies in the corrugation web, both with and without a face sheet, on the
structural efficiency is negligible. The effect of including a 90° ply in a corrugated panel
is shown to not have any significant effect on the structural efficiency. Small perturba-
tions in the corrugation web angle are shown to have only a small effect on the panel
weight.
• The effect of stiffener spacing on the blade stiffened panel suggests that small variations
from the optimum spacing has little effect on the weight. Large increases in spacing in-
crease the panel weight until it approaches the weight of an unstiffened flat plate.
• As the stiffener spacing is increased above the optimum stiffener spacing, the anisotropic
terms become more important and reduce the buckling load of the panel by up to 15%.
• For increased axial compression loads, the beaded corrugated and beaded hat stiffened
panel geometries approach a configuration similar to an optimized blade stiffened panel
configuration, suggesting that the beaded panel is similar to (if not better than) a blade
stiffened panel, most likely with a lower manufacturing cost.
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_.r
Recommendations for Further Study
• A finite element analysis of the panels desig_led in this study needs to be investigated to
verify the use of the VlCON correction to PA_ICO.
• Non-linear finite element analysis of the pam.=ls with applied pressure should be investi-
gated to assess the validity of the beam column assumption used in PASCO.
• The effect of boundary conditions on the pam:l design (other than simple support) should
be investigated by using a more detailed analysis.
• A detailed analysis of the effects of the fian!i_e width on the panel design should be in-
vestigated, including a constraint dealing with the interface stresses between the attach-
ment flange and the skin.
• The panels which are analyzed and desigred in the current study should be exper-
imentally verified.
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Table 3. Tailored Corrugated Panel ( P= 0.0 psi L= 28 in )
Nxy
_=0.0
Nx
B, (in.) _
B=
Angle, 8
T t (in.)*"
Tz
L-_-(A10-q Ib/in 3)
Nxy
_=0.3
N x
B, (in.)*
B=
Angle, 0
T, (in.)**
T=
L-_--(A10 -4 iblin 2)
Nxy = 0.6
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
Angle,
T, (in.)**
T=
L_A10 -4 Ib,,3n 3)
Nxy
- 1.0
Nx
B, (in.)*
B_
Angle,
T, (in.)**
T=
-_-A (10-4 Iblin_
Nx: 10 Nx == 100 Nx=350 Nx=10OO Nx=21100 Nx:IOOO0 Nx=21BOO0
(Ib/in) (Ib/tn) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/In) (1¢4in) (Ib/In)
01000
5.4424
3.5
0.0050
0.0050
0.4151
0.1000
4.1374
4.4
0.0050
0.0050
0.4177
0.1000
3.6291
5.1
0.0050
0.0050
0.4194
0.1000
3.1494
6.6
0.0050
0.0050
0.4219
0.2296
2.1751
19.1
0.0050
0.0050
0.4637
0.2492
1.7634
21.8
0.0050
0.OO50
0.4787
0.3039
1.5638
25.8
0.0050
0.OO50
0.5000
0.7189
1.3354
31.5
0.0050
0,0050
0.5517
0.5295
1.5900
36.4
0.0050
0.0050
0.5533
0.6122
1.1266
44.6
0.OO5O
0.0061
0.6228
0.9111
1.2249
39.3
0.0060
0.0088
0.8217
1 0833
1.4274
47.7
0.0082
0.0093
1.0290
0.5807
1.4032
49.3
00050
0.0115
0.7653
0.7942
1.1650
53.6
0.0067
0.0122
1.0115
1.0652
1.6775
53.2
0.0109
0.0136
1.4515
1.3053
1.8812
51.3
0.0134
00153
1.7194
0.7164
1.3726
61.7
0.0055
0.0225
1.2399
1.0643
1.5657
54.1
0.0117
0.0205
1.7337
1.3687
2.0784
48.2
0.0180
0.0217
2.3020
1.4486
1.9800
56.4
0.0205
0.0257
2.7999
0.9008
1,8728
62.5
00118
0 0440
2.5290
1.4116
2.2071
56.5
00227
0,0359
3.3273
1.7313
2.3950
561
0.0334
0.0424
4.5648
1.6915
2.5928
56.5
0.0370
0,0546
5.2993
Reference dimensions to Figure 83.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches
1.8258
2.6897
72.7
0.0148
0.1041
5.1955
1.6129
2.7767
58.3
0.0333
0.1152
6.7101
2.5112
3.3742
45.0
0.0591
0.1037
B.3220
35376
2.8713
47.2
0.0986
0.0727
11.165
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Table4. TailoredCorrugatedPanel.NoVICONCorrections( P= 0.0psi L= 28in)
Nxy
--=0.0
N x
B, (in.)*
B=
Angle, 0
T, (in.)**
T=
-_A 10 -4 Iblin =)
Nxy
-0.3
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
Angle,
T, (in.)**
T,
--_-A (10-4 Ib[In =)
Nxy = 0.6
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
T=
L-_-{A10 -4 ib/ln =)
Nxy
--= 1.0
NX
BI (in.)*
B=
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
Tz
L-_A 10 -4 Iblin_
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=350 Nx=1000
(Iblln) (Ib/in) (ib/tn) (Ib/in)
I1/¢
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
nlc
n/c
x Reference dimensions to Figure 83.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
nlc
0.6196
1.1409
44,7
0.0050
00063
0.6293
0.7912
0.9879
36.9
0.0051
0.0084
0.7390
0.6916
1.1409
44.7
0.0050
0.0063
0.6293
n/c
0.8024
1.1746
53.8
0.0068
0.0121
1.O150
0.9729
1.2720
52.7
0.0087
0.0132
1.2208
0.8024
1.1746
53.8
0.0068
0.0121
1.0150
Nx = 2800
(Ib/in)
n/c
1.0020
1.4702
55.7
0.0112
0.0196
1.6790
1.1917
1.4788
59.2
0.0134
0.0217
2.0139
1.0020
1.4702
55.7
0.0112
0.0196
1.6790
Nx= 10000
(Ib/In)
nlc
1.3319
2.0110
560
0.0212
0.0355
3.1512
1.4421
1.7898
63.0
0.0232
0.0439
3.7779
1.3319
2.0110
56.0
0.0212
0.0355
3.1512
Nx-- 28000
(Ib/in)
n/c
2.1952
1,9620
55.6
0.0297
0.1014
6.0870
3.1275
2.2836
45.7
0.0591
00894
8.1366
2.1952
1.9620
55.6
0.0297
0.1014
6.0870
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Table5. TailoredCorrugatedPanel( P= 5.0psi L= 28in )
Nxy
= 0,0
N x
B, (in,)"
B2
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
T=
--_-A (I0-4 Ib_n 3)
Nxy
= 0.3
N x
B, (in.)"
B_
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
Tz
-_A(1 O-' Ib_n _)
Nxy
= 0.6
Nx
B, (in.) =
B=
Angle,
T, (in.) _=
T=
-_-A (10-4 Ib/in _)
Nxy
--= 1.0
N x
B, (in.)*
Bz
Angle, 0
T, (in.)**
T2
--_-A (10-' Ib_n 3)
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=350 Nx=IO00 Nx=28(X) Nx=IO000 Nx=28000
(Ib/in) (Ibfln) (Ib/In) (Ib/in) (Ib/In) (Ib/in) (Ib/in)
0.3064
1.9320
32.4
0.0050
0.0082
0.5525
n/c
n/c
0.2953
1.7019
34.2
0.0050
0.0088
0.5731
0.3133
1.8594
35.4
0.0050
0.0100
0.5917
n/c
rl/c
0.3457
1.2888
43.3
00050
0.0125
0.7105
n/c
n/c
rl/c
n/c
0.4063
1.5408
49.8
0.0050
0.0204
1.6300
n/c
n/c
nlc
nJc
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
rt/c
n/c
n/c
Reference dimensions to Figure 83.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
n/c
rlJc
nJc
nlc
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Table 6. Tailored Corrugated Panel ( P: 10.0 psi L= 28 in)
Nxy
_=0.0
Nx
B, (in.)"
B,
Angle, _)
T, (in.) .I
T=
L-_(A 10 -" Ib/In =)
Nxy
= 0.3
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
Angle, #
T 4 (in.)**
T=
--_A 110-' Ib[in _)
Nxy
= 0.6
NX
B, (in.)*
B=
Angle, e
T, (in.)**
T=
-_-A (10 -4 Ib/In_
Nxy
_=1.0
Nx
B_ (in.) _
Bz
Angle, e
T, (in.)**
T=
L--_A 10 -" Ib/in _)
Nx = 10 Nx == 100 Nx=350 Nx=1000 Nx=2800 Nx=lO000 Nx=280(X)
(Ib/in) (Ib/In) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/ln) (Ib/In)
0.3407
1.9926
37.4
0.0050
0.0142
0.6553
rl,/C
n/c
0,3407
1.7526
39.4
0.0050
0.0144
0.6832
0.3443
1.9'203
40.5
0.0050
0.0150
0.6904
n/c
nlc
0,3965
1.3986
46.6
0.0052
0.0165
0.8333
* Reference dimensions to Figure 83.
R, Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
ru'c Loading condition not considered.
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
0.3357
1.6179
49.2
0.0050
0.0295
1.0063
rl/c
n/c
0.8490
1.7538
47.2
0.01266
0.02127
1.7398
nlc
n/c
rlurc
n/c
rurc
n/c
n/c
nlc
n/c
n/c
rL/C
n/c
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Table7. TailoredCorrugatedPanel(P= 15.0psi L= 28In)
Nxy
- 0.0
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
Angle, 0
Tq (in.) _'
T=
--_IA 10-4 Ib/in_
Nxy
--=0.3
N x
B4 (in,) _
B=
Angle, #
T, (in.)**
T=
L-_(A 10 -* Ib/tn =)
NXY = o,
Nx
B, (in.) _
B=
Angle, #
T, (in.)**
T=
L-_A 10-4 Ib/in 2)
Nxy
_= 1.0
NX
B4 (in.)*
B=
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
T=
-_-(A 10 -* Ib/in _)
NX ,= 10 NX" 100 NX='380 _lx'=lO00 Nx'2gO0 NX"IO000 Nx='28mO
(IMn) pMn) OMn) _lMn) (g:_) (a_n) (Ib/tn)
0.3496
2.0120
39.0
0.0050
0.0209
0.7516
0.3760
1.7829
43.6
0.0050
0.01803
0.7755
0.3689
1.7802
44.1
0.0050
0.0183
0.7813
0.3645
1.7751
40.9
0.0050
0.0204
0.7857
0.2723
1.9568
43.6
0.0050
0.0241
0.7912
0.3831
1.6455
45.6
0.0050
0.01967
0.8325
0.4014
1.5201
47.5
0.0050
0.0200
0.8738
0.4441
1.5444
45.8
00058
0.0206
0.9431
n/c
rl/c
n/c
n/c
).2747
1.6659
52.1
).0050
).0373
t.1040
0.6301
1.6461
48.6
00084
0.0252
1.3934
0.7183
1.6968
49.1
0.01 04
0.0247
1.6125
0.8303
1.7685
49.4
0.0126
0,0251
1.8487
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
0.6035
2.1969
57.6
0.01042
0 07885
2.8369
1.2308
2.1594
56.1
0.0213
0.0560
3.7241
1.1091
2.7069
51.8
0.0312
0.0736
4,4839
1.4472
2.3634
52.4
0.0347
0.0588
5.O225
0.8240
2.2890
65.6
0,0128
0.1514
5.4679
1.7957
2.2884
58.1
O0303
0.1212
6.7124
1.4075
3.2037
41.0
0.0591
0.1454
8.7234
16979
3.5883
37.1
0 0985
0.1268
11.6148
* Reference dimensions to Figure 83.
== Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 Inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
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Table8. TailoredCorrugatedPanel( P= 30.0psi L: 28in )
Nxy
--=0.0
N x
B I (In.) _
B=
Angle, #
T, (in.) _"
T:
L-_-(A 10 -4 ib/In =)
Nxy
-- 0.3
Nx
B I (in.)*
B=
Angle, #
T, (In.)**
T=
--_(A 10 -' Ib/In =)
Nxy
- 0.6
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
Angle, 6=
T I (In.) x*
T=
L_A10 -4 ib/In =)
Nxy
-- 1.0Nx
B, (in.) _
B=
Angle,
T t (in.) _*
T=
_A 110-' Ib/in =)
Nx =" 10 Nx" 100 Nx==380 Nx--1000 Nx==2800 Nx=10000 Nx=29000
(Ib/in) (lll_n) (Ib/In) Oh/in) (lbtln) (Ib/in) (Ib/In)
0.3391
2.0310
46,9
0.0050
0.0353
1.0056
n/c
n/c
0.4941
2.2911
43.8
0.0065
0.0283
1.0929
0.3458
2.0151
47.4
0.0056
0.0363
1.0376
n/c
n/c
0.5952
2.0394
45.9
0.0070
0.0281
1.2239
n/c
rbrc
n/c
n/c
0.3915
2.0678
50.4
0.0060
0.9439
1.3256
0.7219
1.6431
53.4
0.0081
0.0338
1.6598
0.8343
1.6_
55.3
0.0099
0.0355
1._5
0.8942
1.7478
53.1
0.0120
0.0343
2.1014
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
0.5211
2.2407
61.4
0.0106
0.0931
3.2097
1.5636
2.0229
60.4
0.0200
0.0627
3.9573
1.6305
2.0802
59.4
0.0252
0.0650
4.5354
1.6493
2.5335
51.6
00367
0.0632
5.3158
0.8034
2.2773
66.5
0.0132
0.1556
5.7346
1.7823
2.4312
58.2
0,0315
0.1304
7.0732
1.8752
4.1460
34.1
0.0594
0.1599
8.7170
2.4869
4.5636
30.3
0.0983
0.1290
11.4945
Reference dimensions to Figure 83.
2, Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
rttc Loading condition not considered.
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Table9. TailoredCorruga_Pm_ ( P- 4S.0pel I,.= 28 in )
Nxy
- 0.0
Nx
B, (in.) _
B=
Angle, 0
T, (In.) _*
T=
_A (10-* Ib/in J)
Nxy
_=0.3
Nx
B I (In.) x
B=
Angle, 8
T_ (in.) *_
T_
L--_-(A10 -" Ib/In _)
Nxy
- 0.6
Nx
B_ (In.)*
B=
Angle, 8
T, (in.) *'_
T=
L-_tA 10-' Iblin z)
Nxy
- 1.0
Nx
B, (in.)*
B_
Angle, #
T, (in.) '(*
T=
L-_A 10 -' Ib/in =)
Nx- 10 Nx' t00 _ Itx-360 Nx-1000 Nx"-2eO0 Nx-10000 Nx=2e0_
(ll:_rv) (llb/_ t (to/In) (lb_n) (Ib/In) _lb,qn) (Ib/In)
0.4539
2.7393
44.5
0.0068
0.0417
1.2421
n/c
n/c
0.6517
2.4298
50.3
0.0068
0.0318
1.3102
0.3810
2.3552
48.7
0.0058
0.0464
1.2637
n/c
11/c
0.6809
2.2050
50.3
0.0073
0.0355
1.4798
nlc
n/c
n/c
rl/c
0.4028
2.2107
50.4
0.0061
0.0575
1.5317
n/c
n/c
1.0198
1.8159
57.8
0.0124
0.0410
2.4268
n/c
n/¢
n/c
n/c
0.5497
2.3556
59.4
0.0116
0.1050
3.4679
nJc
n/c
2.0717
2.2791
67.4
0.0345
0.0581
5.5476
1' Reference dimensions to Figure 83.
Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 Inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
0.8815
2.4753
67.0
0.0149
0.1667
6.2701
rlurC
rl_c
1.3728
6.2283
25.0
0.0984
0.2269
11.5907
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Table10. TailoredCorrugatedPanel- DiscretePlyThickneu( P: 0.0pal L: 28in)
Nxy
--=0.0
NX
B, (in.) _
B=
Angle, 0
Tq (in.) _I
T=
L-_tA 10-4 Ib_n_
NxY =0.
B, (in.) _
B=
Angle. #
T, (in.) _"
T=
L-_(A 10-" Ib/in =)
Nxy
= 0.6Nx
B, (in.) _
B=
Angle, 9
T, (in.) x_
1",
-_A (10-" Iblin_
_y
_= 1.0
NX
B_ (in.) _
B=
Angle,
T I (in.) _
T=
L--_A 10 -4 Ib/in_
Nx =" 10 Nx" 100 Nw==350 Nx-1000 Nx-,2800 Nx,=10000 Nx-=211000
(Ib/In) (Ib/In) (Ib/In) (Ib/In) (Ib/tn) (Ib/In) (Ib/In)
0.1000
5.4424
3.46
0.0050
0.0050
0.4151
n/c
n/c
0.1000
3.1486
6,3
0.0050
0.OO5O
0.4217
n/c
n/c
rl_c
IV©
n/c
nurc
n/c
n/c
0.4572
1.476g
44.5
00050
0.0150
0.7785
n/c
n/c
0.7418
1.9797
35.1
0.0160
0.0150
1.6548
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
1.841 2
2.6714
71.6
0.0150
0.1050
5.1923
n/c
n/c
3.2538
2.587e
39.9
0.1000
0.0750
11.0607
Reference dimensions 1o Rgure 83.
• R Minimum gage ply thickness := 0.005 Inches.
rgc Loading condition not considered.
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Table11. TailoredCorrugatedPanel- 0 ° Plies h Web ( P= 0.0 psi L = 28 in )
Nxy
--=0.0
NX
B_ {in.) 'E
Bz
Angle, #
T, (in.)**
T=
T=
L-_A 10 -" Iblin _)
Nxy
-- 0.3
Nx
B, (in.)"
Bz
Angle, 0
T, (in.)**
T=
-_A (10-4 Ib/in_
Nxy
----0.6
N x
B_ (in.)*
Bz
Angle,
T, (in.)**
T2
--_-A (10-" Ib_n _)
Nxy
--= 1.o
Nx
B t (in.)*
Bz
Angle, (_
T, (in.)**
Tz
T_
--_-A (10-" Ib_n _)
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=3 Nx=1000 Nx=2800 Nx=10000 Nx=28000
(Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Iblin) (Iblin) (Ib/In) (Iblin) (Ib/in)
0.1000
5.7454
2.98
0.0050
00050
0.0005
0.4357
nlc
n/c
0.1000
3.1468
5.3
0.OO50
0.0050
0.0005
0.4409
0.1620
2.0543
20.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0005
0.4805
nJc
n/c
0.6033
1.5928
25.3
0.0050
0.0050
0.0010
0.5585
Reference dimensions to Figure 83.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
n/c
n/c
nlc
nlc
0.5609
1.4008
49.1
0.0050
0.0118
0.0001
0.7708
n/c
n/c
0.8186
1.2517
58.5
0.0050
0.0180
0.0138
1.3449
nlc
nlc
n/c
n/c
1.0337
1.9346
60.0
0.0126
0.0366
0.0048
2.4968
n/c
n/c
1.5127
2.1953
52.3
00353
0.0376
0.0191
4.8845
1.0425
2.0354
69.7
0.0126
0.0970
0.0148
4.9020
rl/c
n/c
2.5221
4.1288
26.7
0.1002
0.0677
0.0378
10.8869
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Table 12. Tailored Corrugated Panel - Bead Ratio = 1.0 ( P= 0.0 psi L= 28 in )
Nxy
- &O
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
B=
Angle, #
T I (in.)**
T=
-_A (10-_ Ib/in _)
Nxy
= 0.3
Nx
B I (in,)*
Bz
B=
Angle,
T_ (in.)**
T=
L--_A10 -4 Iblin _)
Nxy
= 0.6
Nx
B t (in.)*
B=
B=
Angle, #
T, (in.)**
Tz
--_-A 110-I Ib/in 2)
Nxy
= 1.0
Nx
81 (in.)*
Bz
Bz
Angle,
T, (in.)**
Tz
"_'_-A(10-' Iblln_
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=350 Nx=1000 Nx=2800 Nx=10000 Nx=28000
(Ib/in) (Iblin) (Ib/in) (Iblln) (Ib/in) (Iblin) (Iblin)
3.8063
3.7687
0.1000
4.7
0.0050
0,0050
0.5109
3.4213
3.3830
0.1000
4.77
0.0050
0.0050
0.5111
3.2035
3.1661
0.1000
5.11
00050
0.0050
0.5113
2.7889
2.7560
01000
6.38
0.0050
0.0050
0.5120
1.2937
1.3500
0.2474
29.9
0.0050
0.0050
0.5470
1.1649
12149
0.2731
32.2
0.0050
0,0050
0.5535
1.0649
1.2626
0.1723
39.2
0.0050
0.0050
0.5715
1.1065
1.2799
0.2661
40.5
00050
0.0O66
0.6139
rlurC
nlc
n/c
n/c
0.6690
1.1992
0.4551
68.1
0.0050
0.0107
0.9273
0 8509
0.9572
1.0316
69.5
0 0055
0.0139
1.0718
1 0534
1.0714
1.2677
66.9
00075
0.0153
1.2951
1.5859
1.2255
1.7271
53.9
00095
0.0241
1.6573
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
0.9939
1.8725
0.9023
73.1
0.0100
0.0414
2.5837
1.3886
1.7188
1.5810
69.6
0.0184
0,0387
3.3369
1.5986
1.6588
2.1954
72.4
0.0217
0.0446
3 9428
1.8315
1.8204
2.1554
65.5
0.0333
0.0483
5.0605
1.3721
2.0925
1.2633
69.3
0.0116
0.1211
5.0122
2.3460
2.1761
2.1037
56.5
0.0296
0.1115
6.1486
3,0402
2.7023
2,1242
42.9
0,0591
0.1047
8.2657
3.5851
2 9406
2.6220
39.3
0.0988
0.0838
11.1200
Reference dimensions to Figure 83.
• * Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
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Table13. TailoredCorrugatedPanel- BeadRatio= 3.0( P= 0.0psi L= 28In)
Nxy
= 0.0
Nx
B, (in.) _
B=
B:
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
T=
T=
-_-A (10-' Ib_n:)
Nxy
--=0.3
Nx
B ! (In.)*
B2
B=
Angle, 8
"1"I (in.)**
T=
T3
--_-(A I0-' Ib/in _)
Nxy
- 0.6
N x
B, (in.)*
B=
B:
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
T=
T=
L--_A 1 O-4 Ibfln 3)
Nxy
--= 1.0
N x
B, (in.l*
B_
B=
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
T=
T=
L-_A 10 -' Ib/in_
Nx == 10 Nx = 100 Nx==350 Nx=lO00 Nx =2800 Nx==10000 Nx=28000
(Ib/In) (_b/In) (Ib/In) (llMIn) (Ib/tn) (Ib/In) (Iblln)
5 2567
1.7066
0.1235
7.9
0.0050
0.0050
0.0040
0.6050
4.2161
1.3984
0.1000
14.2
0.0050
0 0050
0.0005
0.5702
3.9167
1.3824
0.1000
24.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0005
0.5775
3.5250
1.2557
0.1000
26.3
0.0050
0.0050
0.0005
0.5791
1.7136
0.6977
0.2901
52.3
0.0050
0.0050
0.0030
0.6587
1.6555
0.6961
0.2829
53.9
0.0050
0.0070
0.0006
0.7001
1.5193
0.7361
0.2380
58.2
0.0050
0.0068
0.0012
0.7198
1.6116
0.8057
0.1504
55.0
0.0050
0.0080
0.0040
0.8033
Reference dimensions to Figure 83.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
R/c
n/c
n/c
rt/c
0.7576
1.0963
0.3050
84.8
0.0050
0.0100
0.0002
- 1.1873
0.9238
0.9810
0.4159
84.1
0.0050
0.0151
0.0010
1.2965
1.0170
1.0501
0.4780
84.5
0.0050
0.0180
0.0038
1.4948
1.5262
1.2701
0.4026
76.0
00071
0.0246
0.0101
1.9544
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
1.1372
1.7720
0.5015
85,8
0.0093
0.0408
0.0041
3.3014
1.3541
1.5374
0.6578
85.4
0.0100
0.0495
0.0125
3.7583
1.8724
1.6592
0.8890
83.7
0.0213
0.0561
0.0231
4.8834
2.1642
1.6491
1.0027
82.3
0.0356
0.0485
0.0155
6.5213
1.6476
2.2689
0.7310
85.3
0.0143
0.0587
0.0O40
5.6393
2.2512
2.0181
1.1162
84.5
0.0305
0.0765
00059
7.0778
2.9187
2.1757
1.1354
79.2
0.0604
0.0582
0.0189
9.7141
3.7256
2.1874
1.1877
72.8
0.1004
0.0514
0.0358
13.1678
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Table14. TailoredCorrugatedPanel- Bead Ratio = 10.0 ( P= 0.0 psi L = 28 in )
Nxy
= 0.0
Nx
B, (in.) *
Bz
B=
Angle,
T, (in.) *'_
T=
T3
-_A (10-" Iblln 3)
Nxy
--=0.3
Nx
B, (in.)*
Bz
B_
Angle, 0
T, (in.)**
T,
T3
--_A (10-' Ib/in _)
Nxy
- 0.6
Nx
B, (in.)*
B2
B=
Angle, _?
T, (in.)**
Tz
T_
L--_A 10 -4 Iblin 3)
Nxy
- 1.0
N×
B I (in.)*
Bz
B=
Angle,
T, (in.)**
Tz
T=
--_-A(10-4 Ib/in _)
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=350 Nx=IO(X) Nx=2800 Nx=lO000 Nx=28(XX)
(lb/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Iblin)
5.3129
0.6180
0.1455
42.1
0,0050
0,5050
0.0005
0.6082
n/c
nlc
rlJc
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
0.7684
1.1597
0.1335
89.5
0.0050
0.0079
0,0017
1.3733
1.5090
0.9993
0.1018
84.2
0.0050
0.0232
0.0080
1.7192
1.4455
1.1190
0.1980
87.7
0.0069
0.0202
0.0055
1.8976
1.5955
1.3733
0.1527
86.5
0.0067
0.0299
0.0084
2.3709
n/c
nlc
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
1.9961
2.3303
0.2971
88.7
0.0168
0.0844
0.0251
7,2291
3.3804
2.3944
0.4110
86.8
0.0296
0.1261
0.0165
9.2584
3.2343
2.3412
0.4469
87.6
0.0596
0.0722
0.0289
11.5487
4.1304
22185
0.5289
86.1
0.0981
0.0635
0.0606
15.3326
* Reference dimensions !o Figure 83.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
IVc Loading condition not considered.
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Figure 84. Hat Stiffened Panel Model
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Table 15. Hat Stiffened Panel ( P= 0.0 psi L = 28 in )
Nx = 10
(Ib/in)
0.1000
8.5988
0.1000
2,0
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.2252
0.1000
7 9686
0.1000
1.4
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
00050
1.2253
0.1000
1.0656
0.1000
2.7
00050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
00050
0.0050
1,2258
0.1000
5.7727
• 1000
1.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0,0050
0 0050
0.0050
1.2268
Nx-- 100 Nx= 350
(Ib/In) (Ib/in)
0.1000 0.1000
2.6454 1 5681
0.I 000 0.1832
10.6 29.5
0.0050 0 0050
0.0050 0.0050
0.0050 0.0050
0 0050 00050
0.0050 0.0050
0.0050 0.0050
1.2392 1.2995
01000
2.4558
0,1000
11.5
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0,0050
0.0050
1.2412
Nx=1000 Nx= 2800
(Ib/in) (Ib/in)
0.1000 0.3940
12899 1.269t
0.3358 0.6086
49.7 69.4
00050 0 0050
0.0050 0 0050
0,0108 0.9217
0.0050 0,0050
0.0050 0.0050
0.0050 0.0050
1.4747 1.8185
0.1000
2,2686
0.1000
13.1
00050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
O.0050
0.0050
1,2446
0.1000
1.8798
0.1000
16.2
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.2526
Reference dimensions to Figure 84.
Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
0.1238 0.1294
1.5685 1.1383
0.3608 0.5063
35.5 51.2
0,0050 0.0050
0.0050 0.0050
0.0050 0.0101
0.0050 0.0050
0.0050 00050
0.0050 0.0050
1.3358 1A977
0.1095 0.1000
1.3810 0.9428
0.3415 0.7379
34.0 56.2
0.0050 0.0050
0.0050 0 0050
0.0050 0.0091
0.0050 0.0050
0,0050 0.0050
0.0050 0.0050
1.3289 1.5551
0.1000 0.1087
1 2784 0.9562
0.5890 0.6660
33.3 59.3
0.0050 0.0061
0.0050 0.0050
0.0050 0.0098
00080 0.O050
0 0050 0.0050
0.0050 0.0050
1.5790 1,7225
0.1964
1.0972
0.6189
67.8
0.0066
0 0050
0,0225
0.0050
0.0062
0,0050
2.1533
0.1629
1.1234
0,7126
65.6
00084
0.0050
0.0197
0.0056
0.0090
0.0050
2.4920
0.1662
1.2466
0,7836
63.7
0.0061
0.0050
0.0098
0,0050
0.0050
00050
2.9543
Nx = 10000 Nx = 28000
(Ib/In) (Iblin)
0.3914 0.5013
1.5111 1.7568
1.0105 1,0549
80,5 75.9
0.0074 0.0097
0.0089 0.0254
0.0314 0.0910
0.0056 0,0050
0.0165 0.0423
0.0050 0.0050
3.2898 5,5260
0.3626 0.4038
15692 1.8213
0.8687 1.1525
69.0 60.3
0.0130 0.0196
0.0050 00173
0.0469 0.1000
0.0088 0.0170
0.0195 00417
0.0500 0.0050
4.2195 7.1500
0,2822 0.1000
1,5403 21722
0,9572 1.2461
66.3 44.0
00154 0.0262
00050 0.1667
0.0386 0.1111
0.0122 00390
00202 0.0293
0.0050 0.0050
4.7014 6.8097
0.1000 0.1000
1.6128 2.7123
0.8694 1.4018
58.3 32.0
0.0175 0,0352
0.0594 0.2089
0.0348 0.1152
00241 0.0687
0.0123 0.0219
0,0050 00050
5.5072 11.2702
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Table16. HatStiffened Panel. No VICON Corrections ( P= 0.0 psi L= 28 in )
Nxy
-- = 0.0
Nx
B. (in.)*
B=
B=
Angle. #
T, (in.) *x
Tz
T=
T,
T=
T,
-_-A (10 -4 Ib_n 3)
Nxy
= 0.3
N X
B, (in.) =
B=
B=
Angle, #
T1 (in.)**
T=
T=
T4
T.
T.
-_A (10-" Iblin =)
Nxy
----0.6
Nx
Bt (in.)"
B2
B=
Angle,
T, (in,)"
Tz
T=
T4
T=
T.
-_A (10-4 Ib/in _)
IVxy
- 1.o
Nx
B 1 (in.) =
B.
B=
Angle, #
T, (in.) ="
Tz
T=
T4
Ti
T=
-_A (10-4 Iblin =)
Nx = 10 Nx == 100 Nx=350 Nx=lOO0 Nx=2800 Nx=IO000 Nx=28000
(Ib/in) (Ibfln) (Ib/in) (Iblin) (Iblin) (Ib/in) (Ib/in)
n/c
nJc
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
nlc
0.1000
1.4615
0.2898
32.1
0.0050
0.0050
0 0050
0.0050
00050
0.0050
1.3167
0.2433
1.3769
0.5096
30.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.3286
0.2368
1.1276
0.5948
35.9
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1,3567
nJc
0.1247
1.1421
0.5341
52.0
0.0050
0.0050
0.0101
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.5080
0.1000
0.9790
0.6999
55.9
00052
0.0050
0.0097
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.5828
0.1031
0.9685
0.6685
59.1
0.0062
0.0052
0.0098
0.0051
0.0051
0.0051
1.7662
n/c
0.2047
1.1421
0.5341
66.5
0,0070
0.0050
0.0232
0.0050
0.0067
0.0050
2.2034
0.1645
1.1107
0.7039
65,9
0.0083
0.0050
0.0196
0.0056
0,0088
0.0050
2.4685
0.1662
1.1369
0.7221
65.0
0.0097
0.0051
0.0179
0.0073
0.0091
0.0050
2.7657
nlc
0.1987
1.4702
0.7940
67.3
0.0123
0.0145
0.0434
0.0088
0.0183
0.0050
4.1580
0.2732
1.4832
0.9278
65.9
0.0152
00051
0.0379
0.0116
0,0204
0.0050
4.6062
0.1000
1.6193
0.8465
55.7
0.0177
0.1525
0.0340
0.0246
0.0084
0.0050
5.4858
n/c
0.4991
1.7841
1.2609
60.3
0.0192
0.0050
0,0970
0,0174
0.0441
0.0050
6.9719
0.1000
2,0473
1.3404
38.4
0.0255
0.3672
0.0911
0.0385
0.0266
0.0050
8.5673
0.1000
2.5959
1.5772
30.1
0.0343
0.2241
0,0984
0.0687
00233
0.0050
11.1539
Reference dimensions to Rgure 84.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
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Table17. HatStiffened Panel ( P= 5.0 psi L= 28 in )
Nxy
--=0.0
/Vx
B, (in.)"
B=
B=
Angle, _9
T, (in.)""
Tz
T=
T4
Ta
To
-_A (10-" Ib/in =)
Nxy = 0.3
Nx
B, (in.)*
Bz
B=
Angle, #
T t (in.)**
Tz
T=
T=
Ta
To
L--_--IA10-4 Ib_n _)
Nxy
-=0.6
N x
B, (in.)*
Bz
B=
Angle, #
T, (in.)"*
T=
T_
T4
To
To
L--_-(A10-4 Ib/In =)
Nxy
--=1.0
Nx
B, (in,)*
B=
B=
Angle,
T, (in.) _*
T=
T=
T4
T.
T,
--_A (10-4 Ib/in_
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=350 Nx=IO00 Nx=2800 Nx=lO000 Nx=28000
fib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/In) (Ibtin) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in)
0.4303
1.4775
0.1000
39.6
0 0050
0,0050
0,0363
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.4066
I1_c
n/c
0.6769
1.5387
0.1088
40.3
00050
0.0050
0.0381
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.4162
0.6289
1.4691
0.1436
43.8
0.0050
0.0050
0.0295
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.4376
n/c
nlc
0.3782
1.3380
0.1294
44.1
00050
0.0050
0.0287
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.4394
n/c
n/c
nJc
n/c
0.7768
1.4937
0.1425
62.7
0.0050
00050
0,0451
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.6250
rlutc
n/c
0.2351
0.9249
0.4551
73.2
0.0051
0.0050
0.0185
0.0050
0 .OO5O
0.0050
1.9036
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
i1/(:
nlc
rl/c
n/c
Reference dimensions to Figure 84.
*'_ Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 Inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
i1/c
rVc
n/c
n/c
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Table18. HatStiffenedPanel( P= 10.0pal L= 28in)
Nxy = 0.0
Nx
B, (in.)"
B=
B=
Angle,
T, (in.)**
Tz
T3
T4
T=
T=
-_A (10-4 Ib/in_
Nxy
_=0.3
N×
B, (in.) _
B=
B_
Angle,
T, (in.) _
Tz
T3
T4
To
T=
-_A (10-4 Ib/in =)
N×y
-0.6
Nx
B, (in.) _
B=
B_
Angle,
T, (in.) _x
-i-z
T4
Tj
T.
-_A (10-* Ib/in =)
Nxy
--=1.0
Nx
B, (in.) _
Bz
B3
Angle, #
T, (in.)**
1 z
T=
T4
1=
T=
--_A (10-" Ib/in 3)
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=-350 Nx=lO00 Nx=28OO Nx=lO000 Nx=28000
fib/in) (Ib/ln) (Iblin) (Ib/in) (Iblin) (Ib/in) (Ib/in)
1.1276
1.7316
0.1659
53.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0475
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.5241
rturc
n/c
0.8698
1.4988
0.1423
51.5
00050
0.0050
0.0573
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.5277
0.9765
1.5564
0.2345
55.5
0.0050
0.0050
0.0338
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.5432
nlc
nlc
0.8464
1.5180
0.1000
54.4
0.0050
0.0050
0.0808
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.5562
n/c
n/c
n/c
it/(:
0.7768
1.4937
0.1425
62.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0451
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1,6250
n/c
n/c
0.4542
1 0080
0.4669
75.8
0.0054
0.0050
0.0277
0.0051
0.0050
0.0050
2.0000
n/c
nJc
nlc
nlc
nlc
nlc
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
Reference dimensions to Figure 84,
*_ Minimum gage ply thickness = O.005 Inches.
sVc Loading condition not considered.
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Table19. Hat Stiffened Panel ( P= 15.0 pal L = ;i'.8 In )
Nxy
-o.o
Nx
B, (In.) •
Bz
B_
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
T=
T3
T,
To
T,
-A(10-' Ib/in _)
Nxy
_=0.3
N x
B, (in.)"
B=
B=
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
T2
T=
T,
T,
T,
L'-_A 10 -4 Ib/in _)
Nxy
- 0.6
Nx
B, (In.)*
B=
B=
Angle, 8
T, (in.)'*
T=
T_
T,
Tj
T,
L_AIO -" Ib/in 2)
/Vxy
--=1.0
Nx
B, (in.)*
Bz
B3
Angle, #
T, (in.) *N
T2
T]
T4
T,
T,
-_-A (10-" Ib_n _)
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx:350 Nx=1000 Nx=2800 Nx=lO000 Nx=28000
(Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ibfin) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in)
0.8942
1.6155
02890
60.8
0 0050
0 .OO50
0.0344
0.0050
0.0050
00050
1.6158
0.9709
1,6713
0.3364
62.7
0.0050
O.0050
0.0287
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.6221
0.9125
1 6130
0.2174
60.2
0.0050
0.0050
0.0466
0 0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.8177
0.7259
1,5117
0.2525
60.1
0.0050
00050
0.0375
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.6254
08254
1.4631
0.3839
62.9
0.0050
0.0050
00266
0.0050
0,0050
0.0050
1,6367
0.8587
1.5456
0.2167
61.1
0.0050
0.0050
0.0466
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.6336
0,6860
1.4271
0.2468
58.7
0,0050
0.0050
0.0734
0.0050
00050
0.0050
1.6390
0.6579
1.4766
0.1733
60.6
0 0050
0.0050
0.0547
0,0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.6518
n/c
n/c
n/c
ru'c
0,6591
1 5696
0.2400
70.5
0.0050
0,0050
0.0350
. 0.0050
0.0050
0,0050
1.7821
0.5878
1,3569
0.2007
69,7
00050
0.0050
0,0535
00050
0.0050
0.0050
1.8245
0.5222
1.1043
0.3965
73.0
0,0050
0.0050
0.0323
0.0050
0.0050
0,0050
1.8773
0.5006
1.1091
0,4746
76.6
00058
0,0050
0.0320
0.0053
0.0050
0.0050
2,1287
n/c
rdc
n/c
n/c
0,4536
1,6056
0.6815
77.5
00071
0.0111
0.0599
00050
0.0220
00050
36058
0.5993
1.5798
0.7503
72.2
0.0125
00050
0.0559
0.0079
0.0253
0.0500
4.3361
0,3294
1.6185
08638
65.6
00152
00050
0.0445
0.0139
0.0259
O.O05O
5.0459
0.3466
1.7817
0.9975
59.6
00182
00050
0.0417
0.0258
0.0205
0.0050
5.8904
07608
20562
2.6562
72.9
00107
0.0165
0.1358
0.0050
0.0538
0.0050
6.0113
0.1000
1.8474
1.1258
54.5
0.0198
0.3906
0.0781
0.0166
0.0433
0 0050
7.6O08
0.1000
2,3670
1.6312
41.1
0.0282
0.2369
0.0842
0.0389
0.0419
0.0097
9.4565
0.1000
2.7258
1.4453
37.1
0.0393
0.1287
01045
0.0707
0.0340
00050
11.8563
Reference dimensions to Figure 84.
*" Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
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Table20. HatStiffenedPanel( P= 30.0pal L= 28in)
Nxy
--=0.0
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
B=
Angle,
T, (in.)**
Tz
T3
T4
T=
T=
-_A (10-4 Ib_n =)
Nxy
= 0.3
Nx
B, (in.)*
B2
B=
Angle, 0
T, (in.)"*
T=
T=
T4
Ts
T=
-_-A (10 -4 ib/in s)
N×y
-- = 0.6
N x
B, (in.) •
B=
B=
Angle, #
T, (in.)**
T2
T=
Tq
T=
T=
--_A (10-" Iblln =)
Nxy
- 1.0
N x
B, (in,)"
Bz
B=
Angle,
T, (in.) *x
Tz
T=
T,
T=
1",
--_A (10-' Ib_n 3)
NX = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=350 NX=IO00 Nx=2800 Nx=IO000 Nx=28000
(Ib/in) (Ib/1n) (Ibfln) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/In)
0.7227
1.6680
0.2700
70.0
0.0050
0.0050
0.0554
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.8500
nlc
rt/c
0.6577
1.4832
0.2469
69.0
0.0050
0.0050
0.0640
0.0050
0,0050
0,0050
1.8652
0.6819
1.5243
0.3525
71.4
0.0050
0.0050
0.0438
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.8725
nlc
n/c
0.6239
1.4691
0.1680
68.4
0.0050
0.0050
0.0948
0.0050
00050
0.0050
1.8846
n/c
nlc
n/c
n/c
0.6138
1.8171
0.2314
74.9
0.0050
0.0050
0.0496
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.9751
0.5255
1.2558
0.1483
72.3
0.0050
00050
0,0985
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
2.0037
0.5235
1.3854
0.3084
76.4
0.0058
0.0050
0.0544
0.0050
00050
0,0050
2.2261
0.6075
1.3002
0.4208
76.1
0.0063
0.0050
0.0467
0.0063
0.0058
0.0050
2.3868
n/c
rl/c
n/c
rt/c
0.7973
1.8123
0.4623
74.1
0.0078
0.0050
0.1056
0.0050
0.0280
0.0050
3.6905
0,7692
1,6620
0.7079
72.5
0,0131
0,0050
0.0676
0.0064
0.0308
0.0500
4,5035
0.4023
1,7211
0.8749
65.1
0,0160
0,0050
0.0454
00132
0.0317
0.0050
5.2614
0,3993
1.8837
1.0069
5B.4
0.0192
0.0050
0.0434
0.0247
0.0257
0.0050
6.1084
1.2274
2.2764
0.9193
73.0
0.0116
0,0096
0.1529
0.0050
0,0633
0,0050
6.2051
0.7125
2.1813
1.1945
59.9
0.0224
0.0050
0.1040
0,0150
0.0660
0.0050
7.8499
0.1000
2,5245
1.6428
42.2
0.0296
0.2411
0.0780
0.0381
0.0489
0.0103
0.7733
0.1000
2.7747
1.9568
36.5
0.0350
0.2090
0.0820
00694
0.0397
0.0050
12.0380
Reference dimensions to Figure 84.
• * Minlmum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
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Table21.
Nxy
_=0.0
N x
B I (in.)*
B=
Bz
Angle, 8
T t (in.)**
T=
T]
T4
Ta
T=
--_-A(10-" Ib/in _)
Nxy
= 0.3
N×
B, (in.)"
Bz
B=
Angle, e
T, (in.)**
T2
T=
T.
T.
T.
_WA--(IO-" Ib/in 3)
Nxy
- 0.6
N×
B, (in.)*
B2
B_
Angle,
T, (in.)**
T2
T=
T4
T=
Ta
-_-A (I0-4 Ib/in =)
Nxy
--= 1.0
N x
B, (in.)*
Bz
B=
Angle,
T_ (in.)**
Tz
T=
T4
T,
T,
--_-A (10-' Iblin 3)
Hat Stiffened Panel ( P= 45.0 psi L = 28 In )
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=35_ i Nx=1000 Nx=2800 Nx=10000 Nx=28000
(Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Iblin) I (Iblin) (Iblin) (Ib/in) (Iblin)
0.7014
2.2593
0.2772
75.8
0 0050
0.0050
0.0056
0.0051
0.0050
0.0050
2.0527
rl/c
n/c
0.5750
1.7220
0.1750
73.2
0.0050
0.0050
0.1027
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
2 O681
0.6674
2.0031
0.4301
77.9
0.0050
00050
0.0375
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
2.0744
n/c
n/c
0.5703
1.4046
0.1978
77.5
0.0050
00050
0.0972
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
2.2050
rl/c
n/c
n/c
rlurC
0 5647
2O061
0.2887
77.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0488
0.0052
0 .OO5O
0.0050
2.1590
nlc
n/c
0.6383
1.5135
0.4522
75.1
0.0070
0.0050
00616
0.0067
0.0077
0.0050
2.7006
rl_c
i_c
I,'_c
0 8500
1.9068
0 5837
75.4
0.0079
0.0054
0.0850
0.0050
0.0319
0.0050
3.8590
n/c
nlc
0.4171
1.9659
1.0222
58.6
0.0198
0.0050
0.0447
0.0243
0.0304
0.0050
6.3232
Reference dimensions to Figure 84.
"* Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
1.2584
2.4078
0.8428
72,4
0.0121
0.0121
0.1694
00050
0.0693
0.0050
6.4068
rurc
nlc
0.1000
28026
1.9723
38.5
0.0348
0.0351
0.0724
0.0702
0.0394
0.0050
12.2139
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Table22. HatStiffenedPanel- 0° PliesInWeb( P= 0.0psi L= 28in)
Nx= 10 Nx= 100 Nx=350 Nx=lO00 Nx=2800Nx=lO000Nx=28000(Ib/in) (Ib/in) (lb/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Iblin) (Ib/in)
Nxy
--=0.0
Nx
B.I (in.)*
Bz
B=
Angle, #
T t (in.)**
T=
T=
T4
T!
Ti
T (0 ° web)
--_--A(10-" Ib/in =)
Nxy
- 0.3
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
B3
Angle,
T, (in.)**
Tz
T=
T,
T,
T=
-_A (10-4 Iblln 2)
Nxy
- 0.6
Nx
B, (in.)*
Bz
Bj
Angle, #
T, (in.) **
Tz
T=
T4
T5
T=
-_-(I0 -4 Ib/In 3)
Nxy
-- 1.0
Nx
B, (in.)*
Bz
B=
Angle, #
T, (in.)**
Tz
T]
T,
Tm
T=
T (0 ° web)
L--_(A10 -= ib/1n _)
0.1000
8.9152
0.1000
1.9
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
00050
0.0050
0.0005
1.2465
nJc
n/c
0.1000
6.2451
0.1000
1.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
00050
0.0050
00050
0.0005
1.2477
0.1000
2.7218
0.1108
9.5
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
00050
0.0050
0.0005
1.2591
nlc
nlc
0.1000
2.0459
0.1102
13.4
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0007
1.2722
n/c
rlurc
nlc
n/c
0.2291
1.3981
0.3059
49.0
0.0050
0.0050
0.0104
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0005
1.4816
n/c
nlc
0.1690
0.9900
0.7946
59.3
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0052
0.0052
0.0064
1.7763
n/c
r_c
n/c
n/c
0.7504
1.5232
0.7185
78.1
0.0079
00050
0.0611
0.0050
0.0154
0.0050
0.0005
3.1729
rurc
n/c
0.1000
1.6508
0.8675
57.6
0.0132
0.1073
0.0313
0.0270
0.0068
0.0050
0.0070
5.3625
0.6034
1.7857
1.1273
76.8
0.0114
0.0071
0.0810
0.0050
0.0444
O.OO5O
0.0054
5.7062
n/c
n/c
O0010
2.5918
1.8301
29.4
0.0227
0.5809
0.0376
0.0798
0.0052
0.0050
0.0246
10.9018
Reference dimensions to Figt,re 84.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
rU'c Loading condition not considered.
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Table23. HatStiffenedPanel- BeadRatio= 1.0( == 0.0 psi L = 28 In )
Nxy
-0.0
Nx
B t (in.)*
B=
B=
Angle, 0
T_ (in.) *_
T=
T=
T4
T6
-_-A (10-4 Ib/ln _)
Nxy
=0.3
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
B=
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
T=
T=
T4
T,
T,
L-_A 10-" Iblin_
_y
= 0.6
Nx
B1 (in.)*
B_
B_
Angle, e
T, (in.)**
Tz
T=
T4
Te
T,,
-_AIO -4 Ib/in 21
Nxy
--= 1.0
Nx
B, (in.)*
Bz
B=
Angle, 0
T, (in.)**
T=
T=
T4
Ta
T=
-_A (10-4 Iblin _)
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=350 Nx=1000 Nx=2800 Nx=lO000 Nx=28000
(Ib/in) (Ib/tn) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in)
8.9994.
8.9550
0.1000
2.0
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.3239
6.3134
6.2684
0.1000
2.3
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.3242
6.3134
6.2664
0.1000
2.3
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.3242
5.9923
5 9473
0.1000
2.3
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.3242
3.1920
3.2477
0.1000
14.7
0.00.50
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0O50
0.0050
1.3316
2 .g326
3.0056
0.1000
16.4
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.00,5O
0.0050
0.0050
1.3335
2.2919
2.3774
0.1000
19.4
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.3375
2.2890
2.3236
0.1107
16.0
0.0055
0.0050
0.0209
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.3863
rl/c
n/c
rlurC
n/c
1.1)899
1.4453
0.1817
46.3
00050
0.0050
0.0420
0 0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.4778
0.8979
1.1585
0.3684
52.8
00050
0.0050
0.0222
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.5218
0.6986
0.9881
0.3745
58.8
0.0050
0.0050
0.0240
0.0050
0.0050
0,0050
1.5929
0.6046
0.8774
0.6287
70.6
00051
0.0050
0.0171
0,0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.7110
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
0.7298
1.5337
0.6068
73.9
0.0075
00050
00748
0.0050
0.0176
0.0050
3.1317
0.8446
1.5044
0.9062
74.9
0.0129
0.0050
0.0594
00086
0.0106
0.0073
3.9257
0.9048
1.5026
1.0032
74.4
0.0145
0.0050
0.0530
0.0147
0.0090
0.0050
4.3711
1.1862
1.6627
1.0669
66.9
0.0173
0.0050
0.0588
0 0263
0.0050
0.0055
5.1968
Reference dimensions to Figure 84.
"* Minimum gage ply thickness = 0005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
0 9099
1.8177
0.2706
64.8
0 0100
0.0050
O.5424
0.0050
0.0420
0.0050
5.3470
1.4753
1.7380
1.4056
63.6
0.0189
0.0050
0.1416
0.0173
0.0410
0.0050
6.7842
2.1123
1.9807
1.6660
49.8
0.0239
0.0056
0.1610
0.0403
00333
0.0050
8.5158
2.4305
2.3914
1.2753
41.1
0.0295
0.0050
0.1895
0.0750
00275
0.0050
11.2411
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Table24, HatStiffenedPanel,BeadRatio= 3.0( P= 0,0pal L= 28In)
Nxy
- 0.0
N x
S, (_n.)*
Bz
B]
Angle, #
T, (in.)**
T=
T=
T4
Ta
Tm
--_A (10-' Ib/In _)
Nxy
= 0.3
N x
B, (in.>*
Bz
B:
Angle,
T, (in.)**
T=
T_
T,
TI
T,
--_-A (10-' Ib/In _)
Nxy
--=0,6
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
B=
Angle,
T, (in.) **
T=
T_
T4
Ti
T,
-_A (10 -4 Ib/In 3)
Nxy
- 1.0
N x
B, (in.) *
Bz
B=
Angle,
T t (in.)**
T=
T=
T,
TI
T,
--_A (10-4 Ib/Jn 2)
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=350 Nx=lO00 Nx=2800 Nx=10000 Nx=28000
(Iblin) (Iblin) (Ib/in) (Ib/1n) (Iblin) (Iblin) (Ib/in)
f 1.8032.
3.9571
0.1000
11.0
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.3822
n/c
97281
3.2734
0.1000
12.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
00050
0.0050
1.3796
8.5911
2.8706
0,1000
13,6
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0,0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.3836
3.6841
1.3636
0.2151
34.7
0.0050
0.0050
00060
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.4057
2.7387
1.0415
0.2209
39.6
0.0050
00050
0.0061
0.0050
0.0050
00050
1.4145
2.1076
0.7049
0.1000
46.6
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0,0050
0.0050
1.4273
2.9462
1.0943
0.1254
32.0
0.0050
0.0090
00096
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.5534
nJc
nlc
rllc
nlc
1.2667
1.0677
0.1148
70.0
0.0050
0.0050
0.0594
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.6395
1,1411
1.0429
0.1737
73.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0325
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1,6711
1.0225
1.0380
0.1488
75.1
0,0050
0.0050
0,0399
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.7266
0.8946
1.0183
0.2554
80.4
0.0050
0.0050
0.0217
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
2.0170
n/c
n/c
n/c
nlc
0.9026
1.4031
0.2929
83.4
0.0063
0,0050
0.1344
0.0050
0.0166
0.0050
3,5924
0.8443
1.3744
0.3552
85.7
0.0072
0.0058
0.1112
0 0083
0.0116
0.0050
3.9165
1.0590
1.5435
0.4436
85.1
0.0081
0.0077
01103
0.0194
0.0050
0.0050
4.6790
1.4609
1.7323
0.4317
81.0
0.0087
0.0127
0.1134
0.0335
0.0050
0.0050
5.6897
f.1512
1.8376
0.2926
82.6
0.0116
0.0091
02512
0 0057
0.0411
0.0051
5.9847
1.6041
1.8497
0.3287
78.4
0.0127
0.0119
0.2451
0,0260
0.0329
0.0050
7.0025
1.5970
1.8522
0,3805
79.4
0.0139
0.0093
0.2120
00559
0.0269
0.0050
9.239g
2.4725
1.9411
0.4132
71.4
0.0217
0.0138
0.2759
0.0924
0.0142
0.0050
12.4035
Reference dimensions to Figure 84.
• * Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 Inches.
n/c Loading condltlon not considered.
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Table25. HatStiffenedPanel- BeadRatio= 10.0 P=0.0psi L= 28in )
Nxy
= o.0
N x
B, (in.)"
B=
B=
Angle, O
T, (in.)"*
Tz
T_
T4
T=
T=
-_-A (10-d Ib/in:')
Nxy
-----0.3
N x
B, (Jn.)_
B_
B=
Angle,
T t (in.) ""
Tz
T_
T4
T=
Tm
-_-A (10-4 Ib4n _)
Nxy
-- 0.6
Nx
B, (in.) •
Bz
B_
Angle, _)
T_ (in.) x*
T_
T_
T4
Ti
1"I
k'_A 10 -4 Ib_n 3)
Nxy
_=1.0
NX
B, (in.)*
B=
B=
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
T2
T=
T4
T6
TI
"_A (10-' Ib/in 3)
NX = 10
(Iblin)
9.4451.
0.9969
0.1000
26.2
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.005O
0.0050
1.4136
nJc
n/c
n/c
Nx = 100
(Ib/in)
n/c
n/c
iVc
n/c
NX:35,)
(Ib,'in)
n/c:
n/c
n/c
n/c
Nx= I000
(Ib/in)
I
' 1.3512
0.9315
0.1000
84.7
0 0050
0.0050
00723
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.7648
1 5274
1.0809
0.1055
84.7
0.0050
0.0050
0,0375
0.0064
0.0084
0.0050
2.0027
1.5300
1.0179
0.1000
84.7
0.0050
00073
0.0537
0,0068
0.0052
0.0096
2,2195
1.5487
1.3300
0.1000
85.5
0.0050
0.0102
00402
0.0072
0O050
0.0105
2.4141
Nx=2800
(Ib/in)
n/c
i1/c
n/c
n/c
Nx=IO000
(Ib/in)
rll/C
n/c
n/c
n/c
Reference dimensions to Figure 84.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 Inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
NX=2eOOO
(Ib/in)
n/c
1.8646
1.7891
0.2816
88.5
0.0136
0.0138
0.2273
0.0264
0,0374
0 O050
7.9493
2 2328
1 9201
0.3831
89.0
0.0133
0.0248
0.1891
0.0580
0,0219
0.0076
9.9011
2.3299
1 9682
03280
88.0
0.0150
0 0232
0,2249
01007
0 0050
0.0050
12.8550
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Figure 85. Blade Stiffened Panel Model
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Table 26, Blade Stiffened Panel ( P= 0.0 psi L= 28 in)
Nxy
-_7 =o.o
R (in.J"
Bz
B_
T, (in.)'"
T=
Tz
T,
T,
T,
Tz
T,
-L_-(IO-' lb/In =)
Nxy
--_X =0,3
B, (in.l"
Bz
B=
T, (in.)""
T=
T3
T,
T,
T,
T,
T,
1O-" Iblin _)
Nxy
f"_x =0,6
B, {in.)"
Bz
T, (in.)'"
Tz
T_
T.
T.
T.
TF
T.
-_--110-' Ib/h'_ _)
Nxy
--= 1.0
NX
B, (in.)"
B=
B3
T, (in.)""
lz
T=
T.
T.
T.
T,
T=
-_A 110-" Ib/in')
Nx = 10 Nx= 100 Nx=35O Nx--lO00 Nx=2800 Nx=lO000
(Iblin) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Iblin) (Ib/ln) @b/In)
82548
0.7500
04107
0,0050
0 0050
00050
0.0050
0.0050
00050
0.OO5O
0.0050
0.9146
7.3463
07500
0.4073
0.0050
0.0050
0 0050
0 0050
00050
0 0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.9243
6.5759
0.7500
0 3864
0 0050
00050
0.0050
0.0050
00050
00050
O0050
0.0050
09352
28307
03500
06489
00050
0,0050
0.0050
0O050
00050
0,0050
0.0060
0.0052
1.1146
25089
0.7500
0.6173
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0,0050
0.0050
0,0050
0,0050
0.0058
1.1399
2.0634
0.7500
06651
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
00050
0.0050
00050
0 0050
00051
1.1975
5 5173
075O0
0 3532
00050
00050
0.0050
0.0050
00050
0.0050
0 0050
0.0050
09519
1 5940
0.7500
0 9009
0.0050
0.0050
0,0050
0.O050
0.0050
00050
0.0050
0.0050
1.3487
1.3621
0.7500
0,8792
0,0050
00050
0.0050
0,0050
0,0050
0,0050
0.0050
0,0058
1.4067
1.0306
0.7500
0 9087
00050
0.0050
00050
00050
0.0050
00050
00050
0,0050
1.5529
0.9786
0.7500
1.1408
00050
0.0050
00108
0 0050
0,0050
0.0050
0 0050
0,D096
1,6858
0.7695
0.7500
1.0800
0.0050
00050
0.0050
0 0050
0 0050
0,0050
0.0050
0.0115
16170
0.5315
0 7500
1.2752
00063
00050
0.0050
00050
00050
0,0050
0.0050
0.0050
2,1057
0.8097
07500
12741
00050
00050
0.0050
00050
00070
0.0050
00050
0.0346
2,3655
0.6281
0.7500
12417
0.0050
0.0050
0,0110
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0337
2,6760
0,4109
0.7500
1,4562
00090
0.0080
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0100
3.0356
10024
0.7500
16649
00076
00050
0 0050
00090
0.0240
00050
0,0051
0.0600
42552
0.7664
0,7500
16378
0,0157
0.0098
00050
0 0050
0 0050
0 0050
00107
0.0756
4.8601
0 5285
03500
16971
00199
0 0205
00050
0 0050
0 0050
0.0050
00059
0.0484
5,3022
Nx = 280o0
(Iblin)
1.7784
07500
2.1819
00194
O0050
00050
0.0195
0.1146
0.0050
00050
00050
69498
1 1701
07500
2.1890
00287
0.0215
0.0050
O0050
0,0050
00050
0 0263
0,1039
8.1116
1,1653
0,7500
2,1506
00603
00153
0 0050
0.0050
00194
00050
0 0050
0.1110
0,0432
1 6752
0.7500
0 7599
00050
00050
00050
0.0050
00050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.2894
Reference dhltensions 1o Figtlre 85.
" Mil_mum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
0.7532
03500
1.1103
00050
00050
00050
00000
0.0050
00050
0.0050
0.0050
1.7468
05057
0.7500
1,5050
00057
0,0050
0,0096
00O50
0 0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
2.4019
0,3061
0,7500
16686
0 0103
0.0108
0.0050
00050
0 0050
00050
0.0050
0.0139
3,4755
0.5776
0 ]500
1,9086
0 0357
00096
0.0050
00050
0 (3050
0 0050
0 O07@
0.0464
6.3050
1 5095
0.7500
2 3214
0.1027
0_0081
0 005O
00100
00055
0 0050
0.0050
O100O
12.2014
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Table 27. Blade Stiffened Panel - No VICON Corrections ( P= 0.0 psi L= 28 In )
Nxy
--_-x = 0.0
B, (in.)'
B=
B=
T, (in.)'"
T=
T=
T,
T,
Ti
T_
-(10-" Ib/in _)
Nxy
-_-x =0,3
B, 0n.)"
B=
B=
T, (in.)"
Tz
"[=
T,
T_
T,
T,
1"=
-_A (10-G Iblln')
Nxy
--_= 0.6
B, (in.)'
B=
B=
T_ (in)"
T=
T,
T_
T,
Tj
T=
_A (10-_ Iblin')
Nxy
--_--x = 1,0
B, (in.l'
O=
8_
T, (in.)"
Tz
T_
T,
T,
T,
T7
T,
-_--( 10-" Iblin :j)
Reference dmlen$ion$ |o Figure 85
"' Minimum gage ply thickness = 0005 inches
n/c Loaclmg condilmn not collsidereO.
Nx= 10 Nx = 100
(Iblin) (Iblin)
n/c n/c
n/c n/c
n/c n/c
n/¢ n/c
Nx = 350 Nx=I( )0 Nx = 2800 NX = 10000 Nx = 2SO00
(Iblin) lib/in: (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in)
n/c
1 3,593
07500
0 6158
0 0050
0 0050
00050
0 0050
00050
0 0050
0.0050
00059
1.3989
1 OO4O
03500
1.1410
0 0050
0.0050
O oO5O
9.0050
D 0050
0 0050
00050
0 0055
1.5933
0.7515
0.7500
1.1075
0,0050
OO050
00050
0.0050
0 0050
O.0050
00050
0.0050
1 3466
0 764:=
0750(
1 067;
0 005_
0 005c
O.00511
0 005_
0.005_
0 OO5[:
0 005(_
0.011 I
1.007(
0506(.
0.75Ol
1.200
O 006{
0 005[
0.005[
00051
0 0051
0 0051
0 005l
0.005[
2.1051
0.5471
0.75&
1.762
0 005'
0 o05_
0.011
0005
0005
0.005'
0005
0,006
2.600
n/c
0.6414
07500
1 2568
0 0050
00050
00114
00050
0 OO5O
0 0050
0 0050
00345
2,6976
04186
0.7500
1.4568
0 0093
0.0082
00050
00050
00050
00050
0 0050
0.0179
3.0346
03229
0.7500
1.6790
0.0102
0 0116
0.005O
00050
00050
00O50
0OO5O
0.0138
3,4726
n/c
07421
0,7500
1.6239
0,0148
0 0110
00050
00050
00050
0.0050
00110
0.0731
48185
05962
07500
1.7294
0.0109
0.0211
0 0050
0005O
00050
0 0o50
00056
0,0536
5.3556
06642
0.7500
1.9504
0.0355
00113
0.005O
00050
00050
0.OO50
00074
0.0509
6.3956
nJc
1 O816
07500
2 0947
0.0269
0 0213
0.0060
O OO5O
0 0050
0 0050
0 0240
0.1116
7.9405
1 0598
• 7500
2.0487
00621
0.0190
0 0050
0 0050
0 0086
0 0050
00O50
0.1090
9.6367
1.5363
0.7500
2.3273
0.1023
00100
0.005O
0.0100
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.1003
12.2508
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Table 28. Blade Stiffened Panel ( P= 5.0 psi L = 28 In)
r_xy
--_-x=0.O
B, On.l"
8=
B_
T, (in,)"
T=
T3
T,
T,
T,
Tt
T,
-_-A 110-' Ib/ln=l
Nx____V =
NX 0.3
B_ (in.)"
B=
B=
T, (in.) **
T=
Tz
T4
T,
T,
T7
To
_A (10-+ Iblin I)
Nxy
-_'-x = 0.6
B, (in)"
B=
B_
T,, (m.)'"
T=
T,
T.=
T.
T.
T_
T,
A{10 -4 Iblin =1
Nxy 1.0
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=350 Nx=I000 Nx=2BO0
.(Ib/in) (Iblin) (Iblin) (Iblin) (Ib/in)
0.8904
0.7500
0.9246
00050
0.0050
0.0050
00050
0 0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.5863
nJc
n/c
07932
0.7500
09696
0.0050
00050
00050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.6578
nJc
PJc
Nx
B, (in.) k 0 8662 0,7336
B z 0,7500 0.7500
B) 0.9315 1.0722
T, (in.) ** 00050 00071
T z 0 0050 0,0050
T= 0.0050 OD050
Tq 0 0050 00050
T. 0 0050 0 0050
T= 00050 00051
"!" 00050 00050
T. 0.0050 00050
_A (10_ • Iblin _) 1.602U 1.7477
Reference dimensions to Figure 85.
"" Minimum gage ply ttdckJ)ess = 0005 inches.
IVc Loading condition not considered.
n/c
nJc
r_c
r_c
0 6133
0.7500
1.5396
0.0050
0 0050
00050
00050
0 0054
00050
0.0050
0.0050
2,0640
IlJC
n/c
05553
0.7500
1.6140
0.0050
0.0050
00137
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0060
2.5443
nJc
rutc
n/c
i_/c
Nx = 1gO00
(Ib/in)
IVC
n/c
n/c
n/c
NK= 28000
(Iblin)
n/c
rt/c
n/c
rl/c
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Table 29. Blade Stiffened Panel ( P= 10.0 psi L = 28 In )
Nxy
--_'-x =0.0
B< (in.)"
B=
Bs
T, (in.)"
Tm
T=
T4
T+
T=
T,
T,
-_A 110-' Iblin =)
Nxy
-'_-x =0.3
B, (in.)"
B,
B,
T, (in.)'"
T,
T=
1"+
T,
1"=
T_
T,
•_--(10 -+ Ibtin =)
Nxy
-_-'X =0.6
B, (lnl'
Bz
01
1",(in.) "_
Tz
1"=
T,
T=
T=
1"+
T,
_'(10-' Ib/i,, =)
Nxy
-_--x = 1.0
B, (in.l"
B=
B=
T, (in.)"
T=
T+
T+
T,
T,
T7
T=
-_A (10-'/b/in _1
Nx- 10 Nx= 100
(Ibllrl) (Iblin)
0.7135
0.7500
1 2597
0.0050
00050
0.0050
0.0050
0 0050
0 0050
00050
00050
1.8448
n/c
0 6961
0 7500
1.2669
00050
0 9050
000SO
0 0050
0 0050
0 0050
0.00S0
0 0050
1.860g
0 6583
0.7500
1.2732
0 0050
0 0050
00050
00050
0 0050
0 0050
00050
0.0050
1.0921
n/c
ilJc
0.5922
0.7500
1.3506
0 0050
0 0050
0 00so
000S0
0 0050
0 0050
0 0050
0.00S0
2.0404
Reference dimensions to Figure 85.
• " Minimum gage ply Ihickness = 0.005 inches.
n/c Loading condilion not considered.
Nx',, 350 Xx=l(O0 NX- 2800 Nx,, t0000 Nx - 2Boo0
(Iblln) (Iblh)) (Iblin) (Iblln) (Iblln)
nlc
nJc
n/c
IVc
05476
0.7500
1.5301
0 0050
0.0050
O00SO
O.OOSO
0.0080
0 0050
0 0050
0.0050
2.2793
n/c
n/c
0.59_;
075_1
1 04 ;_
0.00!_
000:_
001
0 00_
000
00_7
000)
0.00
2.8C1
n.Ic
I1dc
nlc
Nc
n/c
n/c
iVc
n/c
n/c
nJc
n/c
nlc
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Table30. BladeStiffenedPane|( P" 15.0psi L= 28In)
Nxy
"_Z _0.0
B, (in.)"
B=
B_
T, (in.)""
T,
TI
T,
T,
T,
T,
T,
,110 -_ Iblln _)
Nx = 10
(Iblin)
0.7200
07500
1.1460
0O061
0.0050
00050
0,0050
00066
0.0050
0.0050
0,0142
2.1525
Nx = 100
(Iblhl)
0 5855
0.7500
1,4901
00050
00050
00050
00050
0.0055
00050
0 0050
0,0050
2,0903
Nxy
"_X =0"3
B, lin¥ 0.6018 0.5645
B= 0.7500 0.7500
B= 1 5036 1.4940
T, (in.)"* 0.0050 0.0050
T= 0,0050 0.0050
T= 0 0050 0 0050
T 4 0 0050 0.0050
T= 0 0050 00053
T m 0.0050 0.0050
T, 0.0050 0.0050
T, 0 0050 00050
-_A (10-' ID/in') 2.0585 2.1016
NXy = 0.6
N x
B, (in.)" 0.6012 0.566_ r
Bz 0.7500 07500
B, 1.5045 1.5084
l', (in.)"" 00050 00050
T= 0.0050 0.0050
T= 00406 0,0052
T,, 0.0050 0.0050
T= 0 0050 00054
T I 0.0050 0.0050
T, 0.0050 0.0050
T, 0.0050 0.0050
-_-110-" Ib/hl') 2.0596 2.1197
Nxy
-.T = _.o
B, (in.)" O 5975 0.5127
Bz 0.7500 0.7500
B= 1.5114 1 5939
T, (in.)'" 0.0050 0 0051
T= 00050 0 0050
T) 00050 0 0050
T, O0050 0 0050
T m 0 0050 O 0050
T m 000,50 0.0050
I t 0 0050 0.0050
T, 0.0050 0.0050
_A 110-' Iblin =) 20G67 2.1197
Reference dimensions to Figure 85.
•" Minimum gage ply Ihickness = 0005 inches,
n/c Loadtllg condiliorl not considered.
NX=350 Nx= 1000 NK=2800 Nx=10OO0 Nw-J 28000
(lb/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Iblin) (Ib/ln)
05169 1.1264 1,4707
O. 7500 O.7500 O. 7500
1 7109 1,8129 2,4444
n/c 0 0068 n/c 0.0138 0.0141
00050 00050 00468
0.O050 0.0050 00050
0.0050 0.0079 0.0299
0.0058 0.0565 0.0036
0.0050 0.0050 0.0052
0.0050 0.0050 00050
0.0050 0.0131 0,0325
2,4429 4,7574 7.8404
0 5043 1 0424 1.4561
0.7500 0.7500 0.7500
1 6800 1.7766 2.1390
n/c 00057 rVc 00129 0.0294
0.0050 00070 0.0438
0.0098 0.0227 00061
0 0050 0 0080 0.0135
0.0050 0.0252 0 0351
00050 0.0050 00050
0 0050 00050 0.0050
0.0050 0.0521 0.0742
2.5058 5.2291 6.3371
nlc
n/c
O.5641
0.7500
18333
00050
0 0050
0 0141
0 0050
0.0050
0,0050
0.0050
0.0050
2,6447
0.5920
0,7500
2.0550
0,0050
0.0050
00172
0.0050
OO050
00050
00050
0.0050
2.8564
n/c
ilutc
0.7408
0.7500
1.8957
0 0220
0 0123
0.0062
000B4
00209
00050
0.0050
0.0365
5.7022
1.0653
0.7500
2,1150
0.0352
0.0276
0.0069
0.0050
00050
0.0050
0.0100
0.0416
6.5383
19569
07500
2.3838
00614
0.0351
0.0102
0.0129
0.0301
0.0050
0 0055
0.0703
10.0791
2.3704
0.7500
27003
0.1009
0 0246
0 0050
0.0112
0 0050
0 0050
0.0138
0 0896
12.4336
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Table31. BladeStiffenedPanel( P= 30.0psi L=:28in )
Nxy
"_x =0"0
B, (in.)"
B,
B=
T_ (in,) .=
T=
T=
T.
T.
T.
T7
T.
L_A 10 -4 Ib/in _)
Nxy
5_ =o.a
B, (in.)"
B=
B3
T, (in.)**
Tz
T3
T4
T,
T,
T_
T,
-_A (10-4 Iblin _1
Nxy
-_x =06
B, (in.)'
B=
B:=
T, (in.)'"
T=
T,
T,
Tm
T,,
T,
T,
10 -_ iblln =)
NX = 10
(Ib/in)
0 5710
0.7500
1.7346
0.0050
O 0050
00050
O 0050
0 O105
0 0050
00050
0.0073
2.5470
n/c
nlc
Nx= 100
(Iblin)
0.5265
0.7500
1.8819
O.0050
00050
00050
O 0050
0.0089
00050
00050
0.0050
2.5550
n/c
nlc
Nxy
--_-x =1.0
B, (in.l" 04235 0.5600
Bz 07500 0.7500
B3 2.0322 21735
T, (in.)*" 0 0050 00065
Tz 00050 0.0050
T= 0 0050 0.0057
T4 0 0050 00050
T= 0 0050 0 0050
T,= 00050 0.0050
Tt 00050 00050
T, 0 0050 0.0050
-_A(lO Iblin )) 2.5685 2.6154
4
Referet_ce dimensions to Figure 85.
" Minimuln gage ply Ihickness = 0005 Inches
n/c Loading condition not considered,
Nx=350
(Ib/in)
n/c
n/c
IVC
n,tc
N =1000
(I in)
0 350
0 500
2 ?53
0 )89
0 )50
O )50
0 )50
0 )55
0 ;)50
0 )50
0 )5O
2 )13
O 164
0 _O0
2 ;90
0 )61
O, )5O
0 106
0 )50
0 ]53
0 )50
0 )50
0 )50
2. ;58
0 )95
0 ;00
2 ;11
0 )53
O. )50
0 150
O )51
0 )53
0 )50
0 )51
O. )64
3. 164
0 )29
O _OO
2 119
0 )50
0 }50
0 !88
0 )50
O )50
O )50
0 )50
0 )86
3 ?O4
Nx =28OO NX= 10000 NX = 28000
(Iblin) ()b/in) (Ib/in)
n/c
nJc
n/c
n/c
1.0022
0.75CO
1.9167
0.0118
0 0050
0,0050
00090
0,0593
0O050
0.0050
0.0050
4.9667
0.5603
0.7500
1,7658
0.0126
0.0296
0.0050
00051
00050
0 0050
00050
00526
5,1732
0 8564
0,7500
19149
00211
00299
0.005O
00050
0 0050
0 0050
00051
0.0597
57030
10688
0.7500
21153
003GO
00247
00050
0 0050
0 0050
0.0050
O00G9
0.0556
6.5914
1 2366
07500
2 2320
O 0098
0.O461
00050
00179
O0606
0.0050
O0050
00393
7 8840
1 3993
07500
2.2479
0.0278
00598
0,0050
00050
00051
0.0050
00132
0.1066
8.4415
19348
0.7500
24744
00589
0.0467
0 0050
00070
00050
0.0050
0.0097
0.1081
10.0484
2.4349
0 7500
2.7774
01004
0 0304
0.0050
0.0100
0 0050
00050
0,0093
0.1033
12,6333
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Table32. BladeStiffenedPanel( P= 45.0psi L= 28in)
Nxy =
0.0
B, (in,)'
B2
B=
T,, (in.)'*
T,
T=
T,
T.
T.
T,
T,
-_A (10 -4 Iblin 2)
Nx _ 10 Nx = 100
(Iblin) (Iblin)
05885 0.5882
07500 0.7500
2 1015 2 0871
O 0050 0.0050
00050 00050
00050 0.0050
0.0050 00050
00141 00148
0.0050 0.0050
00050 0.0050
0.0050 0.0050
28857 2.9164
Nxy
B, (in.l*
Bz
B=
T_ (in.) "a PJc IVc
T=
T=
T_
T=
T.
T_
T=
A(10 -4 iblin =)
N×y = 0.6
t_ x
B, (in.)"
Bz
B_,
T, (in.)"" nlc v_'c
T,
"r=
T,
1-a
T=
T.
-_-A (10-" Iblin _1
Nxy
--=1.0
N x
B I (in.)* 0.5989 0.6263
B z 0.7500 0.7500
Bz 2.3583 2.5005
T t (in)'" 00067 00071
T z 0 0050 0.0050
T z 00050 0.0065
T 4 00050 0,0050
T= 00095 00085
T= 0 0050 00050
T_ 0 0050 0 0050
T. 0 0050 0.0050
_A (10-4 Iblil) =) 2.9142 2.9880
Reference dimensions to Figure 85.
** Minimuln gage ply thickness = 0005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
Nx= 350
(Ib/in)
n/c
ftlc
i_Jc
nlc
Nx = 1000
(Ib/in)
0.5051
07500
20442
00076
00050
0.0050
00050
0.0110
0.0050
0.0050
0.0100
3.1790
13/c
n/c
0.5290
07500
2 6160
00054
0.0052
0.0186
0.0052
0 0052
0.0052
0.0052
0.0102
3.6292
Nx=2800
(Iblin)
R/c
n/c
rL/¢
NX_ 100OO NX = 28000
(Ib/in) (Ib/in)
1.0551
07500
1.9962
0.0131
00004
0.0050
0,0084
0.0632
00050
00050
0.0050
5.2109
r_c
nlc
1.1492
07500
2.1615
0.0358
0.0260
00050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
00050
0.0658
6.7213
1.2759
0 7500
2.2977
0.0096
00458
0.0050
0.0162
0 0891
00050
00050
0,0050
8.0376
n/c
rtutc
2.6398
0,7500
2.8680
0.0997
00388
0.0050
00101
00050
00050
0 0098
0.1037
12.8173
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Table33. BladeStiffenedPanel- IncreasedSpacing( P= 0.0psi L= 28in)
Nxy
-_-x =0.0
B, (in.I"
B=
B3
T, (in.)**
Tz
Tz
T,
To
T,
T_
T,
L-_(A I0 -4/bAn =)
Nx = 10 Nx = 100
(!b/in) lib/in)
17.3000 6.4650
0.7500 07500
06584 0 4043
0 0095 0.0103
0OO50 0 OO5O
0O050 00050
00051 0.0050
0 0397 0 0055
00050 00397
0 0050 00050
0.0369 0.0369
1.3460 1.5909
Nx=_SO ";_;"_OOO .x_=2eoo Nx=ioooo Nx=28ooo
fib/in) (IP./In) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (!b/in)
2 7OOO 238O0 3.5O00
0 7500 0.7500 0.7500
0 9055 1.7401 20673
n/c C 0116 n/c 0 0213 00419
0 0050 00050 0 0240
0 0050 0.005O 0.0050
(I 0050 0.0078 0 0159
(I 0311 0 0870 0 1539
[: 0050 0.0050 00050
t: 0050 0.0050 0.0050
C0285 0.0050 0.0234
:;'2002 4.5757 8.2195
Nxy
--_"x = O.3
B, (in.l*
B=
B=
T, (in.)*"
T=
T=
T_
T=
T=
TT
T=
L_-_VA(10-= Ib/in =)
15.5200
07500
03979
0.0050
0.0050
0.0126
0.0112
0 0248
00061
0.0230
0.0342
1,2904
Nx)/
=0.6
B, (in.)* 13,6200
B= 07500
B= 0.4774
T, (in.)" 00050
T z 0.0128
T= 0 0055
Tq 00050
T= 0.OO50
T= 00050
T 7 00050
T m 00156
L-_A 10-' Ibhn )) 12249
NX¥
--_-X = 1.0
B= (in.)* 11.7500
B= 0.7500
Bz 0.3041
T_ (in.)*" 0.0050
Tz 00100
T = 0 0090
T 4 0.0050
T o 0 0050
T, 0 0050
T _ 0.0050
T m 0,0370
_-(1o-' Ib11.') 1.2545
A
Reference dimensions to FJguce BS.
"'_ Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 h_clte$.
n/c Loadhlg coHdition no{ considered,
5.7700
0.7500
0.4224
0 0050 n/c
0 0050
0 0162
0.0057
0 0320
0.OOS0
0 OO50
0.0311
1.6168
4 8650
07500
04730
0 0050 n/c
0.005O
00154
0 0091
0 0t99
0 0050
00050
0.0425
1.6357
2.6390
0.7500
0.7023
0 OO50 n/c
0.0050
0.0097
0 0050
00050
0.0050
00050
0.0290
1.4345
.]4750
I;,.7500
3.8136
3 OO5O
3 0050
3 0296
0 0076
0 0295
00076
OO05O
00640
2 6578
1 8100
0.7500
1 1550
0.0050
0 OO50
0 0261
0.0050
0.0050
0 0050
0.0050
0.0214
2.3839
1.1250
0.7500
17668
00063
00051
0 0206
0 0050
0.0050
00050
00050
0.OO74
2.6044
n/c
2.21OO
0.7500
1.7146
00075
0.0050
0,0476
00159
0.0162
0.OO50
0 OOTO
0.0970
5.2453
45500
0.7500
18186
0.0316
0 0050
O .0080
00313
0.1902
00050
00050
0 D684
9.6674
n/c
rt/c
2 2100
03500
17335
0,0182
00050
0 0593
00140
00095
0.0050
O.00G?
00937
6.3000
2.7700
0.7500
1.7714
0.0340
0 0103
00409
0.0408
0.0352
0.0088
00089
0.0703
8.1329
1.9020
07500
2.4675
0.0570
O 05O3
0.0067
0 0148
O 00SO
0 OO50
00117
O0608
9.7674
2 2500
0.7500
1.8883
00191
00123
0 0094
0 0195
0.0261
0 0095
0 0097
0.1553
13.7230
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Table 34. Blade Stiffened Panel - Increased Spacing ( P= 0.0 psi L= 28 in )
Nx = 10 Nx _ 100 Nx=350 Xx=1000 NX=2800 Nx=10000 Nx,=28000
(Iblin) (Ib/in) (lb/in) (Ib/In) (Ibl|n) (Ib/ln) (Ib/|n)
Nxy
"-_-x = 0.O
B, (in.)" 35.3000
B z 0.7500
B 3 0,1823
T 1 (in.)*' 00104
T_ 00050
T a 0.0050
14 0.0050
T_ 0.1161
T. 0.0050
T_ 0.0050
T. 0.1480
-_A 10-4 Iblin a) 1.3965
135700
0.7500
0.77O0
0.0187
0.0050
0.0050
0.0073
0.0572
00050
0.0130
0.1450
2,3683
NX y
"-'_-X = O,3
B, (In.) '_ 31.9900 12.2900
B z 0.7500 0.7500
8= 02710 03044
T, (in.)" 00050 0.0064
T z 00050 0 0056
T= 00147 00316
T 4 0.0050 00050
T= 0.0584 00509
T= 0.0050 0.0050
T_ 0,0237 0,0194
T= 0.1270 01606
L---_A10 -d Ib/in:') 1 3215 2.3672
t_xy
NX - 0.8
B, (in.) I
B=
B=
T, (hz.)'"
T=
T=
T,
T,
T=
Tz,
T=
-_A (10-4 Ib/In =1
28.5500
0.7500
0.3223
0.0050
00061
00127
00050
00137
0.0050
0 0137
0.0050
1.2398
24.32O0
07500
0 3562
00050
0.0050
0.0203
0 0050
0 0050
00050
0 0139
02222
15410
Nxy
--=1.0
N x
B, (in.)*
Bz
B=
T, (in)"
T,
T=
T4
To
T_
T,
-_A10 " Ib/in _)
10.5800
035O0
0.3610
0.0050
0.0050
00339
0,0050
0.0395
00050
0.0250
0,2164
2.3475
8,9510
0.75O0
0.5305
0_0050
0.0050
0 0350
0.0050
0,0050
00050
0.0332
0.1445
2 3545
6.1460
0.7500
06712
n/c 00236 nuPc
00050
00050
0O073
0,0060
0.0050
O,OOSO
0,0903
3,2066
5,3260
03500
0,7522
n/c 0,0050 n/c
0.0050
0.0430
0O050
0.0217
0.0050
0.0066
0.2O29
3.1844
4.3760
0.7500
0.8025
NC 00o50 n/¢
0 0050
00441
0.0051
0.0061
0.O050
0.0195
0.1486
3.1965
4.2730
07500
0.9370
Nc O 0050 n/c
0.0050
0.0490
0.0051
00050
0.0050
0.0050
O0288
3.5776
Reference dimensions Io Figure 85.
_'_'Minimum gage ply thickness = 0005
n/c Loading condition not considered.
inches.
62600 55950
0.7500 0.7500
1.3415 1 9613
0.0512 0.0640
0.O050 00062
0.0050 0.0096
00070 0.0195
02060 0.2248
0.0050 0.0050
0,0050 0.0050
0.0728 0.0652
6.7698 0.3176
5.1360 6 9300
0.7500 0.7500
1.4322 1.2987
00357 0.0265
00111 00050
00495 0.1297
00225 0.0181
0.0483 04494
0.O050 0.0051
0.0184 0.0050
0.2330 0.0122
7.6393 11.3589
4,3640 6.0110
0.7500 07500
1.4363 3.3843
0.0155 0,0621
00050 01628
00640 0 0396
00357 00136
0.0246 0 0088
0 0050 0.0050
0.0160 0.0133
0.2170 0D537
7.4916 14,5439
4.5600 8.2660
0.7500 0.7500
25173 1.6477
00293 0 1068
00050 00766
0.1191 00670
0 0208 0 0697
0.0296 0.0926
0 0050 0.0181
00050 0.0182
0.0368 0.2440
9.0213 17.3530
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Table 35. Blade Stiffened Panel - Increased Spaclntl ( P= 0.0 psi L= 28 in )
Nxy
--_-x = 0.0
B, 0,1,1"
B=
B=
T, (In.) _1
Tt
T=
T,
T,
T=
T_,
T,,
_A 110-' Iblin')
Nxy
"-_-x =0,3
B, (in,)"
B=
Bj
T, (in.) "=
T=
T=
T,
T,
T,
Ty
T,
L-_A 10-4 Iblin _)
Nxy
--_x = 0.6
B, (in.)'
B=
B=
T, (in.)**
T=
T=
T°
Tm
T=
T,
T,
L_A10 -q Iblin m)
Nxy
--=1.0
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
B_
T, {in.)""
T,
T=
T,
T,
Ta
T,
T,
L_A10 -4 Iblin _)
Nx = 10
(Ib/in)
Nx= 100 Nx=350 x= 10O0
(IbAn) (Ib/in) b/in)
39.2500 IB.2560
0.7500 )750O
0.1828 ]9363
0.O115 0554
00050 ).0086
0.0050 )O077
00050 ) 0067
0 1229 3.3166
O0050 3.0050
0.O050 D.0O50
0.1840 0.3235
1.4837 6.3365
39 2500
0.7500
0.1797
0 0057
0 0050
0.0172
0.0050
00998
0.0050
0.0278
0.1277
1.4839
39.2500
0.7500
03496
0.0051
0 0050
00186
0 0053
0.0430
0.0O50
0 0234
0.1005
1.4387
39.2500
0.7500
0.3225
0.0050
00050
00190
0 0050
00104
0.0050
00093
0.2584
1.4544
27.8900
0.7500
06127
0.0331 n/c
0.0050
0.0050
00050
0.1730
0,0050
0.0050
0.5218
3.6147
25 3300
0.7500
0 4423
0.0078 n/c
O 0050
0 0515
0.0050
0.1579
00050
00O50
0.6470
3.2481
21.9100
07500
O 3724
0 OO50 n/c
0 0050
0,0536
00050
01110
00050
0,0177
06376
3.2291
18.650O
0.7500
0.5848
00065 n/c
0.0190
0 0356
0 0050
0.0050
0 0O50
00191
0.2106
2.9516
Reference dimensions to Figure 85.
*" Minimum gage ply thickmess = 0,005 Inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
i9.2500
0.7500
1 0715
00115
0.0050
00947
00113
00942
00050
0.0108
0.7270
6,1330
192500
0 7500
1 1503
00159
0 0137
0 0938
0 0152
00235
00051
0 0312
0 4198
63954
182500
0 7500
!.7645
00186
00410
0 0741
00050
0 0055
O 0o51
00051
00085
6.4444
Nx= 2800
(Ib/in)
rdc
n/c
IVC
it/c
Nx= 10OO0
(llMin)
18,2500
07500
1.5783
O.1187
0.0050
0.0090
0.0172
07457
00050
0.0O50
0.2610
13.1657
192500
0.7500
1.9812
00395
0.0114
0.1788
00354
0.1807
00169
0.0184
0.8372
13.6755
162500
0.7500
2 3149
0.0352
0.0300
01950
00415
00474
000?6
O 0188
0.5177
13.B718
19.2500
0,75O0
3.4564
0 0564
00286
0 2003
0 0120
00403
0 0050
0,0050
00786
14.5685
Nx=28000
(Ib/in)
182500
0.7500
08413
0.1676
0OO50
00050
0.0180
1 5200
0.0050
00050
0.3798
18.1199
19.2500
0.7500
1.9391
0.0431
0.0072
02778
0 0446
0.7240
0.0066
00067
0.2681
18.5410
192500
07500
5.1685
0.0598
0.2526
0 1032
00145
00089
0.0069
0.0136
0.0805
2O 2277
19.2500
0.7500
2.B651
0.0775
01450
0 1616
0 0431
0.1289
0.0120
00131
0.2025
20.4646
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Appendix D. Corrugated Panel with a
Continuous Laminate Data
Appendix D. Corrugated Panel with a Continuous Laminate Data t90
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Figure 86. Corrugated Panel with a Continuous Laminate Model
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Table 36. Corrugated Panel with a Continuous Laminate , No VICON Corrections ( P= 0,0 psi
L= 28 in )
Nxy
- 0.0
Nx
B, (in)*
B=
Angle, 8
T, (in.)**
T=
T3
--_-A(10-' Ib/in 3)
Nxy
-- 0.3
Nx
B_ (in.)*
Bz
Angle, d_
T, (in.)**
Tz
T=
_-A (10-4 Iblln_
Nxy
= 0.6
Nx
B, (in.) _
Bz
Angle, 0
T, (in.)**
Tz
T:
-_A(10-' Iblin 3)
Nxy
- 1.0
Nx
B, (in.l*
B=
Angle, 0
T, (in.) x*
T=
T=
-_-A (10-" Ibltn 3)
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=350 Nx=1000 Nx=2800 Nx=10000 Nx=28000
(Ib/in) (Ib/In) (Ib/tn) (Iblin) (Iblin) (Iblln) (Iblin)
1.0750
12.8154
0.9
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8144
1.5141
10.0688
0.9
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8144
1.4195
8.7978
0.9
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8144
1.0746
7.9569
1.1
0 0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8144
2.3750
3.3064
6.9
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8167
2.1765
2,6617
8.1
0.0050
0 0050
0.0050
0.8174
1,4613
2,5048
9,4
0.0050
0.0050
0,0050
0.8194
1.0851
2.2402
11.5
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8230
n/c
rll/C
n/c
rl/c
0.7241
1.6333
46.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.9769
0.7154
1.5710
46.7
0.0050
0.0061
0.0050
1.0267
0.8328
1.3566
58.4
0.0050
0.0080
0.0050
1.1908
0.8499
1.3651
57.4
0.0050
0.0127
0.0050
1.4220
n/c
nJc
n/c
n/c
0 9155
2.0384
59.7
0.0071
0.0310
0.0050
2.7769
1.1407
1.7568
64.7
0.0095
0.0327
0,0050
3.0712
1.3492
1.9479
58.2
0.0187
0.0333
0.0050
3.8523
1.4716
2.3513
49.9
0.0339
0.0298
0.0050
4.9578
1.2341
2.4372
65.8
0.0101
0.0578
0.0050
4.7830
2.0729
2.5532
48.3
0.0274
O.0661
0.0500
5.8748
2.6296
2.8100
41.8
0.0581
0.0592
0.0050
8.0584
3.4180
2.1448
56.6
0.0991
0.0440
0.0057
11.3240
x Reference dimensions to Figure 86.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
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Table37. CorrugatedPanelwithaContinuousLamir_ate( P= 15.0psi L= 28in)
Nxy
--=0.0
Nx
B t (in.)*
B=
Angle,
T t (in.)**
T=
T=
-_--(A 10-4 IbAn =)
Nxy
_=0.3
N x
B, (in.)*
B=
Angle, 8
T_ (in.)**
Tz
T=
-_-A (10-4 Ib/In=)
Nxy
_=0.6
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
Angle, 0
T t (in.)**
T=
T=
-_-A (10-" Ib/_n 3)
Nxy
= 1.0
N×
B, (in.)"
B_
Angle,
T t (in.)**
T=
Tz
-£_-A(tO -4 Ib_n_
NX = 10 Nx = 100 NX=350 " Nx'-1000 Nx=2800 Nx--100OO Nx=28000
(Ib/_n) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib4n) (Ib/in)
0,4598
2.1951
43.7
0 OO5O
0 0069
0.0050
1.1068
n/c
n/c
0.4910
2.1462
38.8
0.0051
0.0096
0.0050
1,1355
0.4548
2.1933
44.4
0.0050
00075
0.0050
1.1458
I1_C
n/c
0.4654
2.1243
46.0
0.0050
0,0079
0.0050
1.1851
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
i
j 0.5096
2.2500
45.2
0.0055
0.0127
0.0050
1.4719
0.5618
2.1267
47.0
00057
0.0129
0.0050
1.5091
0.5272
2.0748
47.7
0.0050
0 0153
0.0050
1.5756
0 5892
2.0442
46.8
0.0051
O.0189
0.0050
13342
n/c
n/c
IVC
n/c
0,8656
2.4120
57.7
0,0073
00373
0.0050
3,1792
1.0480
2.1822
58.7
0.0097
0.0383
0.0050
3.3845
1.6716
29037
44.9
0.0186
0.0479
O.0051
4.2478
1.4464
2.9874
42.4
00346
0.0388
0.0050
5.3072
1.1388
2.4627
68.4
0.0100
0.0637
0.0050
5.1820
2.2772
3.2460
42.9
0.0265
0.0832
0.0060
6.5295
2.3520
3.8757
40.2
0.0577
0.0672
0.0050
8.5461
2.5238
5.0283
31.3
00981
0.0578
0.0050
11.3821
Reference dimensions to Figure 86.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
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Table38. CorrugatedPanelwithaContinuousLaminate( P= 30.0psi L= 28in)
Nxy =0.
Nx
B_ (in,)*
B=
Angle,
T, (in.)**
Tz
T=
-_A (I0-' Ib/in 3)
Nxy
--=0.3
N×
B4 (in.)*
B2
Angle,
T, (in.)**
Tz
T3
--_A (10 -4 Ibfln 3)
Nxy
-----0.6
N×
B, (in.)*
Bz
Angle,
T 4 (in.) _*
Tz
T_
L_A 10-4 Iblin 3)
N×y
_= 1.0
Nx
B, (In.)*
B_
Angle,
T, (in.)**
T_
--_-A 110-" Ib/in _1
Nx = 10 NX--- 100 NX=350 Nx=1000 Nx=2800 Nx=10000 Nx=28_
(Ib/in) (Iblin) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib{In) (ib/ln) (Ib/in)
0.5154
2.4171
47.8
0.0050
0.0129
0.0050
1.4752
n/¢
n]c
0.5079
2.4366
47.1
0.0050
0.0132
0.0050
1.4827
0.5194
2.4192
47.8
00050
0.0135
0.0050
1.5048
n/c
n/c
0.5084
2.4366
47.2
0.0050
00142
0.0050
1.5353
Reference dimensions to Figure 86.
** Minimum gage ply thickness -- 0005 inches.
n/c Loading condition not considered.
n/c
ru'c
n/c
nlc
0.5516
2.4129
49,3
0.0050
0.0180
0.0050
1.7656
n/c
n/c
0.6459
2.1456
51.3
0.0053
0.0221
0.0050
2.0039
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
08244
2.5446
60.8
0.0085
0.0380
0.0050
3.5486
n/C
n/c
1.9109
2.9712
45.9
0.0349
0.0409
00050
5.4300
1.0083
2.6333
70.2
0.0119
0.0596
0.0050
5.7613
n/c
n/c
3.2664
4.2183
34.7
0.0975
0.0664
0.0050
11.6618
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Table39. CorrugatedPanelwithaContinuousLamirtate( P=45.0psi L= 28in )
Nxy
- 0.0
Nx
B I (in,)*
Bz
Angle, 8
T, (in.)"*
T=
T=
-_A (10-* Ib/in _)
N×y
_=0.3
Nx
B, (in,)*
B2
Angle,
T, (in,)**
T=
-_A(10 .4 iblln _)
Nxy
--=0,6
N x
B_ (in.)*
B=
Angle, #
T, (in,)**
Tz
-_A (10-4 Ib_n 2)
Nx--_Y= 1.0
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
Angle, 9
T, (in,) **
T,
T=
-_-A (10-4 Ib_n 3)
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx=350 Nx=lO00 Nx=2800 Nx=10000 Nx=28000
(Ib/ln) (Ib/In) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ibiln) (Ib/in) (Ib/]n)
0.5541
2.6142
51.3
0,0050
0,0176
0.0050
1.7720
rl/c
nlc
0.5561
2.6415
69.1
O,0050
0 9177
0.0050
1.7750
0.5761
2.6100
49.2
0.0050
0.0185
0.0050
1.7994
n/c
n/c
0.5785
2.4996
52.8
0.0050
0,0178
0.0050
1.8274
PJc
n/c
n/c
i1/c
0 6328
2.5446
51,7
0.0050
0.0227
0.0050
2.0590
n/c
i
n/c
o 6884
2,4663
5o.3
0.0050
0,027B
0.0050
2.2704
rt/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
0.8133
2.6343
61,8
0.OO89
0.0422
0.0050
3.9374
n/c
nlc
1.8008
2.9475
70.9
0.0346
0.0450
0.0050
5.6908
Reference dimensions to Figure 86.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
rdc Loading condition not considered.
1.8201
2.7648
69.8
0.0112
0,O928
0.0050
6.8237
n/c
ilurc
n/c
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Table40. CorrugatedPanelwithaContinuousLaminate- Bead Ratio = 1.0 ( P= 0.0 psi
28 in )
L _
Nxy
= 0.0
Nx
B, (in.)*
B=
Bs
Angle, #
T, (in.)**
T2
T=
-_-A (10-' Ib/ln =)
Nxy
--=0.3
N x
B, (in.) =
B2
B2
Angle,
T, (in.)'*
Tz
Tz
--_A (10-' Ib/in =)
Nxy
--= 0,6
Nx
B, (in.)"
Bz
B2
Angle,
T, (in.)**
Tz
Tz
L--_A 10 -4 Ib/In _)
Nxy
-- 1,0
N×
B, (in.)*
Bz
B=
Angle, _9
T, (in.)**
Tz
T=
10-" Iblin =)
Nx = 10 Nx = 100 Nx==350 Nx=I(XX) Nx=2800 Nx=lO000 Nx=280(X)
(lb/in) (Iblin) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in) (Ib/in)
6.8716
6.4012
0.9463
1,7
00050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8145
6.1768
5.8836
0.5914
1.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8145
4.9632
4.1349
1 6610
1.9
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8145
4.1021
3.4663
1 2770
2.3
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8146
2.5446
1.9593
1.2665
12.7
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8220
2.3300
1.7460
1.2665
13.6
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8229
2.1313
1.5583
1.2665
16.0
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8258
1.9111
1.3425
1.3231
21.4
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.8341
n/c
n/c
n/c
rlutc
0 9248
1.3725
0.4708
59.8
0,0050
0.0050
0.0050
1.1151
0.9086
1.2184
0.7181
63.4
0.0050
0.0063
0.0050
1.1878
09400
1.3076
0.6981
63,1
0,0050
0.0087
0.0050
1336.4
0,9945
1.2945
0.9728
66.9
0,0050
0.0123
0.0050
1.5517
n/c
n/c
nlc
n/c
0.9547
1.8205
0.8534
73.1
0.0062
0.0273
0.0050
3.0430
19482
1.6568
1.4037
77.9
0.0082
0.0285
0.0050
3.3075
1.6034
1.8130
1,8875
68.7
0.0190
0.0309
0.0050
4.0865
2.3775
1.8650
2.4998
52.8
0.0320
0.0433
0.0124
5.6267
1.1875
2.3075
1.2974
76.5
0.0162
0.0457
0.0050
5.1093
2.1394
2.5344
1.4268
55.7
0.0278
0.0590
0.0050
6.1381
2.9300
2.5456
2.6495
50.9
0.0583
0.0549
0.0050
8.3405
3.5426
2.6563
3.4396
46.7
0.0991
0.0446
0.0050
11.2756
Reference dimensions to Figure 86.
** Minimum gage ply thickness = 0.005 inches.
nlc Loading condition not considered.
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